
Two decades and a year ago, the nation 
fell in love with a boy named Andy and 
his toys: Woody, a clever cowboy who 
“reached for the sky” and Buzz, a bold 
astronaut with big dreams and a little head. 
Over the next 15 years, we watched as 
these toys flirted with death, braving the 
experiments of Andy’s sadistic next-door 
neighbor and the chubby, destructive 
hands of preschoolers — all for Andy, 
the boy they couldn’t stop from growing 
up. When Toy Story concluded in 2010, 
Andy left home for college, bidding his 
toys adieu. Now, six years later, it is time 
for our goodbye. We will leave Woody 
and Buzz behind, but we will smile like 
children when we depart. Toy Story may 
have ended years ago, but our story is 
just beginning. 

Cover art by Helen Chen and Luke Salin
Graphic by Helen Chen
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TO INFINITY 
AND BEYOND

“This isn’t falling. This is flying with style!”
Sometimes a change in perspective is all you need. 

As kids, a scraped knee wasn’t an injury, but an exciting 
opportunity to get a cartoon-themed Band-Aid. As middle 
school students, we turned avoiding-the-dress-code and 
going-to-your-locker-during-lunch into espionage games, 
raising shoulders and ducking behind trash cans. 

In high school, as we traded our Buzz Lightyear action 
figures for copies of The American Paegant, we took on new 
adventures: newly difficult classes, the pressure of college 
admissions, and our own tangled social lives. But despite our 
changing circumstances, we held on to our integrity, kindness 
and generosity.  

After all, we are the students who went to both the Macy’s 
Thanksgiving Day and Rose Bowl Parades ― the ones who 
moved to the robotics room before pulling off an amazing 
qualification to the world tournament ― the kids who fought 
hard to become the first girls’ basketball team to win CCS in 
school history ― the students so open-hearted that one of us 
sent a letter through Paul Robinson encouraging us to see 
ourselves as more than just the universities that accepted us 
― because we are more than that. 

As we graduate, it’s time to say goodbye to the stories 
that have shaped us for the past 17 or 18 years. We’re leaving 
behind everything from all-nighters suffered for The Grapes 
of Wrath to the indescribable sense of unity we felt when 
we performed in Homecoming together for the last time, 
singing Nicki Minaj’s ‘Starships’ in front of a Star Wars display 
emblazoned with our handprints. 

So let’s say ‘so long’ to Saratoga without regrets, and let 
our lives truly go to infinity and beyond.

— Ashley Chen

Sandeep Suresh dances during the Star Wars 
Homecoming Quad Day performance on Oct. 15, 2015.
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YOU’VE GOT A 
FRIEND IN ME

More important than the classes we 
took or the grades we got, more 
important than the games we won or 
the miles we ran are the people we 
met. When we look back at these 
past four years, we will remember 
our friends and how we grew up 
together. 
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Be Free, and Fare Thou Well

As you prepare to leave your high school English classes be-
hind forever, there are a few lessons which I’d like to take one 
last crack at browbeating you with before you fly. So indulge 
me as I leave you, Polonius-like, with “these few precepts”:

1. Work well with others. You know this already: anything 
worth accomplishing rarely-to-never takes just “one man” (or 
woman, for that matter). You have seen this lesson in action 
here at Saratoga in almost everything you have done, from the 
group poetry panel that riveted your audience; to the high tech 
Robotics feats; to the Homecoming skit for which you reached 
out to someone to whom you had never spoken before, much 
less jumped into the arms of — each of these endeavors was 
enriched by the contributions of a collaborative group. 

2. Ask for help, and when you have done so, give 
credit where credit is due. Acknowledge those 
who have helped you, supported you, inspired you.  
It was Piggy’s idea, after all, to use the conch to bring 
everyone together in the first place, and had Ralph 
acknowledged that fact, not only would Piggy have 
felt validated, others might have realized what this 
specs-wearing loner had to offer — and they might 
not have ended up naked, grubby, and murderously 
feral. Crediting your sources and supports is not just good MLA 
form, it is a demand of decency. Stay classy, Saratoga.

3. Work that is meaningful and that 
brings you great joy and reward 
will also be hard, and frequently te-
dious, brutal and/or terrifying.  
Literature’s examples abound — Amir, 
saving Sohrab and finally redeeming 
himself through physical and emo-
tional sacrifice — Ma Joad, preparing 
endless meals of fried dough for end-
less hungry mouths. SHS students know 
a thing or two about hard work, too. The lesson 
we hope you learn is Sisyphus’s: Whether you ul-
timately achieve the result you were going for or 
not, the very process of working at it makes you 
more creative, more resilient, wiser — a better human 
all around. Put your shoulder to the boulder, Sisyphus; the 
struggle itself gives your life meaning.

4. Find colleagues, partners, and friends with whom you 
can play, create, and goof off, as well as struggle and 
work. Saratoga students work really, really hard — but they have 
a hell of a good time together, too. We all need to play to flourish; 
find work and life mates with whom you can continue to play.

5. Having exhorted you to “work and play well with others,” 
I will also encourage you to keep sacred your solitude, as 
well. I’m not necessarily advocating wintering in a cabin in the 
woods, but when you feel conflicted about figuring out what you 
really believe, going off on your own intermittently and listening 
to what your heart and mind tell you is critical for your well-being.  

6. Don’t let anyone lecture you about what life will be like 
in “the real world.” When they do so, they gener-
ally mean, “When you are making money …,” and the 
lecture that follows can be soul-deadening. First of 
all — what is the “real world”? Is the literature that 
moves you not as real — or realer — in its represen-
tation of human experience as the lived experience 
itself?  What you have been doing for the past four 
years and will be doing for the next four years matters 
— despite the fact that you have not been making 
money at it. You have always been in the “real world.” 
Whether you are working your way through multi-

variable Calculus proofs or mastering an Elgar piece, through 
learning you are realizing your greatest potential as a human.  
Being a student is an honorable undertaking and identity, and 
a privilege. Treat this part of your life with the reverence it de-
serves. 

And one final lesson from “Lord of the Flies”: 
 

7. Check regularly for the smoke of friendly 
ships on the horizon. We love to hear from you, 
and, to support you in your travails and celebrate 
your triumphs. Keep in touch.

8. Finally, as Prospero of “The Tem-
pest” — a much wiser, more self-aware 
Shakespearean parent and mentor 
than Polonius — would say, “Be free, 
and fare thou well.”

Amy Keys, English

Dear Class of 2016,
 
Have you ever noticed the vast majority of comedians are (at 
least somewhat) unattractive?mCould this phenomenon be ap-
plied to the funniest SHS staffers? If not, and you find none of us 
funny, thank you for thereby affirming our collective attractive-
ness.

 
Experts suggest comedy is inversely related to 
beauty for a few a reasons: comedy is often 
about flaws and failure, relatability (you can 
imagine the same foible happening to your 
favorite comedian as it would happen to you) 
and fairness/unfairness (it would be unfair to 
be beautiful and hilarious). I am paraphrasing 
from Michael Deacon in “The Telegraph.”
 

What all this adds up to in my mind is that imperfection is dis-
arming. Your flaws make you real, vulnerable, imperfect, and ul-
timately, disarming.
 
As a class, you have achieved an incomprehensible level of suc-
cess, garnering championships in music, theater, film, robotics, 
science, math, history and athletic competitions to name, just a 
few. More importantly, you have brought a sense of fun, authen-
ticity and humility to your achievements. I love and appreciate the 
leaders amongst you who have dropped a rifle in guard, danced 
out of synch at quad day, botched a lab procedure in biology, 
shot a basketball that barely grazed the backboard.nYou have 
somehow been incredibly accomplished while also being real. 
You have been disarming … and in doing so, have been inspiring.
 
Brian Safine, Assistant Principal

Congratulations Class of 2016!

Wow, what a group you are! I have 
never been so challenged in my eight 
years at SHS as I was in the past two 
years by you. I mean this in a positive 
way — you always kept me on my toes 
intellectually but more importantly chal-
lenged my thinking on a variety of topics 
unrelated to physics. Your class has so 
much energy and entrepreneurial spirit; I 
really expect to hear many great stories 
about you as you go through your collegiate and professional 
careers. You have been through so much in your high school 
years, but keep in mind how much more you can do.

Remember to give your best, don’t ever give up and whatever 
you do try to leave footprints in the sand. At the end of the day, 
your legacy as an individual and how you treated others will last 
much longer than any material achievement.

All the best to you and may the “fictitious force” always be with 
you.

Kirk Davis, Science

Class of 2016,
You’ve always been the bees’ knees,
The cat’s pajamas and the cat’s meow,
Pick of the litter and leader of the pack,

King of the hill, top of the heap,
And the top of the line,

The crème de la crème,
Best of the best,

Blue ribbon,
Gold star,
1st class.

Be
Happy

So.

Cathy Head, English

Always be you!

Graduation,
Dismissal time
Memories set in …
School wasn’t bad
A chapter closes.
Goodbyes are said
To people and places 
Part of your life
May no longer be!

Get excited!
A new chapter opens.
New dreams,
New goals,
New challenges,
New people,
New places,

New opportunity,
A blank notebook.
Do what you want to do,
Change what you want to 
change,
But, always be YOU!

Congratulations Class of 
2016!

Señor 
Rodríguex
(Arnaldo 
Rodríguex), 
Spanish
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“The class of 2016 stands out to me as chock full of students 
passionate about many diverse things (sports, academics, 
cooking, cars). A large number of you are extremely talented 
at many different activities yet you get along very well with 
each other and appreciate each other’s strengths.”

Jenny Garcia, Science

“The class of 2016 is one of the most involved 
classes I've seen in my 24 years here. They 
sing, strum, swing, and study — all exception-
ally well. The class is a special group and I miss 
them already, even though they haven’t left yet.”

Mike Davey, History
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Mad Max, The Places We’ll Go, The 
Things We Carry, and The Things We 
Leave Behind

 I am a big fan of quest narratives and 
what little “wisdom” I have to share with 
you can be found in one of 2015’s most 
cinematic quest stories, “Mad Max: Fury 
Road.” It’s a film that not only pushes my 
inner nerd button, but it also came at a 
time in my life when I needed some es-
capist fun. Spoiler Alert!
 “Fury Road’s” world is parched and 
orange hot, a world more metal and ma-
chine than grass and green, populated 
by funky-haired demagogues with a pen-
chant for bombastic speeches sprinkled 
with portentous warnings intended 
to stoke fear, where the 
masses come together 
in shared outrage 
and misery because 
much is owned by 
the few and little 
is possessed by 
the many. A world, 
broadly speak-
ing, like our own. 
Drifting through 
this wasteland is 
Max Rockatansky, a 
former-cop-turned-
road-warrior haunted 
by dreams and ghosts 
of a past he is trying to 
forget, a man grown 
cynical, prone to dec-
larations like “hope is 
a mistake.” Because 
everything is a com-
modity in this world, 
Max is kidnapped and 
taken back to the Cita-
del — a desert fortress 
ruled with pseudo-religious fervor by 
the aforementioned funky-haired dema-
gogue ( just a cruel despot calling him-
self Immortan Joe) — and forced to be a 
“blood bag” (blood donor). Joe presides 
over the Citadel like a deity, hoarding 
all of the region’s resources for himself 
while the suffering 99 percent literally 
and figuratively look up to him from be-
low. Enter one-armed Imperator Furiosa, 
one of Immortan Joe’s head generals, 
herself a road warrior burdened by past 
sins more implied than made explicit, her 
haunted eyes always turned toward the 

distance, perhaps searching for a way to 
make things right in this world that’s as 
broken as she is. It is Furiosa — not Max 
— who is our hero because she is the 
one with the heroic mission:  to escape 
the Citadel with Immortan’s prized pos-
sessions, his five young “brides,” wom-
en stripped of their dignity, but not their 
sense of agency, a point re-enforced by 
the spray-painted messages they leave 
for Joe on the walls of their cell:  Who 
killed the world? We are not things.
 The film’s title may be “Mad Max,” but 
Furiosa and the women are the heroes 
we care about in their quest of the Green 
Place. Green is the color of growth and 
spring, so maybe it makes sense that our 
heroines, survivors really, would pursue 

a place of hope and renew-
al, a place to call 

home where 
one’s past can be forgotten and a 
new future can be forged. The journey 
doesn’t come easy; they’re chased by 
a furious Joe and his army of war boys, 
brainwashed into blindly believing that 
passage into “Valhalla” will be theirs if 
they devote their lives to his “shiny and 
chrome” ideals, values represented by 
the automotive monstrosities that are 
modes of transport, murderous weap-
ons, and objects of sacred worship all at 
once.
 But something interesting happens 
on this quest through the desert. Joe’s 

version of Valhalla doesn’t exist, clear-
ly, but as it turns out, the Green Place 
doesn’t exist, either. It might have at one 
point, but as one character puts it, “the 
earth had turned sour,” and nothing re-
mains but a poisoned place unfit for life. 
So, Furiosa, her clan of woman warriors, 
and Max have a choice:  to continue 
running away … Or, to turn around and 
confront the very problems of injustice 
and oppression which drove them away 
in the first place. Max suggests that they 
turn back, his own personal experience 
informing this wry observation:  “If you 
can’t fix what’s broken … you’ll go in-
sane.” They stop in the middle of a bar-
ren salt field and Max looks into Furiosa’s 
eyes. “It’ll be a hard day,” he says, point-
ing back in the direction of the Citadel. 
“But at least that way, we might be able 

to … together … come across some 
kind of … redemption.”

 “Feels like 
hope,” another 

character ob-
serves.

 Max offers Furiosa his 
hand; she takes it.
 In any other conven-
tional (safe … easy) 
quest, the story would 
end with them reaching 
the Green Place, living 
happily ever after. But 

such a narrative would 
leave the situation back at 

the Citadel a dangling loose 
end. But George Miller isn’t in-
terested in making a conven-

tional fairy tale; he is making 
a parable for our times, one 

that poses questions we might 
want to ask ourselves periodi-

cally:  Where should we go? What should 
we do? What should  we take with us? 
What will we leave behind? 
 As many of you know, I took an 
8-month sabbatical from teaching last 
school year to make my own personal 
turn-around journey home to Seattle, 
so that I could help my over-burdened 
mother care for my father; he’d been bat-
tling lung cancer off and on since 2011. 
Things didn’t work out, and he was taken 
from us the week I arrived, a devastat-
ing loss for all of us in the Nguyen family, 
forever etched into my memory by de-
tails I can still see and hear in my head:  

the hoarse, wet and gravelly wheezing 
of his breathing, the occasional gesture 
of a bony finger during rare moments 
of wakefulness (a stroke had taken his 
voice away earlier that November), the 
beeps, hums, and ticks of hospital ma-
chinery pulling me out of restless sleep 
during those all night vigils, and the way 
the iron gray fog sat so still above the 
waters of Possession Sound the morning 
he, too, slipped quietly into stillness.
 The grief was immediate, powerful, 
unbearable, and unrelenting. But a day 
passes. Then another. And then another. 
And you occupy yourself with tasks like 
helping Mom make funeral arrange-
ments, making phone calls to life insur-
ance companies, filling out hospital pa-
perwork, sorting through Dad’s fishing 
equipment, consulting with real estate 
agents, teaching Mom how to use online 
banking, doing all the things he used to 
do for her when he was alive. Gradually, 
you gain control of your grief and you 
start to notice the little things he left be-
hind: an orange plastic ball he had strung 
up on fishing wire from one of the beams 
in the garage, dangling in midair so that 
as Mom eased the car in, it would gently 
bounce against the windshield to let her 
know that the car was completely in and 
not not going to block the garage door 
coming down; a binder labeled “Just in 
Case” with instructions for you about 
what to do, who to call, where to find 
things; a cardboard box full of paid bill 

statements going back at least a decade. 
All of these things were the things he left 
behind, representing the legacy of a man 
who was meticulous, who was thoughtful, 
who always seemed to place the care of 
his family over his own needs.
 These days, my father’s absence and 
the memory of his loss lurk faintly in the 
back corners of my mind. But on some 
days, for instance, when Mom calls to 
ask for help in researching ESL classes 
for my uncle, his wife, and three kids — 
recently immigrated — I think to myself, 
“This is what Ba would do if he were here 
as he had done countless times for vari-
ous members of extended family over 
the last 30 years. Except that he’s not 
here.” And then my throat tightens and 
my eyes burn. But paradoxically, with this 
grief comes a feeling of comfort, almost 
as if he is still here with us. Because here 
I am, picking up where he left off, doing 
the things he would have done if he were 
here. This, too, I realize, is his legacy. I will 
probably never be half the man he was, 
but I can at least try. I can at least ask my-
self questions about the things I’ll leave 
behind. I like to think of it as one way to 
keep the dead alive. 
 Soon, you will sit on a sun-dappled car-
pet of green in the middle of our football 
field, your eyes glancing not only at each 
other but perhaps gazing into the faces 
of people sitting in the chairs and on the 
bleachers in front of you — your parents, 
your siblings, your relatives, your teach-

ers, your friends. They represent your 
past and your present, literally facing you 
as you (not so literally) face your future. 
You will sit there and pass the time by ru-
minating on a number of things, waiting 
for your name to be called:  Did I remem-
ber to lock my car? Can something be 
both dank and on fleek? Will Mr. Nguyen 
ever give up on his sad attempts to be 
hip, relevant, and oh-
so fetch? Afterwards, 
your days will be filled 
with energetic future-
tense conversations 
about the places you’ll 
go, the things you’ll do, 
the lessons you’ll take 
with you. As you em-
bark on your own he-
roic quest to perform 
amazing feats of glory, to vanquish the 
dastardly villains in your life, picking up 
life-long allies along the way, you might 
want to take some time to also reflect on 
the legacy you’ll leave behind.
 Why?
 Because, as Max discovers, hope isn’t 
a mistake. But it also can’t be found in 
some vague and nebulous Green Place 
“out there” either. Hope is something you 
create right here with the world in front 
of you and the people who live in it. No 
meaningful journey would be complete 
without it. Or, some popcorn.

Ken Khoa Nguyen, English

Dear Class of 2016,
 
 Sad to say farewell to all of you.  
The class of 2016 has many dream-
ers, leaders, athletes, and truly ex-
ceptional minds, but I think most im-
portantly, this is a group of students 
who believes in compassion and 
working together.  Star Wars Home-
coming and the class romance with 

the juniors comes 
to mind … You’ve 
played music and 
danced through 
the Rose Parade, 
released sea tur-
tles in Costa Rica, 
created innova-
tive apps, filmed 

documentaries, brought home a 
CCS Women’s Basketball champion-
ship, and have been true friends to 
one another in the moments when it 
counted the most.  I feel privileged 
to have lent an ear to those of you 
who’ve shared your hopes and 
dreams and fears with me. 
 My wish is for all of you to use 
your kind hearts and brilliant minds 
to make this world a better place.  
With privilege comes great respon-
sibility. 
 Farewell class of 2016! Be fear-
less in the pursuit of what sets your 
soul on fire!

Much love, 
Eileen Allen, Guidance

To the Class of 2016,

“I want to thank you for being one of the 
most memorable, honorable, inclusive and 
caring classes I have ever taught. You have 
not only shown me resilience and strength 
(individually and in numbers) but unwav-
ering loyalty and support to your family, 
friends, school and community. 

The love and altruism which define you as 
a group have left an imprint on us all. Your 
wit, humor and snark have been greatly ap-
preciated and treasured. Grow your wings, 
fly off to new horizons, and be proud to be 
you.”

May the force be with you all.
Kristen Thomson, Science

NGUYEN

ALLEN

WHO 
KILLED THE 
WORLD?

GRAPHIC BY GITIKA NALWA
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ACADEMIC HONORS
VALEDICTORIAN AWARD: Celine Liang

 SALUTATORIAN AWARD: Kristine Zhang

VERY HIGH HONORS:

NATIONAL MERIT COMMENDED STUDENTS:

NATIONAL MERIT FINALISTS:

HIGH HONORS:

HONORS:

Nihar Agrawal 
Avinash Arjavalingam

Suneel Belkhale
Nicole Chiou
Giulia Corno
Daniel Eem

Alice He
Yena Jeong
Nicholas Lai
Jacky Lee

Chester Leung
Alexander Li
Elizabeth Li

Farbod Moghadam
Bita Naimi 

Gitika Nalwa
Brendan Ney
Nathan Ney 

Karthik Padmanabhan
 Meera Rachamallu

Christine Raj
Ashvita Ramesh

Kanaai Shah
Allen Shen

Michelle Shen
Sean Shi

Christopher Shih
Dorrie Tang

Rishi Veerpaneni
Harrison Yang

Anusuya Arjavalingam
Adithya Bellathur

Michelle Cen
Aditya Chaudhry

Ashley Chen 
Helen Chen

Jennifer Chen 
Kevin Chen

Varun Choudhary 
Sabrina Clark 
Shrey Desai
Carey Fong
Daniel Gao

Emma Hoffman 
Michelle A. Huang 

Felicia Hung
Andrew Jiang

Kayla Kim
Stephanie Law

Sophia Lin
Ariel Liu

Katherine Liu
Jayee Malwankar

Jui Malwankar
Navid Mokhlesi

Shaya Nikfar
Edwin Pan
Ingrid Pan

Sweeya Raj
Arjun Ramanathan

Amanda Rhee
Fiona Sequeira
Vibha Seshadri

Partha Shah
Gerui Sheng

Summer Smith
Eleni Spirakis

Sandeep Suresh
Brian Tang

Oksana Trifonova
Divya Veerapaneni

Mena Wang
Spencer Yen

Lisa Yu

Yu Karen Asai
Miles Chaffin

Kimberly Chen
Joli Chien

Larissa Chiu
Michael Chyan
Talia Clement

Amanda Duong-Le
Jonathan Fung

Samantha Guidry
Alex Guo

Shireen Haghshenas
Nina Harris

Gwyneth Hunger
Gwynevere Hunger

Caroline Jens
Stephen Law

Justin Lee
Mengjiao Li

Allison Lin
Michael Ma

Nupur Maheshwari
Kabir Manghnani
Yasmeen Mardi 
Valarie Martin

Katherine McLaughlin
Christopher McMahon

Brian Menard
Nandita Mohan
Sanam Mohan

Nina Ann Nelson
Manna Okada
Lucas Peng

Matthew Peterson
Nicole Prowse
Anant Rajeev

Naveed Riaziat
Angelica Rojas

Ankitha Sarvesh
Meghan Shah

Maya Sripadam
Rhea Srivats

Neeki Tahmassebi
Alisha Thanawala
Aakash Thumaty

Matthew Tran
Janani Velchamy

Thomas Wang
Andrew Weng
Darby Williams

Yiqing Yang
Amy Zhang
Eric Zhang

Joyce Zhang
Ingrid Zhou

Chenghao Zhu

Anusuya Arjavalingam
Suneel Belkhale
Aditya Chaudhry
Rahul Cheeniyil

Nicole Chiou
Michael Chyan

Shrey Desai
Alexander Di

Amanda Duong-Le
Carey Fong

Jonathan Fung
Daniel Gao

Alice He
Emma Hoffman

Felicia Hung
Gwyneth Hunger

Gwynevere Hunger
Caroline Jens
Stephanie Law

Felicia Lee
Jacky Lee
Justin Lee

Allen Li
Matthew Li

Sophia Lin
Ariel Liu

Jui Malwankar
Kabir Manghnani

Katherine McLaughlin
Sanam Mohan
Jatin Mohanty

Navid Mokhlesi
Bita Naimi

Gitika Nalwa
Nathan Ney
Shaya Nikfar

Michael Owyang
Karthik Padmanabhan

Edwin Pan
Ingrid Pan

Arnav Pawar
Gautam Prabhu

Sweeya Raj
Michael Ren

Naveed Riaziat
Maxwell Rossip
Ankitha Sarvesh
Fiona Sequeira

Meghan Shah
Rotem Shaked

Allen Shen
Gerui Sheng

Christopher Shih
Uday Singh

Summer Smith
Eleni Spirakis

Maya Sripadam
Rhea Srivats

Sandeep Suresh
Brian Tang

Aakash Thumaty
Samir Vaidya

Divya Veerapaneni
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Dear freshman Anant, 

High school is something else. Starting 
on your first day of school, you will experi-
ence every emotion on the spectrum: from 
ecstasy after your first Bombay in the Bay 
performance to fear when you get your first 
D on a calculus test. 

As for your personality, you also better 
start becoming more so-
cial because in a mere 
two-and-a-half years, you 
are going to become the 
co-president of the Indian 
Cultural Awareness Club. 

You know that “weird” 
Indian dance show your 
older brother forced you 
to watch at the end of 
eighth grade? You’re go-
ing to start loving it so 
much that you choose to lead this crazy 
group of students. Your officers will become 
your best friends, and your club, will, well 
become your life.

Your friend groups are also going to 

change and evolve every year as you meet 
more and more people. 

The kids you started off hanging out with 
in August of 2012 when you first walked 
onto the SHS campus will not be the same 
ones you stick by in your senior year, but 
that isn’t a bad thing — you’ve learned to 
surround yourself with the people who truly 
matter to you. 

Also, you know the 
free Falcon T-shirts you 
receive at Falcon Fest 
at the beginning of the 
year? It might not be a 
great idea to keep wear-
ing those during school, 
or else you’ll earn some 
questionable nicknames. 
Also, you might want to 
get some new shoes 
— as comfy as though 

ragged tennis shoes may be, they really 
aren’t all that stylish.

I also hate to rain on your parade, but 
second semester of senior year won’t seem 
at all what it’s cracked out to be at first. Col-

lege admissions are a rollercoaster and the 
whole process is not as organized as it may 
seem. 

The month of March is going to be the 
hardest month to endure. You are going to 
be told “no” numerous times and although 
some of these will crush you, the “yeses” 
will feel all the better. However, the terrible 
days you have will be counterbalanced with 
equally amazing days. 

The next four years are a time to discov-
er everything about yourself, your friends 
and the world around you. Life gets harder, 
but it will also get so much more fun and 
enjoyable. There will be so many activities 
to do that you will never have time to be 
bored. You will discover yourself in high 
school. You will look back on your fresh-
man self and be shocked at who you were. 
If there’s one piece of advice I’d leave you 
with before you embark on this long, topsy-
turvy journey, it is to never forget your roots. 

Have fun in Saratoga. There is no place 
like it, and it certainly is more than great to 
be a Falcon. 

–  Anant Rajeev

RELAX: HONEY, YOU’LL BE JUST FINE
Dear freshman Melissa,

As much as I’d like to advise 
you on the big things (like the 
fact that you are definitely going 
to get into a college even if you 
get a B, so please stop worrying), 
I have to say that you’re going to 
do a pretty good job of figuring 
things out yourself in these next 
four years. In fact, aside from the 
little things, you’re going to look 
back on your high school ex-
perience with absolutely no re-
grets. So, it’s the little things I will 
focus on telling you about right 
now, because let’s face it: that 
post-middle-school hairstyle 
and strong aversion to makeup 
really aren’t going to bode well 
for you.

And, freshman Melissa, 
please get bangs. It’s a deci-
sion you won’t regret, and you’ll 
feel much more confident with 
that hairstyle. Also, sometimes 
eyeliner and lip-gloss isn’t a bad 
thing (and by the time you’re a 

senior, your favorite pastime 
will be watching makeup tutori-
als on YouTube, and attempting 
them as well.)

Over the next couple of 
years, you’ll grow into your awk-
wardness, and even learn to 
love the fact that sometimes you 
may get a little 
too loud, a little 
too excited or 
a little to pas-
sionate about 
certain things. 

Your love 
for things like 
Disney is go-
ing to get 
even stronger 
(you probably 
thought it couldn’t, but you’re 
wrong), and so naturally one of 
your favorite moments will be 
getting the chance to perform 
for children as Princess Anna. 
You don’t know this movie right 
now, but it will be a huge hit 
when it’s released. And don’t 

be embarrassed if you are just 
as excited (if not more) as the 
little girls who asked if you could 
sing “Do You Want to Build a 
Snowman?” because we know 
that our dream has always been 
to be a princess.

You’re going to find your 
niche in 
many things, 
and even 
t h o u g h 
this year it 
seems like 
you can’t 
find yourself, 
by senior 
year you’re 
going to be 
confident in 

the person you are. 
The Journalism Room will 

become your home on campus. 
Even though the first deadline 
night sophomore year is going 
to leave you flustered beyond 
belief, those long nights with 
way too many picas and way 

too much layout (I’m sorry to say 
you never really get better at it) 
will end up being some of your 
favorites. 

And here comes the cheesy 
part: No matter what you do, 
everything is going to turn out 
fine. Every single decision you 
will make in high school, rang-
ing from which prom dress you 
choose, to changing parts of 
your life you aren’t happy with 
and figuring out who your true 
friends are, will all be for the 
best.  

There isn’t going to be a 
single decision (besides maybe 
the times you watch Netflix until 
3 o’clock in the morning) that 
you truly regret. So, I suppose 
that’s my final word of advice: 
Do what you think is right, and 
make the decisions you’re most 
confident in, because in the 
end, everything will have turned 
out exactly the way you wanted 
it to. 

– Melissa Magner

IT’S GREAT TO BE A FALCON!

Melissa as a freshman (left) and 
senior (right).

Anant as a freshman (left) and 
senior (right).

On Snapchat Filters: “They let me reveal my alter egos as vomiting unicorns and cute doggies” - Janani Velchamy

Hi. Hello. Yeah, you over there, the one 
staring at the “Falcons” mural on the wall. If 
you don’t walk onto campus now, you’re go-
ing to get trampled by the 300 other fresh-
men behind you. 

Also, stop stressing about high school. 
Because regardless of how much you 
worry, the truth will remain the same: You 
aren’t ready for it. You aren’t ready for the 
challenges that will arise and you definitely 
aren’t ready for the life les-
sons you will learn. 

High school has been 
an absolutely irreplace-
able experience. They say 
you either love it or hate 
it, and you’re one of the 
lucky individuals who has 
happened to love it (well, 
eventually). The awkward-
ness that overwhelms you 
now? Yeah, that is never going to leave you. 
But the lack of self-confidence you can not 
seem to shake? It gets better. 

So hurry and climb those quad steps. Be-
ing late to your first period isn’t the best way 
to start off the school year. 

I’m not going to let you in on everything 
you go through during the next four years, 
but only because half the fun of high school 
is the unexpected nature of it — which brings 

me to the first piece of advice I have for you: 
Stop trying to plan every aspect of your life 
out; just go with the flow. 

The oddest paths lead to the best out-
comes and if you’re never open to looking 
for these hidden roads, you might miss more 
than you know. 

Switching your elective class from Ce-
ramics to Journalism 1 may seem a strange, 
impulsive choice now, but  believe me, that 

will be one of the best de-
cisions you will ever make. 
The newspaper staff is a 
group of wildly eclectic, yet 
fiercely driven individuals, 
and you’ll be blessed to 
have found a place in that 
family. So, take everything 
in stride. Because goals 
are important to have, but 
at the risk of sounding cli-

ched, how you get to them is what matters 
the most. 

Instead of feeling trepidation every time 
you see a new face, feel thrill. These people 
are going to collectively carry you through 
the forthcoming years, so be nice. If you are 
fortunate enough to find individuals who 
brighten your day, who make your smallest 
inconveniences theirs, or who speak to your 
soul, never let them go. 

Because as much as you’d like to think 
that high school is a solo battle, one where 
you repeatedly get knocked down only to 
rise again, it’s more of a mass marathon. You 
need someone to hand you water or dust 
you off every once in a while. 

Looking back, a lot of what makes me 
who I am now came from the company I 
have kept. Your attitude and outlook on life 
have varied depending on who you spent 
your time with. And though it’s probably not 
the freshest concept you have heard, “find-
ing yourself” is a lot easier with support and 
stability.

Keep listening in class and actually take 
notes. You’ll thank your past self every time 
a test comes up. Procrastination is going to 
be your best friend (you work well under 
pressure) and worst enemy over the follow-
ing years, and you’ll soon learn that  4 a.m. 
is possibly the quietest time of day — and 
the finest hour to focus. Finally, remember: 
When in doubt, coffee and late-night donuts 
solve all problems.  

Four years may seem like a very long 
time, but they pass by like seconds. You’re 
going to screw up many more times than 
you can count, but remain confident. You will 
reach the glorious finish line and be a per-
son transformed.

— Nupur Maheshwari

THE TALE OF A LIFE-LONG PICKY EATER
As a 5-year-old sitting on a 

neon-colored mat of the United 
States in room M3 at Challenger 
School—Berryessa, I waited pa-
tiently my leg in “criss cross ap-
plesauce” and my hands folded 
in “snowball hands.” Chatter 
filled the air as my classmates 
made their way to the rug, their 
hands stained from the finger 
painting we had just finished. 

My Kindergarten teacher, 
Mr. Josh, came around to give 
each of us a napkin, followed 
by Animal crackers and a cup 
of grape juice. I remember the 
boys around me devouring the 
crackers within a minute’s time, 
while the girls admired the an-
imal-shaped crackers and then 
continued to eat them daintily. I, 
on the other hand, pushed my 
snack away.

Thirteen years later, as a 
senior en route to college, I’m 
happy to say that nothing has 
changed, although crackers and 
grape juice have now turned 
into pesto paninis and PMT. 

To say I’m a picky eater is an 
understatement. Now don’t get 
me wrong: I absolutely love 
food. If you find my fan-
girling in the corner of 
the room, rather than 
the release of a new 
album or a movie, 
it’s probably over 
a picture of home-
made ratatouille. 
My love for food 
has proven, how-
ever, to be quite 
exclusive.  

My picky eat-
ing habits start-

ed as early as the first couple 
of  months of my life. As an 
8-month-year-old baby, I re-
fused to eat everything but Car-
rot Baby Gerber Food, which 
resulted in me turning a hue of 
orange. 

By my kindergarten years, my 
parents had found something 

that I would finish: a glazed 
Krispy Kreme donut. And 
thus, my breakfast for that 
year was a Krispy Kreme 
donut — healthy, I know. 

By third grade, I 
decided that the 
best way to es-
cape my parents’ 
obsession with 
my eating habits 
would be to lie. So 
each day of third 
grade, I’d readily 

throw away my lunch. Coming 
home, I would tell her how I ate 
my lunch completely.

Even now, my mom and I ar-
gue plenty about food options. 
Going off almost every day, 
however, I have the ability to eat 
out at the food places I like such 
as La Cueva and Rojoz’s. Yet, 
I know that in college, I won’t 
have the luxury of eating out.

Fearful of dorm food, I am 
trying for the next couple of 
months to solve my life-long 
pickiness with food. I will try my 
hardest to stay away from eating 
Saratoga Bagels for lunch rather 
than the sandwich that I bring 
from home. And if that plan fails, 
a veggie bowl with extra corn 
salsa is healthier than a Krispy 
Kreme donut, right? 

— Deepthi Sampathkumar

HIGH SCHOOL IS A MARATHON

Nupur as a freshman (left) 
and senior (right).

On Homecoming: “I’ve never analyzed anything like I analyzed Homecoming song lyrics.” - Nina Harris 15



On AP Physics: “I love Mr. Davis except for 90 minutes every few weeks when he shatters our dreams with one of his tests.” - Farbod  Moghadam16

Dear freshman Allison, 

Looking back on my high school career, 
I wish I had been allowed to take Econom-
ics as a freshman, because maybe then, I 
would have realized the dangerous con-
cept of the zero-sum game. 

A zero-sum game is a situation in which 
one party’s gain (or loss) is directly balanced 
by the losses (or gains) of the other party. 
I was introduced to this simple economic 
principle from AP Government/Economics 
teacher Hana Chen’s course in the second 
semester of senior year, but I had already 
been apart of it in many aspects of my life.

In my life, this theorem has been most 
apparent in team tennis. Going to tennis try-
outs at the start of each school year is like 
arriving at the Coliseum for a fight to the 
death. 

The head coach is the Emperor, and the 
fate of each player rests in his hands. The 
concept of team tennis resembles that of 
the ancient gladiatorial games, minus the 
Romans’ morbid fascination with bloodshed.

Tryouts are conducted so winners move 
up to the top-ranked courts, while losers are 
relegated to the abyss. In this system, one 
player’s success directly results in another 
player’s failure. A zero-sum game. 

Every player on the court wants to see 
the other players crushed mercilessly. The 
ruthless heart of each player is worn on her 
sleeve and there is no façade to cover mali-
cious intent.

As each season began, I encountered 
the destructive antagonism that lingered 
after tryouts as players competed for a 
higher rank on the roster. Earning a spot 
on the varsity team as a sophomore, I was 
overwhelmed by the aggressive mentality 
that drove my teammates to behave like 
wartime enemies. I began to wonder if 

being part of the team was 
more of a nightmare than 

a dream.
T w o 

years later, 
I walked 
into my 
fourth and 
final sea-

son with a 
d i f f e r e n t 
mindset . 
I still held 
the in-
tense de-

sire to win and get better, but I did not root 
for others to lose or fall short. Helping my 
teammates while helping myself became 
my motivation.

During the first week of tryouts my senior 
year, I lost a challenge match to a teammate 
whom I had beaten several times before. On 
the day of the face-off with our rival school, 
she moved up into my intended position, 
and I walked down to the No. 3 doubles 
court. I swallowed my pride and prepared 
for my own game.

Playing on the court next to her, we 
faced our respective opponents with con-
centration. I knew she was playing against 
a tougher, ranked player. With vigor and de-
termination, I won my match within an hour, 
grabbed my bag and ran to the bleachers 
next to her court. 

Cheering her on at every point, I was 
the only player sitting on the bleachers. I 
watched her come back from a losing score 
of 2-5 to win the match 7-5. As she hit her 
winning shot, I ran onto the court to hug my 
teammate. I am glad we weren’t in 164 B.C. 
Rome.

Since tennis is traditionally thought of as 
a single-player sport, “team tennis” is too 
often an oxymoron. This clash between 
individual success and team success tore 
my team apart. A team should bring play-
ers closer and uplift each other, rather than 

dwell in animosity and unfriendly competi-
tion. 

The same situation often plays out in 
the classroom and on standardized testing. 
The failure of others results in higher grad-
ing curves, greater teacher favoritism and a 
larger chance of prestigious college admit-
tance.

 But after four years here, I’ve realized 
I can opt out of the zero-sum game. After 
finding many friends in the halls of Saratoga 
that I want to keep for as long as possible 
even after I graduate, I realized I don’t want 
to step on other people to get to where I 
want to be. 

The best path to personal success is to 
help others on their goals as well and ac-
cept the results. 

That day that I stopped functioning as an 
individual player and became a team player 
is the day I started playing the positive-sum 
game. Not only do I feel lighter and more 
content, I have also been able to watch a 
few of my peers succeed in their respective 
goals knowing that I positively contributed 
to their journey. 

As I prepare to leave SHS and head to 
the University of California, Berkeley, an-
other highly academically rigorous environ-
ment, I want to continue this positive-sum 
mentality, hopefully for the rest of my life.

–  Allison Lin

DON’T PLAY THE ZERO-SUM GAME 

Allison as a freshman on JV in 2012 (left) and senior on varsity in 2015 (right).

GRAPHICS BY ROLAND SHEN AND VIVIEN ZHANG
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In high school, we were 
intimidated, made to cry and 
pushed to pull all-nighters; but 
while we can’t pretend that our 
teenage years were as sweet 
as a cotton candy cloud, as 
a significant part of our lives, 
it deserves to be honored. 
Besides, just as a pushy but 
well-meaning older sibling, high 
school also helped us forge new 
dreams, develop fresh identities 
and learn life skills.  From the 
first time we stepped on campus 
as a freshman, to the on-edge 
feeling we all shared as we 
sat down to take our first SAT 
exam, we have to admit that high 
school was an emotional ride. 
Still, at the end of the day, we 
knew that we had our parents 
and friends there to always 
to support us. Now, as we’re 
waiting to graduate together, 
let’s celebrate the fact that, for 
just a few more days, we’re still 
Saratoga seniors. 

REACH FOR 
THE SKY

Jace Welton prepares to throw the ball 
during the Sept. 29 game against Palo 
Alto. Jace was a team captain this year.
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KAREN CHENNEXT Stephen Curry

Eleni Spirakis, Jatin Mohanty
runners-up: Joe Eschen, Nicole Prowse

NEXT Serena Williams, Roger Federer 

Allison Lin, Karthik Padmanabhan
runners-up: Meera Rachamallu, Jihau Yu

NEXT Carli Lloyd, Lionel Messi 

Lauren Plesse, Romteen Masoumi
runners-up: Kimberly Chen, Anant Rajeev

NEXT Michael Phelps

Jack Xie, Jace Welton
runners-up: Harrison Yang, Bita Naimi

On weekdays after school, 
senior Karen Chen can be 
found in a variety of places: 

in the Large Gym smashing a bad-
minton birdie into her opponent’s 
face; in the MAP lab, laughing with 
her peers as she edits an animation 
for her senior project; or in front of 
her desk, singing along to either Be-
yoncé or Pentatonix as she finishes 
her homework late at night.

Karen began her singing career 
at age 6, when her mother recog-
nized her daughter’s aptitude for 
music, from Chinese nursery rhymes 
to the ABC’s.

“My mom noticed that I liked to 
sing a lot. Maybe she thought I was a 
prodigy,” Karen said. “But it was one 
of the things I was loud and proud 
about, so my mom made the genius 
decision to send me to choir to put 
my love of music to good use.”

Thus, Karen joined Crystal Chil-
dren’s Choir, a youth choir that has 
branches throughout the Bay Area. 

She has sung mezzo soprano 
with the group for the past 11 years 
as a member of the youth women’s 
choir as well as the highest level 
youth choir, often practicing six 
hours a week. In addition, Karen 
became part of an all-girls a cap-
pella group, The Pitches, two years 
ago. The Pitches is made up of five 
Crystal Choir singers. As Karen ex-
plained, the group serves as proof 
that “girls have the range to cover 
bass and the talent to beatbox,” two 
traditionally male roles.

“I like being able to sing a broad-
er range of voice parts,” Karen said. 
“I also have sung the solo parts for 
a few songs and that’s helped me 
build up my self-confidence.”

As an a cappella singer, Karen 
faced a variety of challenges, includ-
ing overcoming her naturally shy dis-
position.

“When I just started a cappella, a 
major difference was that there was 
only one person covering each har-
mony so I had to adjust to fit with the 
sound of a smaller group,” she said. 
“I’m usually too quiet, so the other 
members [had] to keep reminding 

me to sing out when I first joined.”
But in the past two years of sing-

ing with The Pitches, Karen learned 
to be proud of her voice. 

This confidence allowed her to 
perform in this year’s production of 
Bombay in the Bay as one of the 
singing acts, her first time performing 
in front of a large group of her peers.

“I wanted to do well for the audi-
ence and my fellow performers,” Kar-
en said. “But I had complete faith that 
we could do well because I knew 
that we had worked very hard to put 
together our set.”

Looking ahead to college, Karen 
said she hopes to join an a cappella 
group at the University of Illinois at 
Urbana–Champaign.

“Expressing myself through song 
has been a source guidance, and I 
have faith that singing will continue 
to provide a sense of comfort,” Karen 
said.

– Ariel Liu

Senior Karen Chen performed 
as part of the singing act at 
Bombay in the Bay on Feb. 13.

FALCON // JADE BISHT

SINGING HER WAY TO SELF-CONFIDENCE

NEXT Buster Posey

Tyler Yoshihara
runner-up: Michael Schillage

NEXT Mark Zuckerberg

Spencer Yen
runner-up: Aakash Thumaty

HARRISON YANG 
YOUTH GROUP LEADER IMMERSES HIMSELF IN CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY

In school, senior Harrison 
Yang is known for his aca-
demic excellence in ev-

ery class, humanities or STEM-
related. Outside of school, he 
is applauded for his talent and 
speed in the swimming pool. 
Few, however, know 
about Harrison’s passion 
and immense dedication 
to Christianity.

Harrison, a member 
of the River of Life Chris-
tian Church (ROLCC) in 
Santa Clara, began go-
ing to meetings when he 
was actually still in his mother’s 
womb. 

His parents were baptized 
right before his birth, after their 
college friends brought them 
to ROLCC. Therefore, Harrison 
had a Christian upbringing, dif-
ferent from that of many other 
students at the school.

“Christianity gives you a [dis-
tinct] mindset compared to oth-
ers, where you don’t need to 
rely on solely your own ability, 
but that you can always depend 
on God,” Harrison said. “I think 
my parents stressed that a lot.”

Thus, Harrison was 
raised in the ROLCC 
community. 

Currently, he at-
tends church-related 
activities 10 to 12 hours 
a week. 

These activities 
consist of youth group 

meetings, Bible studies, Sunday 
services and more.

“I’m leading one of the youth 
groups at my church right now,” 
he said. “We plan weekly meet-
ings, and we hang out a lot too. 
That’s one of the things I look 
forward to every week.”

But before he became a 

youth group leader, Harrison 
had to find his own faith in God, 
separate from that of his par-
ents. 

As a child, he said he kept 
going to church because he 
had a few friends in Sunday 
school, and he always wanted 
to see them and hang out with 
them more frequently.

Nonetheless, Harrison said 
he at times resented having to 
go to church because of the 
large time committment that it 
required. 

“I remember as a kid, my 
friends would have birthday 
parties Sunday morning or 
something and I wouldn’t be 
able to go,” he said. “I used to 
have small group meetings ev-
ery Friday night, and my par-
ents wouldn’t let me skip these 
meetings to go hang out with 
my friends.”

But as he matured and grew 
to have his own experience of 
Christianity, he slowly learned to 
appreciate all the times his par-
ents persuaded him to go to a 
church meeting.

“I didn’t have this sudden 
realization that I believed in 
God — I can’t really pinpoint 
one moment where I began to 
stop doubting,” he said. “It was 
a gradual realization that [Chris-
tianity] is something that is real 
to me, something that I want to 
pursue and keep doing.”

As Harrison heads off to the 
University of California, Berkeley 
this fall to study electrical engi-
neering and computer science, 
he hopes to join a fellowship 
group on campus and continue 
on the path that has given mean-
ing to his life. He also aspires to 
lead a youth group again.

– Ariel Liu

SAM GUIDRY
GIRL GOES GAMER

Gaming has gained massive 
influence over the pastimes 
of teenagers in the U.S., with 

frontrunners such as League of Leg-
ends and World of Warcraft reach-
ing almost 12 million players daily. 
Senior Sam Guidry is particularly fa-
miliar with its challenges and 
rewards, having engaged in 
gaming as a hobby through-
out childhood.

“I grew up with video 
games around me, so I’ve 
pretty much been casually 
gaming since at least early 
elementary school,” Sam 
said. “My dad and others in my fam-
ily played, so I often watched.”

Sam finds the community aspect 
of gaming especially appealing. For 
instance, she and senior Elizabeth Li 
once made an account on a mmor-
pg (massive multiplayer online role 
playing game) and had fun experi-

menting with creating her character.
Gaming serves as a creative 

outlet for her, sometimes occupying her 
attention for an entire day. The longest 
she has spent gaming is 16 hours.

Sam’s interest in gaming is not 
restricted to playing; it has expand-

ed to watching videos of 
other gamers playing vari-
ous games. These walk-
throughs, or “Let’s Players,” 
are blow-by-blow sequenc-
es of video games that show 
different strategies.

With regards to college, 
Sam believes she will almost 

certainly continue gaming as a casu-
al pastime and a form of stress relief. 

“I like the ability to kind of go on 
an adventure I would not otherwise 
be able to. It’s like reading a book, 
but [different in that] you control the 
main character,” Sam said. 

– Kelly Xiao

On the New Music Building: “It would be awesome except I’m leaving in a week.” - Brian Tang 19
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NEXT Mr. Robinson

Aakash Thumaty
runner-up: Luke Salin

NEXT Ms. Cochrum 

Kylie Stokes
runner-up: Aakash Thumaty

NEXT Ms. Herzman

Michelle Cen 
runner-up: Darby Williams

NEXT Mr. Torrens

Daniel Eem
runner-up: Jennifer Chen

NEXT Señor Rodriguex

Arjun Ramanathan
runners-up: Kanaai Shah, Allen Li

NEXT Mr. Boitz

Katie McLaughlin
runner-up: Uday Singh

NEXT Mr. Yim

Sean Shi
runner-up: Celine Liang

NEXT Yo-Yo Ma

Taiga Murooka, Nicole Chiou
runners-up: Daniel Lee, Kayla Kim

Senior Uday Singh, just a third 
grader at the time, was fix-
ated on the saxophone his 

older sister had brought home. All 
he could think after seeing the in-
strument was that he really wanted 
to play that loud, golden thing. 

Soon after, Uday’s parents 
signed him up for weekly private 
saxophone lessons. In elementary 
and middle school, Uday joined 
multiple bands, but didn’t realize the 
impact music had had on his 
life until high school. 

Currently, Uday is a 
member of the school’s 
marching band, two jazz 
bands and concert band. 
Uday said that marching 
band is one of the main 
reasons that he has felt at 
home on campus since his first day 
of freshman year.

“When school started my fresh-
man year, I already had 150 to 200 
friends to come to school with, so it 
was really easy to find people to talk 
to,” Uday said. 

In particular, Uday said that be-
ing a part of the saxophone section 
in the marching band was one of his 
favorite high school experiences. 

“There’s just a mass of differ-
ent personalities that are brought 
together because of saxophone,” 
Uday said. “You get to meet and 
hang out with different types of peo-
ple who you wouldn’t get to hang 
out with, without band.”

Aside from the school’s band, 
Uday has had the chance to partici-
pate in  many other musical groups. 

During his sophomore and junior 
year, Uday was a part of the Santa 
Clara County honor band. In his ju-
nior year, Uday was chosen as first 
chair saxophone in the honor band.

“There was like a really [awe-
some] solo that year and I was ex-
tremely excited to get it,” Uday said.

To supplement all the musical 
knowledge he was acquiring during 
the school year, Uday has also ac-
tively sought out and participated in 
music summer camps and programs 
such as the San Jose and Juilliard 

jazz camps and Idyllwild, which took 
place last summer.

“Even though [these programs] 
may not have been as educational 
as some other music camps could 
have been, I felt like it was really 
[beneficial] because I got to live 
with and meet other musicians who 
aren’t in Saratoga,” Uday said.

In his junior year, because Uday 
began to invest almost all his time 
into music, he found it hard to main-

tain his other hobbies: pho-
tography and biking. 

He also said he tend-
ed to neglect school work 
sometimes because he pre-
ferred to play the sax, some-
thing he regrets. 

Nevertheless, Uday still 
gained admission to the 

University of Southern California, 
University of Michigan and Eastman 
School of Music, his top three col-
lege choices. Uday plans to attend 
Eastman School of Music in New 
York in the fall.

“I feel like I shouldn’t have sacri-
ficed my academics for saxophone 
as much as I did, but then again 
I also wonder, if I didn’t focus on 
saxophone as much as I did in high 
school, would I have gotten as far as 
I did?” Uday said. 

Before Uday could fully invest 
himself into saxophone, he had to 
convince his parents of his choice. 
Uday comes from a family of engi-
neers: both of his parents, as well as 
his older sister, have a strong inter-
est in the field. 

He convinced his parents that 
he could succeed in music when 
he started excelling in out-of-school 
bands. After Uday gained admission 
to prestigious music schools, his 
parents supported him more. 

“I understand where my parents 
are coming from because it’s impor-
tant to have money in your life and 
music is a very questionable career 
choice sometimes,” Uday said. “But 
I am glad that I was eventually able 
to show them where I was coming 
from.”

– Vibha Seshadri

A FAMILY

UDAY SINGH

W  hile most students 
change friends from 
year to year as they 

grow and discover their identities 
throughout elementary, middle and 
high school, some have managed 
to maintain  same group of friends 
through this whole time. Seniors 
Jace Welton, Kylie Stokes, Sabrina 
Clark and Haley Rositano met in el-
ementary school and have been 
friends ever since.

While they all met on separate 
occasions, whether it was Jace and 
Kylie meeting in preschool at Vil-
lage Preschool or Haley and Sabrina 
meeting in third grade at Saratoga 
Elementary School, they have all be-
come incredibly close to each other 
over the past few years. 

“Our experiences and interests 
brought us closer together and now 
these girls are who I depend on 
most,” Sabrina said. “They are al-
ways there for me in times of hard-
ship and joy.”

Because most of the girls have 
brothers, they have become close 
enough to act as each other’s sisters. 
They disagree at times, but like all 
sisters, they are always there when 
needed. They even have dinner with 
each other’s families sometimes. 

“It’s crazy how much we are alike 
and how much we understand each 
other. We are like [the] sisters that 
each of us never had,” Kylie said. 
“Sure, we fight sometimes, but there 
is nothing that I would change about 
any of these girls.”

The friendship really evolved dur-

ing sophomore year, when many 
of their other friends transferred to 
different schools, Haley explained. 
This change pushed the girls toward 
each other more than ever before. 

Like most friend groups, the girls 
have nicknames for each other. Hal-
ey is the “mom” of the group, Jace 
is the “baby,” Kylie is the “grandma,” 
and Sabrina is the “older daughter.” 
The nicknames all started because 
Haley always seemed to be the one 
watching out for the others and mak-
ing sure no one was acting out of 
place, the girls explained. The rest 
of the nicknames just fell into place.

Like a real family, the girls often 
go on vacations together. They took 
a trip to Tahoe this past winter break 
with some other friends to celebrate 
Sabrina’s birthday. They skied dur-
ing the day and spent the rest of the 
time enjoying each other’s company.

The prospect of leaving each oth-
er for college isn’t scaring these four 
girls, who have known each other for 
as long as they can remember. They 
talk about going to visit each other in 
different states as the group is split-
ting into faraway places such as Col-
orado and Illinois, as well as meeting 
everyone’s new friends and getting 
a taste of each other’s college expe-
riences, Jace explained. 

“I know we will keep in touch and 
I can’t wait to see what is in store 
for these girls, I know their futures 
are bright,” Jace said. “We even talk 
about how we will be in each other’s 
weddings some day.”

– Summer Smith

Seniors Haley Rositano, Sabrina Clark, Jace Welton and Kylie Stokes 
pose on vacation at Jace’s Delta house in Sacramento.

THE EVOLUTION OF A LONG FRIENDSHIP

SAXOPHONE PLAYER PURSUES MUSIC



On Tardies: “A princess is never late — everyone else is simply early.” - Shaya Nikfar22

NINA NELSON AND ASHVITA RAMESH
PAIR MAINTAINS 15-YEAR FRIENDSHIP AFTER ATTENDING CHALLENGER TOGETHER

It all started one day on the 
playground in Ms. Linda’s 
class —”

“It was not on the play-
ground!” Ashvita Ramesh ex-
claimed as she corrected her 
best friend of 15 years, fellow 
senior Nina Nelson. “It was in the 
classroom during Thanksgiving, 
and Nina was being forced to 
eat chicken by Ms. Linda.”

Both eventually came to 
the conclusion that after Ash-
vita comforted Nina, a vegetar-
ian, about the aforementioned 
chicken incident with the simple 
phrase, “I don’t eat chicken ei-
ther,” they instantly became best 
friends. Both girls attended the 
Challenger School in Arden-
wood until the eighth grade, and 
they are now attending SHS to-
gether. 

In fact, Nina and Ashvita nev-
er expected to attend Saratoga 
High. After they graduated from 
Challenger, both of their families 
decided to move to Saratoga. 
Neither Ashvita nor Nina, how-
ever, knew that the other was 
moving. Once Nina told Ash-
vita that she would be attending 
SHS, Ashvita was taken back 
with surprise, as she said she 
would be as well.

It turns out that the girls’ par-
ents had spoken to each other, 
and they decided to enroll Nina 
and Ashvita at the same school 
so they could continue their 
friendship. 

On the first day of high 
school, the pair decided to ar-
rive to their first class of the 
day, Spanish 1 with former SHS 

teacher Andrew Narva, 30 min-
utes early so they could walk to 
class together. Nina, however, 
not only walked into the wrong 
classroom (it was a class full of 
seniors), but arrived to the class-
room at 7:48 a.m., while Ashvita 
had been there since 7:25 a.m. 

“She’s always late to every-
thing,” Ashvita sighed as she 
laughed at Nina’s habit. 

Nina simultaneously finished 
the story with, “I felt so bad so 
I [was] texting her, asking if she 
[was] OK, and she [was] like, ‘ob-
viously not!’”

Instead of reminiscing the 
potential negatives of the mo-
ment, the two still shook with 
peals of laughter.

When the two were in el-
ementary school, they were 
constantly by each others side. 
They even created a “playtime 
schedule” which outlined when 
they could spend time together, 
and when they had to go and 
make other friends. 

In the sixth grade, however, 
Nina and Ashvita were separat-
ed when Nina moved to Los An-
geles to pursue her acting ca-
reer. Yet, Nina said that despite 
everything that was changing 
around her, Ashvita remained 
her constant because even at 
such as young age, their bond 
did not weaken. 

“I am an only child, yet at the 
same time I feel like I have a sis-
ter,” Nina said with utmost cer-
tainty and pride as she pointed 
to Ashvita.

At Saratoga, Nina and Ashvi-
ta experienced for the first time 

what it was like to be friends in 
an environment where students 
had multiple venues to find their 
niche. For instance, Ashvita who 
enjoys science, found a group 
of friends who shared the same 
interest while Nina found her 
niche with her peers in the MAP 
program, and later within the 
drama department.

Nina and Ashvita could feel 
themselves growing apart, and 
their parents began noticing this 
too.

“[Our parents] were like, ‘We 
put you in this school together 
so you could have each other, 
but it’s okay, friends grow apart’,” 
Nina said. “But both of us were 
like ‘No, that’s not going to hap-
pen.’” 

To make up for the fact that 
the two don’t have as much 
time to spend together, physi-
cally, they have come up with 
alternative ways to keep their 

friendship strong. For instance, 
they both participate in school 
events, such as History Day, 
that would allow them to spend 
more time together.

“We didn’t need to work as 
much as we did, but we just 
wanted to do it together,” Nina 
said. “It was just a good excuse.” 

Additionally, the two video 
chat or call each for at least an 
hour a day. The girls share sto-
ries with each other, or just re-
main on each others Facetime 
as they attempt to concentrate 
on homework. 

Since Ashvita and Nina 
have such varied interests, the 
girls said that they always have 
something to talk about, and 
for this reason, their friendship 
works really well.

“Because [we are] so differ-
ent, we learn from each other 
every day,” Ashvita said. 

— Vibha Seshadri 

Seniors Ashvita Ramesh and Nina Nelson, then age 4, smile 
as Disney princesses during one Halloween at Challenger. 

FRIENDS 
THEN, 
FRIENDS 
NOW

Suneel Belkhale, Kanaai Shah, 
Jarred Gou, Davis Robertson, 
Jatin Mohanty in first grade

Melissa Magner, Ashley Chen
in second grade

Summer Smith, Amanda Rhee 
in fourth grade

CONGRESSIONAL INTERN LEARNS ABOUT POLITICS

The senior fall checklist goes 
something like this: Maintain 
grades, apply to college, pur-

sue some extracurricular activity and 
find time to hang out with friends. 

While these four unchecked boxes 
are enough fill anyone’s day, imagine 
adding: Work in a congressional office 
for eight hours a week. 

This year, Ingrid was a congres-
sional intern at Congressman Mike 
Honda’s office. Despite only being 
a high school student, she 
had many responsibilities, 
ranging from talking to con-
stituents to making certifi-
cates to writing congressio-
nal resolutions. 

She was also involved in 
casework, or helping con-
nect constituents with fed-
eral agencies to expedite building a 
solution to their problems.

In the spring, she had to balance 
badminton practice with her intern-
ship. She made it work by utilizing 
her free seventh, blended sixth pe-
riod MAP class and any extra time 
she could find. In April, Ingrid even-
tually quit her internship as she tried 
to create more time to enjoy second 
semester.

This was the first time Ingrid had in-
terned in an actual office, so she had 
to practice maintaining a heightened 
sense of professionalism each day. 

“You have to dress to impress, and 
as an intern especially, you have to 
overdress to compensate for your 
position,” Ingrid said. 

Additionally, Ingrid saw her pa-
tience grow as she dealt with a variety 
of constituents. 

Before starting the internship, the 
office actually trained Ingrid by stag-
ing mock phone calls and observing 
how fast she could think under pres-
sure. Even after beginning the intern-
ship, the adults who worked in the of-
fice were always more than willing to 
help interns if phone calls got out of 
hand, Ingrid said. 

“Even at the end of my internship, if 
I got a horrible phone call, I could just 
put them on hold and get someone 

else to come back and help me out,” 
Ingrid said. “They don’t want you to 
get hurt in any way.”

For Ingrid, however, the best part of 
her internship was getting to interact 
with the people around her and learn-
ing what politics was really about. 

“You get this impression of politics, 
especially learning about it in history 
classes, that it’s this thing above you 
and you don’t have control of it, and 
people are incredibly corrupt,” Ingrid 

said. “But, especially in a dis-
trict office, and for someone 
like our congressman who has 
been in office for so long, you 
get the sense that people are 
actually there because they 
care.”

The adults who assigned 
Ingrid tasks also treated her 

like an equal, making Ingrid feel more 
comfortable working with them and 
calling them her friends. In fact, Ingrid 
got the chance to meet Honda on her 
first and last day of her internship. 

“He was joking about how he was 
getting older and people would re-
fuse to Photoshop him to make him 
look taller, so I joked about how I had 
all these multimedia skills that I could 
use to Photoshop him and make him 
look taller,” Ingrid said, laughing. “He 
was very happy about it.”

While her first interaction with Hon-
da was lighthearted and friendly, her 
last interaction was more sentimental. 

On her last day of work, the of-
fice had a send-off lunch for her, and 
the congressman happened to be in 
the office that day. Although he had 
back-to-back meetings the entire day, 
he took off 30 minutes and sat down 
with her to talk to her about her plans 
and her experience at the office. In-
grid will be studying political science 
in college.

“You could tell that he was insanely 
bombarded by so many events, and 
that he needed to know so many 
things that [were] happening right 
[then], but definitely his favorite part 
of his job is getting to know people 
individually,” Ingrid said.

– Vibha Seshadri

INGRID PAN

NEXT

Ariel Liu, Ashley Chen
runners-up: Gitika Nalwa, Dorrie Tang

NEXT Picasso and Frida

Katherine Liu, Matthew Peterson
runner-up: Michelle Cen

NEXT “Jeopardy!” Champions

Alex Li, Kristine Zhang
runners-up: Farbod Moghadam, Celine Liang

NEXT Ansel Adams

Andrew Weng, Luke Salin
runners-up: Allen Li, Saro Archaya

Woodward and Bernstein

On Link Crew: “The biggest time commitment of the year.” - Alice He 23



On Downtown Saratoga: “The one thing I won’t miss about Saratoga.” - Luke Salin On Snapchat: “If it’s not on your story, it never happened” - Meera Rachamallu24 25

LISA YUNEXT NSYNC

Spice Girls

Matthew Tran, Miles Peng, Alex Li, Harrison Yang, 
Andrew Jiang, Brian Tang, Chester Leung

runners-up: Connor Buss, Romteen Masoumi, Jacob Randall, 
Albe Tremblay, Michael Schillage  

NEXT

Kylie Stokes, Sabrina Clark, Jace Welton, 
Darby Williams, Haley Rositano

runners-up: Shreya Sheel, Caroline Jens, Savannah 
Green, Eleni Spirakis, Alisha Thanawala 

NEXT Tina Fey & Amy Poehler

Nicole Prowse, Erin Norris 
runners-up: Allison Lin, Cayla Zelanis

NEXT Jenko & Schmidt

Samir Vaidya, Zhan Ng
runners-up: Miles Peng, Andrew Jiang

NEXT Socrates

NEXT Most Interesting Man in the World

NEXT Gandhi & Mother Theresa

Rishi Veerapaneni

Nihar Agrawal, Nandita Mohan

Gitika Nalwa

runners-up: Spencer Yen, Aakash Thumaty

runners-up: Sandeep Suresh, Alice He

runner-up: Carey Fong

WRITING HER WAY THROUGH HIGH SCHOOOL

Senior Lisa Yu sits in her 
sixth-period creative writing 
class and absentmindedly 

takes out her pencil pouch and a 
few sheets of binder paper, jotting 
down a few lines of poetry. Having 
sat through hours of AP Literature 
and AP Language earlier, Lisa thinks 
back to why she chose to take so 
many reading and writing courses.
  “I decided to take three 
English classes, because 
words are really my pas-
sion,” Lisa said. 
  Ever since a young age, 
Lisa has loved to read 
books, especially dark ones.
  “As a kid I loved ‘Goose-
bumps’ and ‘A Series of Un-
fortunate Events,’” said Lisa. “I was a 
goth kid at heart, and I still am a goth 
kid.”
  She spent her childhood days in 
the library instead of playing on the 
playground — all due to a traumatic 
experience. 

When Lisa was in kindergar-
ten, she was eating lunch outside 
when a bee landed on her face and 
crawled up her nose, but luckily, did 
not sting her. The experience made 
her spend the rest of her elementary 
school breaks in the library looking 
at picture books of ants, snails and 
dirt. 
  “I don’t know if I really enjoyed 
reading and writing more than play-
ing outside with peers, but I was 
terrified of the outdoors for a while, 
so that definitely contributed to my 
interest in reading and writing,” Lisa 
said. “In general, I think of myself 

more as a traumatized extrovert than 
a natural introvert.”
  As she grew older, though, the 
need to write became a hobby in-
stead of an obligatory activity. 
  “I like doing research; I like re-
writing everything 20 times; I like 
perpetually feeling dissatisfied with 
everything I write,” Lisa said.
    Lisa said she dislikes only two 

things about writing: dead-
lines and citations. 
Even the frustration that 
comes with writing is a natu-
ral even necessary part of 
the process.
      “I do a rough draft on the 
computer, print it out, make 
all the edits in pen, then 

transfer them onto the computer, 
print it out again and so on [for three 
or four, sometimes five times],” Lisa 
said. “It’s a real waste of paper but 
worth it.”
 A couple months ago, Lisa was 
accepted by her dream school, Wil-
liams College, located in Massachu-
setts. Its countless art museums, cre-
ative spirit and scenic isolation from 
urban surroundings means that it will 
be the perfect place to develop her 
abilities. 
  Writing may be only her major in 
college, but in the future, she hopes 
it will develop into something more.
 “I would like to pursue writing as 
a career,” Lisa said. “I don’t know if 
it’s realistic or if I’m any good, but I’m 
definitely going to work toward it. My 
parents are so wonderful and sup-
portive and I’m so grateful.” 

– Oksana Trifonova

It was 1 p.m. on a Saturday after-
noon this past February. As the 
clock slowly turned to 1:15, the 

first few senior Indian guys started 
piling into the Quad, late as usual, 
to Bombay in the Bay practice. By 
1:30, almost everyone was there and 
practice was about to start, but the 
group of guys realized they were still 
missing two key dancers: Neel Jain 
and Partha Shah. 

 Walking back out to the parking 
lot, the group tried to see if the two 
missing members would ever show 
up to practice. As they walked to the 
front of the parking lot, they noticed  
a peculiar sight: Neel’s and Partha’s 
cars parked in the empty lot, right 
next to each other. As they walked 
closer, they spotted the two boys 
engaged in an intense battle of the 
card game Yu-Gi-Oh in the back seat 
of Neel’s car. 

 Yu-Gi-Oh is a trading card game 
where players draw from their re-
spective deck of cards. The objec-
tive of the game is to play cards from 
the deck in order to reduce the op-
ponent’s set amount of “life points.” 
Each card has a different action or 
effect on the game with the game 
ending when a player has no more 
life points or cards to draw from the 
deck.   

 After being caught playing this 
childhood game, the two thought 
they would be made fun of and ridi-
culed. The reaction, however, was 
the complete opposite of what they 
expected. Partha said that getting 
caught resulted in the expansion of 
the Yu-Gi-Oh group. Seniors Luke 

Salin, Aakash Thumaty and Abhay 
Anabathula all eventually bought 
some card packs to join in on the 
fun.  

This addiction to Yu-Gi-Oh began 
in the middle of junior year when a 
few members of the Yu-Gi-Oh group 
became nostalgic and decided to 
buy a pack of cards. 

Having beat every member in 
the group at least once, Neel holds 
the crown for being the best player. 
In fact, Neel is so unanimously ac-
knowledged as the best player that 
others admit that beating Neel has 
become a proud, boast-worthy  ac-
complishment. 

“The best moment for me was 
when was when I finally beat [Neel] 
— we were both down to  300 life 
points and I had one card that I 
played that attacked his life points 
and he wasn’t expecting it,” Partha 
said. “I finally won, but only after 
losing around six games straight 
against him.”

According to Luke, the matches 
the group plays can get really heat-
ed. Everyone is pretty intense and 
people’s moods change drastically 
while playing. 

 Despite the initial embarrass-
ment of  being found playing cards 
in the back of their car, the group has 
come to  to cherish their frequent 
backseat duels.

  “The matches are pretty intense, 
[so] the banter gets pretty heated,” 
Luke said. “It may not sound like a lot 
of fun, but it actually is something we 
enjoy doing.”

– Aditya Chaudhry and Jihau Yu 

AMD MEMBERS
TURNING PRACTICES INTO YU-GI-OH GAMES

Seniors Luke Salin and Partha Shah face off in an intense Yu-Gi-Oh 
match during tutorial on Friday, April 22.
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25%
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Coach House
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WHAT IS YOUR
FAVORITE 
LUNCH 
DESTINATION?

GRAPHIC BY VIVIEN ZHANG
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Tightening the straps to her lav-
ender backpack and adjusting 
her loose ponytail each morn-

ing, senior Nandita Mohan walks to-
ward the science building and waves 
to her friend down the hall. She feels 
a sense of belonging, as though 
Saratoga had always been her home, 
even though she had only 
lived in the United States for 
five years.

Nandita was born in San 
Jose in 1997, but moved to 
Bangalore, India, with her 
family in 1999 when her par-
ents decided to take a sab-
batical. 

Originally, the Mohans planned to 
return to the United States after one 
year there, but plans changed and 
before she knew it, 365 days turned 
into 12 years. 

In Bangalore, Nandita enrolled in 
a small school called National Acad-
emy for Learning (NAFL), which only 
taught 800 students. With only 50 
students in each grade, it was easy to 
grow close with her classmates. 

“Together, we complained about 
strict teachers, sung our favorite 
songs, fangirled over celebrities, 
shared lunches, petted stray dogs 
and played games,” Nandita said.

When Nandita was in seventh 
grade, Nandita’s sister was received 
an acceptance from UC Berkeley 
and prepared for the transition back 
to California. After extended delib-
eration, Nandita’s parents decided it 
was time for the whole family to move 
back to America. Nandita was heart-
broken to leave her friends behind.

After doing research, her family 
chose to move to Saratoga, setting 
Nandita on track to attend Redwood 
Middle School for one year, and then 
Saratoga High for the next four years. 
Nandita recalls her first day at Red-
wood as “very interesting.” 

“Everyone knew each other, and I 
didn’t recognize a single face,” Nan-
dita said. “Not to mention there were 
so many different types of people 
from different ethnicities and back-
grounds.” 

Nandita remembers feeling 

shocked at how openly students talk-
ed back to teachers. In India, teach-
ers were viewed almost as gods, and 
everyone had to respect them for the 
knowledge they were handing down, 
speaking and standing only when 
permitted. 

“The first few months of Redwood 
were tough socially because 
I felt like I couldn’t connect 
with anyone on a deeper 
level,” Nandita said. “But af-
ter those few months, I found 
a great friend group who I 
spent the rest of my time in 
middle school with.” 

After Redwood, Nandita 
prepared herself for high school, 
which she characterizes as a “whole 
new story, but the best one.” 

As speech and debate became 
her second family, science club de-
veloped into her intellectual space 
and girls’ lacrosse became her team.
Nandita has since assumed the role 
of science club president and has 
claimed several awards at regional 
speech and debate tournaments.

Now, as a senior, Nandita is thank-
ful to have “made friends that will last 
a lifetime, met teachers who give 
her the wisest advice and received 
opportunities she probably couldn’t 
have found anywhere else.”

Furthermore, she is grateful to her 
parents for bringing her to Saratoga. 

“My horizons have been broad-
ened with my experiences in two 
wonderful countries, and so has my 
friend group,” Nandita said.

Even to this day, she chats and 
Skypes with her friends in India. She is 
excited for college, where she plans 
to major in computer science but is 
also considering a pre-med track. 

She is thrilled to expand on her 
fascination with the science field by 
taking new types of classes and do-
ing original research. She also hopes 
to continue playing lacrosse, poten-
tially in a club or intramural team at 
her future university.

“No matter what, I’ll be a Falcon 
forever,” Nandita said. “Thanks for a 
great time, Saratoga.”

–  Allison Lin

NANDITA MOHAN GRAHAM SCHMELZER

ALLEN LI
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If you take a look around the 
Quad at lunch, most guys don 
khakis, basketball shorts and 

sweatpants that are at least knee-
length. Then, there’s senior Graham 
Schmelzer, who is known for his 
brightly colored, mid-thigh 
Chubbies shorts.  

Graham owns 12 pairs 
of shorts from Chubbies, a 
San Francisco-based online 
clothing brand, in colors like 
pink and green and linings 
such as thermal and satin. 

“I wear them whenever 
the sky is out, since their motto is 
‘Sky’s out, thighs out,’” Graham said. 
“I’ll wear them even if it’s cold. I get 
goosebumps all the time, but I sacri-
fice pain for style.” 

He first started wearing Chubbies 
a couple of years ago when he saw 
a few UCLA students wearing them. 
However, he didn’t truly embody the 
brand until he worked as a parking 
valet at Chubbies co-founder Pres-

ton Rutherford’s wedding on Aug. 1. 
Rutherford is a family friend of senior 
Anne Rollinson. At the wedding, “liter-
ally every single person” was wearing 
Chubbies and he received a free pair.

Graham and his Chubbies have 
been the subject of many of 
his friends’ jokes, who often 
often walk up behind him, and 
take a Snapchat of his Chub-
bies with the caption, “Are 
those shorts dress code?”

Chubbies have become 
such an important part of his 
life that he plans on applying 

to be a Chubbies College Ambas-
sador when he heads off to Wagner 
College in New York next year. 

“Think of me and my thighs like the 
US Postal service: They come out rain 
or shine,” Graham said. “Chubbies 
is also two steps ahead of the cold 
weather — they have flannel-lined as 
well as thigh warmers. I will definitely 
invest.”

– Andrew Jiang

SENIOR RECALLS CHILDHOOD IN INDIA CHUBBIES AMBASSADOR KNOWN FOR SHORTS

PHOTOGRAPHER, VIDEOGRAPHER FINDS NEW PASSION AT THE END OF SENIOR YEAR

In the middle of January of 
2016, senior Allen Li felt as 
if he needed to give back 

to the school in some way. He 
was dissatisfied with the level 
of participation and involvement 
he had had in school for the past 
three years, so he decided he 
needed to make a change. He 
didn’t join new clubs or pick up 
extracurricular activities around 
campus but instead chose to 
dive into a more powerful path: 
photography and videography. 

“I didn’t have a lot of school 
spirit in freshman and sopho-
more year — I think I went to 
two rallies, so part of my inten-
tion stemmed from wanting to 
give back to the school in my 
own way,” Allen said.

It started with Bombay in the 
Bay 2016. 

In December, Allen wanted 
to be the main videographer for 
the Friday show, so he pursued 
and met up with officers 
and the adviser of the 
club to see if he could 
cover it. 

He worked hours 
to prepare for how he 
would videotape the 
show and with a plan 
set in place, success-
fully videotaped and uploaded 
footage of all the acts in the Fri-
day show. 

It was the start of his in-school 
videography and photography 
career.

“Bombay in the Bay was my 
first big gig with a lot of plan-
ning that went into shooting the 
event — especially with how 
dark it was,” Allen said. 

His expertise in videotap-
ing the show did not go unno-
ticed. Allen offered his service 

to events such as the 
junior class’s Dandia 
and again for the Sadie 
Hawkins dance. 

He started to make 
an impact in school 
and according to him, 
this desire stemmed for 
his newfound love for 

school participation.
“This semester is my last se-

mester at SHS, and knowing that 
I had lots of missed chances to 
do photography in the past, I 
wanted to give back,” Allen said. 

Allen takes pride in his equip-
ment and his attention to detail. 

He got his first camera in 
2014 and began browsing vari-
ous photography galleries on-

line falling in love with what pho-
tography represents.

“I noticed that although see-
ing something firsthand is the 
best, photos have the ability to 
capture a lot of information in a 
small frame and I liked to use 
that to represent a lot quickly 
and efficiently,” Allen said. 

Allen has become a key 
name, being called up to vid-
eotape and photograph several 
different events purely due to 
his quality shots, just this past 
semester but he does not have 
any intention of relinquishing his 
passion for helping others and 
photography anytime soon.

“Photography  has been a 
big part of my high school ca-
reer, and it’s likely that I’ll con-
tinue in college,” Allen said.

 – Anant Rajeev
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In a little idyll called Strängnäs just an 
hour from Stockholm, Sweden, senior 
Melissa Hoffman used to wait for spring 

in the scent of gravel.
In winter, when temperatures would 

regularly drop a few degrees below zero, 
people used to throw the pieces of blackish 
rock on the ground to avoid slipping, Me-
lissa said. Then, as the winter ice began to 
melt, she would step out into icy sunshine 
and revel in the gravel’s earthy flavor, while 
watching the first seagulls of the season 
circle in the air.

“It doesn’t sound very pleasant, but that’s 
what I miss,” Melissa said. “But I really like 
the heat here; [I] can’t complain.”

Unlike most transfer students, Melissa ar-
rived at the school as a senior; her father 
had received notice of a possible job trans-
fer in the summer of 2014, and the family 
decided to accept the opportunity to move 
to California.

“I just felt like I wanted to get out and into 
the world, and try to experience new things 
and different perspectives,” Melissa said. 

Rather than anticipating any specific ex-
periences, Melissa said she was mostly in-
terested in simply expanding her horizons

In that sense, she had her small expecta-
tion fulfilled: Saratoga was full of “learning 
experiences” – from the high price of a ba-
gel ($6 at Saratoga Bagels) to the unexpect-
edly cold weather, which the shorts and tank 
tops she’d brought proved inadequate for.

“During December, I needed three differ-
ent shirts just not to freeze,” she said.

Also, unlike her previous school, Sara-
toga High was on a “whole other level” in 
terms of competitiveness. While her Swed-
ish classmates typically took a gap year be-
fore going to university, often going to Aus-
tralia or traveling to neighboring European 

countries, her peers here spent the first se-
mester consumed by college applications.

She faced an additional hurdle of dif-
ficulty in the language and cultural barrier. 
Although she had become fluent in English 
in Sweden, she said her insecurity in the 
language initially made her uncomfortable 
with approaching others.

“I wouldn’t know how to say something 
and not sound weird,” she said. “[This] is 
more of a Swedish concern than an Ameri-
can one, because 
[here] everyone is 
doing their thing 
and not caring 
what others think.”

 As a whole, 
though, Melissa 
shared a rela-
tively happy story 
of transition; her 
initial fears evapo-
rated when she 
met new friends 
who “made me 
feel like home” 
and she settled 
into her new life. In 
fact, Melissa said 
she’s even gotten 
a California driv-
er’s license, which 
has been “kind of 
life changing.” Still, 
she misses her 
old friends and re-
members the tra-
ditions she would 
have been part of 
had she stayed.

In Sweden,   her 
school was situat-

ed opposite of a lake where students would 
party, swim and kayak. Instead of a senior 
prom, the students would go to a castle-like 
mansion by that same lake, dress up, drink 
champagne and dance to celebrate.

After graduation, Melissa said that she 
wants to take a gap year to travel, explore 
and meet new people while she figures out 
what she wants to do next and where she 
wants to go to college in the U.S.

– Ashley Chen

MELISSA HOFFMAN
SWEDISH-AMERICAN FINDS ADVENTURE AND FRIENDS IN LAST YEAR AT SARATOGA
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On College Rejections: “You just lost out on a future Nobel Prize Winner.” - Marian Chu

The tension mounted as 
Kimberly Chen set the 
ball down to take a cor-

ner kick late in the second half 
of a 2016 Juventus Northern 
California Spring Showcase for 
her club soccer team, Mountain 
View Los Altos (MVLA) Pride. 
She backed up, accelerated for-
ward and sent the ball soaring 
into the opponent’s penalty box. 
It rose through the air toward 
Kimberly’s twin sister Kaitlyn, 
who propelled the ball into the 
back of the Juventus Zebres’ 
net with a powerful header. 

The twins had struck again. 
“We have great chemistry 

that translates on the field,” Kai-
tlyn said. “I’ve got strength and 
Kim’s got speed, so our different 
skills allow us to work really well 
off of each other.”

Although soccer is their fa-
vorite sport, the athletic duo 
has played five varsity sports 
throughout high school: soc-

cer, volleyball, basketball, cross 
country and track. The twins’ 
ability to play a variety of posi-
tions has increased the oppor-
tunities they’ve had to capitalize 
on their chemistry. Kaitlyn plays 
forward, defensive midfield and 
center back, 
while Kimberly 
prefers midfield 
and forward. In 
their senior soc-
cer season at 
SHS, the Chen 
twins combined 
for 16 goals and 
8 assists, lead-
ing the team to 
the Division II CCS semi-finals 
for the first time in two decades. 

One of Kimberly’s favorite 
memories from the season oc-
curred when both she and Kai-
tlyn scored on their victorious 
senior night against rival Los 
Gatos. 

“It was such an awesome 

feeling, especially when that 
stands as one of the last few 
important games I’ll be playing 
with Kaitlyn,” Kimberly said. 

At the practice the day be-
fore that game, head coach Ben 
Maxwell set up the “crossbar 

challenge” for 
the team. If one 
out of the last 
three players 
to shoot could 
hit the goal’s 
crossbar, he 
promised to 
pay for all of 
the team’s Se-
nior Day lunch. 

Kaitlyn, the first kicker up, took 
a deep breath and pulled it off. 

Soccer, though, is not the 
only sport the twins excel at. 
The sisters played two winter 
sports, soccer and basketball, 
for the school. Kaitlyn and Kim-
berly chose to play basketball 
over soccer their sophomore 

year, and chose soccer over 
basketball junior and senior 
years. During the basketball 
season, Coach Mike Davey of-
ten noted that the Chen sisters 
had an uncanny “twin telepathy,” 
and didn’t have to look to know 
where the other was.

“One of the hardest deci-
sions was choosing between 
basketball and soccer,” Kim-
berly said. “We loved both, but 
balancing was difficult.” Moving 
forward, both were recruited to 
play sports at a Division 3 level. 
Kimberly is headed to Case 
Western Reserve University, 
where she’ll play in soccer and 
track and Kaitlyn will play soccer 
at Illinois Wesleyan University.

“I’m excited for the future, 
but I’ll miss having having Kim 
by my side,” Kaitlyn said. “We’ve 
trained together and pushed 
each other. We just know how 
to make each other better.” 

— Fiona Sequeira

THE CHEN TWINS
SISTERS’ CHEMISTRY THE KEY TO THEIR ATHLETIC PROWESS

SANDEEP SURESH
STUDENT USES PERCUSSION AS A STUDY TOOL

Senior Sandeep Suresh leans back in 
his chair with his hands on the table, 
focusing on the PowerPoint lecture 

on the screen in front of him. His fingers 
start to move as he tries to concentrate, tap-
ping an elaborate rhythm on the edge of the 
desk. 

Sandeep’s habit is indicative 
of his passion for percussion. His 
love for the drums began during 
sixth grade, when he was in the 
Redwood Middle School band. He 
began playing the oboe, drums and 
piano, but later switched to only 
percussion. “I realized all the days 
I was playing oboe I wanted to playing per-
cussion, so I focused on that,” Suresh said.

His decision to pursue playing percus-
sion was also influenced by his older broth-
er, class of 2013 alum Sanjeev Suresh, who 
played the drums at concerts as Sandeep 
watched appreciatively. Sandeep said that 

he loves how percussion has a huge impact 
on whatever music it is added to. 

Since Redwood Middle School band, 
percussion has become increasingly inte-
grated into Suresh’s daily life. He has been 
a member of marching band since his fresh-

man year, playing the tenor drums 
as an underclassman and then the 
snare drums as an upperclassman. 
He also participated in winter per-
cussion during his freshman and ju-
nior years.

“Being surrounded by a bunch 
people who all want to get better 
at drumming and want to win com-

petitions across the nation made me really 
driven to always drum and strive for excel-
lence,” Sandeep said. As a result, Sandeep 
has built a habit of tapping rhythms and 
drumming patterns on his desk during class.

“I just about drum anywhere I am,” Sand-
eep said. “I usually start drumming which-

ever rhythms or patterns pop into my head 
with my pencil or my fingers.” 

Drumming on the table is not only a hob-
by; Sandeep also uses it to focus in class.

“I don’t really think about [drumming my 
fingers]; it just happens naturally,” Sandeep 
said. “I have to do it a lot now if I want to 
focus in class or when I study.” Apart from 
the rhythmic patterns and beats, Sandeep 
has taken deep interest in the moral stan-
dards and habits cultivated by his percus-
sion practice.                                   

“Instructors in my percussion class al-
ways demanded complete effort whenever 
we play, and I think that is something I car-
ried over into my other aspects of my life — 
relationships and hobbies,” Sandeep said.

As he makes his way to the University of 
Southern California (USC) this year, Sand-
eep hopes to continue his passion for per-
cussion by joining the college’s drum line. 

— Deepthi Sampathkumar

Kaitlyn Kimberly

On Freshman Year: “You’re not cool — stop trying..” - Darby Williams 29
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head off to a Santa Cruz beach, the five of 
us. Little Buds, as we now call him, bounds 
into the water, looks down, and then around. 
He is startled by the sight of endless water, 
its froth embracing his furry feet. A wave ap-
proaches, and he makes a dash for it, to-
ward dry land. 
We chuckle. 
Then, as the 
tide draws 
back, Little 
Buds bravely 
dips his feet 
once more, 
into the inch-
deep wa-
ter.  He then 
trots back 
to us, smug, 
pleased with 
his display. 
I grab him 
and hold him 
in my arms — 
as I had done 
on his first 
day. But now 
he is wide 
awake, much 
heavier, and writhing under my 
grasp, embarrassed that I can still 
pick him up, embarrassed that he 
is still at the bottom of the family 
hierarchy. But my arms ache un-
der his weight, and itch under his 
sandy wet coat. He looks up at 
me, his dark lips parting around 
his canines to reveal what my dad 
calls a “wolfie face.” I squeeze 
him one last time and put him 
down. Little Buds bounds back 
into the water.
 Click.
    That is the last time I pick up 
Little Buds. After that, his hair 
coarsens, he gains weight, and 
oddly enough, he goes from be-
ing called Little Buds to Baby — a 
baby who is always getting himself 
in trouble. As the months pass, his teeth go 
from pearly white to yellowish brown. They 
need to be professionally cleaned, we con-
cur. My dad contacts several vets: Each 
wants to put Buddy under general anesthe-
sia to clean his teeth. 
“Anesthesia for such a gentle dog,” he mut-
ters. “No need.” After doing some research, 
my dad marches off to Gene’s for a knuck-
le-bone, which he proclaims will restore 
Baby’s teeth to their pristine state. And he 

appears to be correct. Every morning, Baby 
waits for his bone, his greedy brown eyes 
searching for any sign of it. He then spends 
an hour or two chewing on it intently in the 
backyard, and when he is done, he bur-
ies its remains and waddles up to the back 

door, his teeth a little whiter.
 One Saturday morning, how-
ever, Baby doesn’t come to 
the door. We walk outside 
and find him with the top of his 
snout stuck in the bone. He 
looks away from us, embar-
rassed. We are bewildered, 
then amused and finally con-
cerned. After several unsuc-
cessful attempts to release 
his snout from the bone’s 
clutches, my dad leaves for 
Home Depot. 
 “Pliers are what we need,” 
he assures us. Dad is an en-
gineer. But the pliers don’t 
work. My mom, brother and 
dad all gather around Baby, 

frustrated. I sit on the couch, camera in 
hand, snapping pictures of Baby, whose 
brown eyes shoot me a look of disgust. I 
ruffle his ears and take another picture.
 My brother now looks at Baby. The 
wound under my brother’s eye from that 
gloomy December evening has faded to 
a faint scar, a memory we would all rather 
forget. My brother crouches beside Baby, 
placing one hand on his snout and the 
other on the part of the bone inside his 
mouth. Then my brother coaxes the bone 

off Baby’s teeth, the same teeth that nearly 
gouged out his eye a few years ago. My 
parents and I watch Baby and my brother, 
astonished. “It takes guts to put your hand 
in a dog’s mouth,” my dad says. It takes trust. 
I direct the camera toward my two brothers.
 Click.
 It is November 2015. It’s raining. The 
smell of freshly wet asphalt lingers in the air. 
My dirty white sneakers sink into our mushy 
front yard. I stoop to fasten a plaid collar 
loosely around Buddy’s neck. When he was 
younger, the collar would have been tighter, 
lest he escape — and he would have ob-
jected. But presently he waits, his tired eyes 
patient, the white hairs on his face glisten-
ing under a light drizzle. 
 He has arthritis now, and I know he’d 
rather swim than walk, but it’s too cold for a 
swim: far too cold. We walk across the street, 
toward high school. He stops frequently, 
sniffing shrubs and bushes as I nudge him 
along. Once we reach school, we turn back: 
Dogs are not allowed on school premises. 
An elderly woman walks toward us, her 

graying curls 
shielded from 
the rain by the 
hood of her 
windbreaker. 
When she 
sees us, she 
smiles, the 
corners of her 
eyes crinkling. 
Buddy trudg-
es up to her 
— snout up, 
ears down, tail 
low, but wag-
ging nonethe-
less. “What a 
well-behaved 
dog!” she ex-
claims, as she 
gently strokes 
his head. It’s 
a compliment 

he rarely re-
ceived seven years ago. It reminds me of 
Buddy’s age: He is no longer the rambunc-
tious pup he once was. I force a smile at the 
kindly woman, and we continue on our way. 
When we reach home, I unbuckle Buddy’s 
collar and pat his back, sending him inside. 
I watch him limp up the porch and into the 
house. I watch, close my eyes and embrace 
this memory. I do not run for a camera. An 
image cannot capture how I feel.

-Gitika Nalwa

 
 
 
 There are five of us in my family now, but 
it wasn’t always so. Eleven odd years ago, 
in the first days of summer, we welcomed 
our final addition: a Golden Retriever, Bud-
dy.   
 8:15 a.m., June 14, 2005, a Tuesday: My 
mom drops off 
my older brother 
and me at Argo-
naut Elementary 
in my dad’s old 
car. There is a cat 
crate and map 
on the passen-
ger seat. That af-
ternoon, she will 
drive just north of 
San Francisco to 
pick up the pup-
py. She makes 
one last attempt 
to convince my 
brother to ditch 
school and 
come with her. I 
hope he does. 
If he does, I will 
too. He doesn’t. 
“Third grade is 
too important,” 
he proclaims. The bell rings. He heads 
off to Mrs. Evans’ class as I shuffle to Mrs. 
Green’s.
 At 2 that afternoon, my mom is waiting 
for us under the maple tree in the school 
courtyard. She smiles, and I know she has 
him. I grin as I spot my brother emerging 
from his classroom. 
 My brother and I race to the car, back-
packs bouncing, arms swishing, eyes 
squinting under the California sun. My 
mom follows close behind, unlocks the 
door, and we get in. We look at him: a 
chubby golden puppy with furrowed blond 
brows and a pointed tail. He peers back at 
us through the bars of his crate. And thus 
begins a relationship among three siblings: 
a girl, a boy and their dog.
 That evening, after the puppy has 
marked his territory in our kitchen, and we 
have cleaned up his mess, we take him 
outside for a bath. We bundle him in two 
white towels while I hold him in my arms. 

He struggles to keep his eyes open: a child 
trying to absorb as much of his new world 
as he can. I place him on his new off-white 
Petco bed — in his new black crate. My 
brother sticks his fingers through the bars 
of the crate to pet him, and we smile as our 
new puppy falls asleep.
    Click.
 It’s December 2007, the day of my broth-

er’s holiday recital, 
but he won’t be go-
ing. It’s pouring out-
side. My brother 
walks down the 
carpeted hallway, 
sobbing, holding a 

hand to his eye — drops of blood spattered 
across his face. He was trying to take cray-
ons out of the dog’s mouth. I can hear the 
rain beating against the glass door of the 
study. I can hear my parents screaming at 
Buddy. I can see Buddy, all of his two years, 
standing, his caramel-brown ears perked 
up, alarmed, his tail pressed against his 
legs. Guilty, yes. Remorseful, no. But he will 
be.
 Click.

 We put Buddy in his old crate in the study, 
unattended, alone. He stands all night. We 
sit around the glass kitchen table, and my 
dad declares that the dog needs to go. It 
should be given up for adoption: should 
have been given up long ago. My brother 
nods in agreement. My mom and I say noth-
ing. It’s not the time, I think to myself.
 The four of us decide to seek our vet’s 
opinion, and a few days later, my mom, my 
brother and I crowd into a corner of the vet’s 
6-by-9 examination room — with Buddy at 
arm’s length. Buddy is leashed with a choke 
collar, but I doubt he needs it today. He is 
unusually docile: tail tucked, gaze averted, 
ears flattened. 

 The vet 
strides in 
pompously 
and advises 
us to give 
up Buddy. 
He would 
give Buddy 
to a friend, 
ahem, an-
other cli-
ent of his. 
I stare at 
the nub on 
the vet’s 
hand where 
his pinky 

should be. A dog bit it off, he 
had once explained. What does 
he know about dogs? What 
does he know about anything? 
I tug at Buddy’s leash. He’s a bit 
closer to me now, a bit closer. 
   Click. 
    That evening, we gather once 
again around the glass kitchen 
table, the four of us. My dad 
thinks the vet is trying to steal 
Buddy from us. We need to re-

consider, he asserts. At night, with 
Christmas around the corner, I am remind-
ed of the twins in my grade who wrote a 
letter to Santa last year and insist that he 
replied. Good Lord, I think. Still, they got ev-
erything they asked for. I write out a letter, 
addressing it, “Dear Santa.” In it, I ask only 
that Buddy stay. Then, I tape my letter over 
the fireplace. Buddy never leaves. It is the 
vet we abandon.
 One weekend the following summer, we 
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On AP Chemistry: “No matter how much I studied, I could never understand how batteries worked.” - Alisha Thanawala On Acai Bowls: “How to be basic 101” - Amy Lin32

BLONDE, BLUE-EYED BUT NOT DUMB

I don’t like math. And it’s not 
because I find it boring or use-
less, but because I simply don’t 
get it. Ever since second grade 
in Russia where I failed most 
of my addition quizzes and 
couldn’t, for the life of me, figure 
out how a fraction worked, math 
has not been my strong suit.

When I moved to Saratoga 
in seventh grade, no one knew 
what to make of me — a full-on 
humanities kid who struggled in 
STEM and loved languages.

I’ve always had a knack for 
books – from my grandmother’s 
obscure poetry collections to 
children’s science fiction stories 
– I’d read anything that I found 
in our Russian apartment. Going 
to a Russian-Spanish bilingual 
school cemented my passion 
for language.  

In any case, math has always 
been written off as my weak-
ness and family members ex-
cused it as a given shortcoming.

Science, however, is a whole 
different animal. 

Everyone in my family is 

somehow involved in medicine, 
be as an emergency room doc-
tor (my stepdad), pharmacist (my 
grandmother) or sales rep for a 
medical company (my mom). I 
was an exception, maybe even 
a disappointment.

In rebellion, I filled my 
schedule with two lan-
guage classes and two 
history courses. I also 
took two math classes 
in junior year — Trig 
Pre-Calc and AP 
Statistics — but 
only because 
Statistics sound-
ed fun, which, 
luckily, it was.

It was only 
during senior 
year, when I 
started to get 
serious about 
colleges and 
visited numer-
ous counsel-
ors, that I fully 
realized how big 
of a mistake this 

was. It turns out that my taking 
no science junior year had con-
sequences. I failed to meet the 
“desired” standards of some Ivy 
League schools that wanted 
four years of science. 

I had two B minuses every 
year of high school (one for 

math and one for science), 
and my good but not great 
score on the SAT math sec-
tion wasn’t convincing any-

one that I simply “chose” 
not to take the classes. 

I was bad at STEM, 
and it was clear.  
 Despite this 
gaping hole in 
my application, I 
applied to more 
than 20 schools, 
all from the top 
50 universities in 
the U.S., with my 
only safeties be-
ing the UCs. It was 

a risky move, but 
then again, wasn’t 

my entire high school 
course load?

After an insane college-writ-
ing frenzy during winter break, I 
faced the worst part — waiting. 

I managed to convince my-
self that I would get rejected by 
all universities and end up go-
ing to community college; my 
far-from-valedictorian GPA was 
certainly not boosting my con-
fidence.

Then came the day: March 
18. In a sleep-deprived haze, I 
worked on my math homework.
Just when I had almost given 
up on understanding differential 
equations, the door opened. My 
mom came in with a huge smile 
on her face and said, “You got 
into Northwestern.”

The words didn’t really regis-
ter in my mind at first, but when 
they did, I started crying, laugh-
ing, dancing and screaming all 
at the same time. I was in shock 
and euphoria. My reaction was 
the similar when I got into USC, 
the school I ultimately picked.

And it didn’t even matter that 
I was bad at math.

– Oksana Trifonova

DISLIKE FOR STEM DIDN’T DOOM ME

Stereotypes are something that we all 
have to face throughout our lives. Whether 
you’re white and therefore a terrible dancer, 
Asian and by definition a bad driver or a girl 
and worse than boys at sports, we all have 
to overcome perceptions others form about 
us before they get to know us. 

For me, the stereotypes I face are mostly 
because of my hair color (blonde)  and my 
choice of extracurricular activity (cheerlead-
ing). 

These two factors come with the stereo-
type of being unintelligent. While blondes 
alone have a reputation for not being the 
brightest, being a cheerleader on top of my 
wispy, blonde hair definitely exacerbated it. 

Although I was able to show those who 
knew me that the “unintelligent” stereotype 
didn’t apply to me by starting Kumon at a 
young age (a torturous activity that I hated 
with all my might and refused to do daily, 
raking up piles of unfinished math packets, 

only to realize years later that this early 
start to learning math was one of the best 
things my parents ever did for me), those 
who didn’t know me well never would 
have guessed getting the solution 
to a really difficult math problems 
gave me joy. 

When I joined the cheer team 
in high school, I was scared to 
claim the title “cheerleader,” due 
to the negative connotations 
everyone is told about when 
they are young. 

Even my older sister 
would make  the occa-
sional joke about my be-
ing a “ditzy cheerleader.” 

When introducing 
myself to new people, I 
called myself a gymnast 
and hid my inner cheer-
leader, believing that this 

portrayal somehow made me more intelli-
gent. 

It may have been the confidence I 
gained from cheerleading, or  a devel-

oping lack of concern for what other 
people thought of me, but by senior 
year, I embraced the title of “cheer-
leader.” 

Why not say the truth and just let 
people think what they want? 

And while I still have my 
“blonde moments,” (and 
sometimes I feel can get 
away with them because 
I am blonde — we don’t 
get to pick our hair color), 
I don’t mind people know-
ing I’m a blonde and blue-
eyed cheerleader — be-
cause that’s exactly who 
I am. 

– Summer Smith 

SENIOR REFLECTS ON OVERCOMING STEREOTYPES ABOUT PHYSICAL APPEARANCE
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Tyler Yoshihara pitches at a baseball 
game this spring. In addition to pitch-
ing, Tyler also plays center field. Next 
year, he will be playing for Pomona 
College in Claremont..

Unlike Andy’s toys, who watched 
him depart for college from a card-
board box, it’s we who are leaving 
our past behind — we who are 
moving into new lives where we 
will be surrounded by new faces.  
We might not know exactly what 
our futures will look like, but we’ll 
still go forward, flying.  

SO LONG, 
PARTNER



On the AP Gov Textbook: “Has anyone opened it? - Kayla Kim On Food: “Keep stuffing your face while you can.” - Karishma Shah34 35

TEN YEARS DOWN THE ROAD I WILL BE...

A stay-at-home dad, driving 
my kids to school, and 
enjoying my rich wife’s money. 
— Matthew Tran 

Running a taco truck. 
— Supriya Singh

Making bank on Wall 
Street. — Helen Chen

Hopefully rich and living in 
mansion with my ten ponies 
and four frogs. — Alice He

Still excited for tomorrow. 
— Ingrid Pan

Dropping out of medical 
school. — Stephanie Law

Still in school. — Felicia Hung

I will have a car with 
doors that open up. 
— Spencer Yen

Not as cool as I was in 
elementary school. 
— Katherine Liu

Living in LA, driving 
a souped up M3 and 
working as a talent 
agent for songwriters. 
— Shay Patil

Sleeping in my bed. 
— Janani Velchamy

Playing music with 
my loved ones. — 
Katie McLaughlin

Napping. — Darby Williams

Thinking about what I will 
be another 10 years down 
the road. — Daniel Eem 

Designing logos for 
various cool companies. 
— Jenna Chen

Probably still wearing 
ripped jeans. — Felicia Lee

Still on the road, but 
ten years farther down 
it. — Luke Salin

Still trying to figure out what to 
do with my life because I’m so 
indecisive. — Shreya Sheel

Hopefully still alive. — Mena Wang

Ten years older. 
— Sabrina Clark

Still beating myself 
up about that one 
awkward social 
interaction I had in 
9th grade.
— Naveed Riaziat

An innovator. — 
Nandita Mohan

Hopefully teaching a music class at a 
high school. — Michael Fukuda

Living in 
Guatemala. 
— Nina HarrisEating ice cream to celebrate 

what a good job I’ve done or to 
wallow in my misery at what a 
failure I’ve been. — Karen Chen

Living in a Los Angeles 
penthouse with my husband 
and nonexistent children. 
— Michelle A. Huang

Hopefully not here. — Mason Lee

Doing what I love. Once 
I figure out what that is. 
— Gautam Prabhu

Ruling the world. 
— Nicole Prowse

Purchasing my own island 
nation. — Arnav Sarin

Investigating materials 
for use in alternative 
energies and eyeing 
a run for Congress. — 
Farbod Moghadam

In grad school getting my PhD 
in theoretical particle physics. 
— Josh Dey

Living with at least five 
cats. — Caroline Oliver

Saving the world. 
— Isa Berardo

A senior at SHS. It’s great to 
be a Falcon! — Miles Peng 

Not having to look at the price tag when 
I’m shopping. — Abhay Aanabathula 

Seven foot three. 
— Lucas Peng

Celebrating a third 
Trump presidential term. 
— Avi Arjavalingam

Still a child. — Chris McMahon

Still trying to finish Game of 
Thrones. — Elizabeth Li

Leading the robot 
revolution. — Alex Li

Working at India 
Cash and Carry. 
— Shrey Desai

iPhone gaming. — Naved Krishnamurthy

Still injured. 
— Brian Tang

Still trying to reach for 
things on the top shelf. 
— Aditya Chaudhry



University
of the Pacific
Gwyneth Hunger
Jerame Kim
Mason Lee

Santa Clara University
Melissa Magner 

UC Berkeley
Avinash Arjavalingam
Michelle A. Huang
Felicia Hung
Gwynevere Hunger
Elizabeth Li
Alex Li
Allison Lin
Ariel Liu
Isha Mangal
Gitika Nalwa
Christine Raj
Allen Shen
Rhea Srivats
Rishi Veerapaneni
Harrison Yang
Amy Zhang

UC San Diego
Anu Arjavalingam
Lauren Plesse
Maxwell Rossip

San Jose State
University
Hannah Leney

UC Santa Cruz
Karishma Shah
Shreya Tumu

Student names and colleges are based on an optional 
survey sent out to the senior class before May 1.

UC Irvine 
Stephanie Law
Jennifer Poo
Amanda Rhee
Partha Shah

CLASS OF 2016 
COLLEGE MAPS

Sonoma State
Malia Oreglia

Loyola Marymount 
University
Kevin Duong-Le
Claire Leung

Pomona College
Tyler Yoshihara

UC Davis
Angelica Rojas
Shreya Sheel 
Neeki Tahmassebi

UC Santa Barbara
Michelle Huang
Farbod Moghadam
Jatin Mohanty

Cabrillo College
Amanda Meserve

UCLA
Varun Choudhary
Carey Fong
Nate Ney
Meera Rachamallu
Eric Zhang

Stanford 
University
Nicholas Lai
Katherine Liu

Foothill College 
Shay Patil

Claremont 
McKenna College
Savannah Green Harvey Mudd 

College
Jacky Lee

Pitzer College
Isa Berardo

Cal Poly SLO
Ai Asai
Yu Asai
Miles Chaffin
Jenna Chen
Julian Ferrari
Erin Norris
Haley Rositano

San Francisco State University
Matt Victoria
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Santa Barbara  
City College
Stacey Yee
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Chapman University
Lily Hu

University of 
Southern California
Nihar Agrawal
Miles Albert
Larissa Chiu
Giulia Corno
Alex Di
Amanda Duong-Le
Zoe Liao 
Sanam Mohan
Shaya Nikfar
Fiona Sequeira
Sandeep Suresh
Albe Tremblay
Oksana Trifonova
Aditya Vempaty

De Anza College
Liam Kaiser
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Pepperdine 
University 
Delaney Milton
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On Lines Outside the Library: “We see open seats.” - Justin Lee On AP Tests: “When you spend 100 dollars to take a two-and-a-half-hour nap.” - Shrey Desai38 39

SENIOR WILLS
Being sound of mind and body, I do hereby will and bequeath...

NIHAR AGRAWAL: KS: alien, eggplants, loveyouforever MH: 
best section leaders ever, rip Wednesday nights MS, JL, MH: 
#ffff #ty #kk flutes => party section MH, FH, SP: stats crew 
forever, ry ry AS: why am I so dumb? AB, LH: committed2com-
munity4ever EL, NK: driving will never be the same <3<3<3

AI ASAI: SN: Will never forget our facetime sesh SH: Our 
spontaneous sleepovers! NT: That sleepover i’ll never forget 
JC: YEAH WE ARE GUNNA BE MUSTANGS!  SO: Our fun 
hangouts are the best! MW: You cray but you are funn aha 
MO+SD+TM: the french class would not be fun w/o the convo 
in Japanese JL+DL: glad to get to know you through orch. 
Our hangouts are the best, hang after high school too please! 
Love you all <3

YU ASAI: SH, SN, NT: meeting u guys = best decision in HS:) 
U guys will always be my fab 5 <3  JL, DL: So glad i have 
friends who I can feel comfortable to talk about any subject 
regardless of our opposite gender :) hehe glad I decided to 
take orchestra because I met you guys  LOL tbt to u guys 
making jokes in Japanese AHAH
KEEP IN TOUCH heart emoticon and all the others for making 
my day ily all ;)

VANESSA BAHK: Inner Circle H##: “Did she just say 
caLICKulus?”Redbull nightz+Top down. Potato salad is animal 
cruelty... We don’t talk about it. But that one, we rlly don’t 
talk about it. Food fights=huge threat. Errandserryday.Peace 
homie, i’ll still call u l8ter tho. Gerdy: Mom had a phantom 
baby just now. Studio rent together? Wheelworks. Model 
Majol. I’ll distract her. Why r we like this?! TZ: “I didn’t tell 
you... 2 protect u...” Bae problemz. Roommates? DL celebrity 
friendship. Fanfic. Myhouse=kimchi=stomachproblems4u=ustil
lcomingovr. Facetime?Adumbb####’sdumbb####: Ice cream 
nights. Van race. 7 potstickers...but actually 9 cause 2 4 u. 99 
cents for a dog&bread. I’m crying cuz ugh B THE DOMIN-
JOON 2 MY CHEONSONGYI?Can’t go. No sleep cuz of ep 9. 
Hot cheetos=double nose bleed. Can u pick me up? Zwah: 
It needs more Sriracha. Gerard: U at school? 4 crepes&3 
holders. Tapeworms tho. Undercover ho(s)e. Socratic day in 
the morning, but don’t miss the important Art lecture k? Sp(e)
dyvere: Wifi password? Srry no data. So who’s car should we 
take 4 lunch? HUE. Potato walks zigzag=nonexistent gunman 
behind him. #protocols Do u have a credit card that actually 
works, & has real money in it? #declinedfordayss Zyngwaf: 
ALLergies AK: Dogz? SY: BayClub? SG: “O I wasn’t @ practice 
that day. Wait tf that was due 2day?” Stop pple watching. U 
creep. Chipotle rant anytime. I was gonna drive but then I 
wasn’t really. Ha. MW: It was real while it lasted.

SUNEEL BELKHALE: Thanks for all the good times fam, 
WONGMASTER you da real mvp #Obamacare, Samayce u 
dumbass, Dumbass u scrub, Alan stop forgetting to do your 
hw, CO why u so dumb, robohoes ily all (except Navid) but 
it’s a hardware problem, ATran Suh dude, dndbros we should 
really play sometime lol #CLARISWAG #stoptouchingmyhair

ISA BERARDO: AB: fsu-4evr[<32allmysccrladies]//rallayral-
layrallay//MINDS4evr#editprtys//maplyfe//NH: <3u4everything//
NR, BS, KT, SH, DW: thx&love//sisrelaxbfamous//MVDBbroski//

AT: fighton//peas&lovetoga

CAMILLE BISMONTE: SJ,JK,TH: ily guys so much love choir 
love life carry on my nonexistent choir legacy omg MT,NL,MG: 
TAKE CARE OF ANIME CLUB ILY bring in all the new kids

URUSLA BRAVO-ROSSAUNZ: Some will go far, some will 
stay, some will travel the world in less than a day. But just 
keep in mind that in the end, we all came from the same place

MILES CHAFFIN: MM: my squid box MF: all my pokemon BM: 
some real skillz JH: HUGE GAINS AA: some curry SB: AA’s 
leftovers MS: my calc hw JB: your bowl cut back KK: a banana 
MR: a few cents AN: the horn section AJL: “how to repair 
miles’ horn 101” ZY: boba AH: a cassowary AT & NL & AC: t581

ADITYA CHAUDHRY: buildteam:LuvYouGuysToPiec
es#GoFISH!/rbtxseniors:ThxFor4YearsOfAwesome/
SQUAAA:ThxFamForAllTheLunches/JamesMcAdooFanC
lub:#warriors#1baller/tacobellfam:#crunchwrap#beanand
cheeseburritos#12am/JY,AR:BestSPortsEDsinthebiz/NL,R
W,DD,ET,DL:thebestjuniors#2107/ChemLabGroup:AYearO
fDysfunctionality/VC:mondaylunches#lonelybrownguys/
KM,SG:#24walls/FM:SBwomen#bernie2016/HC:bagels4lyfe/
squad:PaintMakesbestFriends#homecoming/LS:thx4TheH
ugsAndLateNightDesserts/NR:GonnaKillItInPurdue#toast/
AH:STATSQUEEN/KP:ThemKillerBdayGifts/JD:BackToThos
eSimplerSummerGeoDays/KM:BeenThroughHellAndBack/
NM:Thx4KeepingMeSane/RC:GovShenanigans/
AH,AA,IM:StatsKrew/KS:SketchMidnightAdventures/
NM:#pungamenotonpoint/SR:TheHellHoleOfJunior#dysfuncti
onal/AB:YouGottaPrettyNiceName;)/SG:Thx4LateNightWakeU
pCalls#neverforgettheducks/JF:GottaGetThatSpeedoForYim/
AT,US:middleschoolbikers/Time to move onto bigger things 
but as Yeezy said “I stuck to my roots, I’m like Jimmy Fallon” 
hopefully this is not the end toga <3.

ASHLEY CHEN: s/o to lunch crew SL, KL, LY, MC, JM, JM, 
ST, DV, AR, IP, LC, KX | SL: memoriesofmakingfood,kpop/
kdrama:)thanksforcheeringmeupfor7years | KL: tyforkeepi
ngmeupdatedoninternetnews;p | MC: athousandthankyo-
usforeverything | KX: asoiaf rants,thepengame,lifetalks | ST: 
watchingtmi,jtv,et-al; ‘shelfreading’skills | AN: gorunwin:) | 
AB: bestrunning,math,bio buddyicould’veaskedfor | SC: do
n’tstressoutyou’regoingtokillitnextyear | KC: alltheloveihave-
formlfas,17; thejunkfoodIhaven’talreadyeaten | new-eds: 
goodluckalthoughyoudon’tneedit | xcgirls: makemeproudatTo-
ronextyear | MY: mostsupportiveguidancecounselorever | JY: 
benicetoyourseniorsnextyear;p

HELEN CHEN: thankyoutoga/2016/@hjjc/so (it’s been a good 
four years) — AH: alwaysmyotherhalf, #haliceforever; NR: 
sinceday1, ty4everything; MT: keepdancingfukboi, #mealsby-
matt; LS: photogod, expectingsrslygoodfilms; CF: smhwhyare-
wefriends; ET: #gsquad/pistachio, leggo2disney; KD: stuphob, 
don’tburnallthebridges; SM: hulahoopsquad, makenews-
beautiful;  MO: constancy, yourhairisspikey; MP: favegege, 
favesped; CP: favemeimei; SR: whywesuchamess; IP: panini, 
preschool2seniors&beyond; KC: favechen; AC: adopteddog; 
JL: yikes!!; xiaoahmei: imy; krusty+gitnarwhal: langbaes; MM: 
hels+mels; YJ, FH, NM: ty4beingmom; newsfam: jroomlyfe, 
bbsmakemeproud; soccerputas: lmaobenchsquadaf; SY: 
ifyourereadingthisbemyfriendLOL; bye forever, love always

KAITLYN CHEN: KC – Gonna be weird not having you 
around, hate to admit I’ll miss ya. FS – gonna miss your sass 
and being able to rant/talk to you bout anything. ABS! CHEEZ 
ITZ! TM, HL – TWINKIE TWINKIE! Nathan Scott!! SV, JQ – FIT-
NASSSS! FOOD! CM, SV, AB, SP – FSU, you guys got it next 

year! Kick butt!

KAREN CHEN: I could write an essay on people who I’m 
thankful for, but here’s the brief version because I go ham 
(wink wink SS). SC - you are my family <3 CC - you help me 
survive some dark times - stats. Potato (IZ) and cantaloupe 
(JC) are my orchestra heroes. ADL and CB - best stand 
partners I could ever ask for. My soph boys: AY - feed yourself 
when I leave please; PM, NW- you guys are the sweetest; 
and AZ – the fabulous duet partner. SD – we made the best 
videos and skits. KM – I dearly hope I’ve completed my 
housing app for college by the time you read this. I was part 
of MAPped Out and I’m so proud, so million thanks to SH, SG, 
ES, CJ, and SS for their hard work. DW, MS, NN – we would’ve 
been the perfect room. JF – get a stool. My baddy fam: NC, 
MG - my freshmen boys who friended me on snapchat; SDing 
– you are a god with godly hair; IY, MS, CZ, CF? - my soph girl 
crew; EC, SM, MF - you juniors make me smile; CS, TN - VAR-
SITY; and AR - we made it through four years! JZ - you are 
perfect and YAY WE WON CONS TOGETHER :) My two fools: 
young JL - you’re a player who smells good, and stop making 
MT jealous; MT - long talks were quality moments, but stop 
making JL jealous with your pho. MM – I trust your judgement 
and I love our artsy dates a lot. Lastly, to my SQUAAA (AKA 
the kids who made me feel like I belong): photo (LS) - you 
are my sunshine, my only sunshine; neighbor/robot (NR) – I’m 
salty you will be miles away next year; dog/my fake bf (AC) - 
you saved my life a couple times, popsicle/sister (HC) – heart 
spam does not fully encompass my love for you, and queen/
wifey (AH) – we were the original superstar couple. Bye toga! 

KIMBERLY CHEN: KC – not gonna lie, but i’ll miss u / FS – 
400m pains/ SD – Ohio > Austin/ KS – best insulter to SD/ 
GH – go hard at Berks/ CB – 85C letsgo/ RV – never stop 
smiling/ SHS soccer fam - unforgettable season/ AB, CM, SP, 
SV(Chindy) – FSU!/ NK, SR, SM, AT – Chinese Crew #Gao-
SuWo/ HF – drive me, kill it in all ur sports/ Ash N & Adr N –sc 
streaks for dayz/ MM – FITNAASS, #XOXO, time to turn red/ 
JQ – <3 gossip sesh, #FITNAASS/ SV – best sadies date/ JK– 
go to more football games/ DS & KS –DS make sure KS stops 
being so gross/ FK & CQ – fav little bros, cs fun times/ WC – 
HC game, #caitlinjenner, #werkit/ ES & NS – chem strugs so 
real/ AB & AN – fav scrubs

JOLI CHIEN: The People: IZ (imah03foru2), JZ+JP+LH (ALL da 
concerts), MW+SA+CM (MAP squad 2D!), SG (Chineselol),KZ 
(SO many yrs of frandship)+EL+AR (baddy!), KC (dat one 
plane ride lol)+AD (bfwylionoiby?), FH (B4es<3) thanks for 
the memories, ily’all <3, i guess BH+MR, neighbor JF too (Or 
should I say GF? c:), OT10! Orch Bbs: CG - we’re basically the 
same person right? ;) thnx for the laughs, ML - good luck w/ 
the people, I believe in you! LOVE TO EVERY VIOLIST! BEST 
SECTION <3, love to my GEM bbs, mention to IK for being 
annoying (IZ would agree), to anyone I may have missed, i’m 
sorry and ily! <3

NICOLE CHIOU: AM: I know there will be plenty of future 
opportunities to “blub blub” all we want in the gym! Gonna 
miss our walk-to-a-random-Sbux trips and sushi dates!!! <3 NA: 
perf team = batman + catwoman JH: I will never skip leg day. 
Gonna miss chillin’ and handmaking ice cream JL: It’s been a 
long journey. Thanks for buying me a pineapple and making 
chicken parm with me. I wish I could have ur iPhone 6s for the 
spazzing fishy.

LARRISA CHIU: historyquadsquad4lyfe <3 (NM: silverfoxes, 
nightlyrants, roomiestruggs AR:hhueheuheu, #frbta AA: 
lanudelrey, margarita’s angels, the wave, lol ok, betterfriends 
(smh) JM^2: library times, snpchat, c2struggs IP: baddylulz, ftfo 
RS: ships, grease ST: scandal (kw yass), jtv, trig is no) CB, SG- 
argotimes <3 (CB: 4everfriendssince4yrsold, mex’13, larryking-
lieve, mossrocklyfe SG: brains, ...dots.., pmt) NH,KL: ltw2k16, 
gs4eva FM, AR: #chin4thewin, long live the legend.

MICHAEL CHYAN: Senior Will KJ,BMW,TL,KD,HH,AK,B
H,BH,JD,RS,DJ,KC,SV carry on my track legacy :^) Sax 
and bari love OJ,EL,US,DE,AW,IT,SL,GW,WL,AC,AO,VC

,AG,YP,MF. Teemod life KJ,DY,NS,WL,Jl. League crew 
TN,SH,JW,KK. Skitrip JF,KDL,EZ,SL,ML,MG<3 OJ,NQ 
chem strugs ARK buds MG,SV,AC,AS,CY,CY,MW,MH. 
Soph trash VL,VY,NK,NP,ND,AC,SR,SK. Gov/Econ crew 
AG,TM,JF,KDL,EZ(MR) Physicsquad IY,SH,SD. SV voba dream. 
JL garbo. KJbae horsey. VL basic instahoe. BMW turtle. KDL 
flower EZ ballislife.JF staywet. WL carguy. SL stop being so 
saxual. TN tilter. SH rager. GW annie. Thanks for a great 4 
years. I’ll miss you guys gl and dont let senioritis hit too hard. 
Peace, chyan out

TALIA CLEMENT: To SHS Choir: all my disorganized sheet 
music from the past 4 years. Keep making Andrew cry at 
every concert & make him proud. I know you will. Lax Fam: 
all of my colorful lacrosse socks, JV & SC - the ball bag & my 
ridiculous enthusiasm. S/O to my OG squad EL, AR, EN, and, 
of course, S/O to SM, LP, MK, and AS - thanks for making AP’s 
bearable <3

GUILIA CORNO: Shoutout to the Tenor Saxes!!! Love you 
all. Also, spaceships to Ellie, oboe lessons to Manna (thanks 
baes!!!), our fav section leader to Anu, too much YouTube and 
Fallout Boy to Rhea. Adri, fight on! Thanks to the fam, love 
y’all. And obviously, Jessica, thanks for all you’ve done for me! 
Thanks Class of 2016 and all of SHS, you all are the best!

SHREY DESAI: AW/SY/HS: Win some tournaments for SHS 
LD. SH/NT: Keep it fresh and don’t be a gooz in college. GH: 
#libcrew #calc #physics #troyesivan #baeforever. KS: thanks 
for countless hrs of advice, NaCl, and fig newtons. JV: enjoy 
the #2 school in texas. AR/FM/JY/KP: nothing can surpass our 
donut runs and our indian origin. KS: TFC and 6th period were 
insanely entertaining. KC: tyvm for your contributions on the 
CS project. Peace out Toga, it’s been real.

SHIVA DJABBARI: “Nothing Gold Can Stay”... (like 
hell it can’t!). Gotta start by thanking the BAND FAM 
#ThisQUESTisn’tover. AZ(homestead kid), you’ll always be the 
#1 fav, young prince. To my cymbros: AP, EW, IY, EC, #blessed. 
ROSIE ROOMATES MO, KM, EL-who’s your DADDY? VN, NP, 
WS, AH- don’t do anything stupid. NA you are my Gandhi. Our 
next tubaturnup awaits EL, SR, SD, AP, MF, MM, LSH, MO, JH. 
KS-“im just naturally a happy person” and I can’t wait for our 
futures.

DANIEL EEM: G7 (#saratogagate), MOAC, Salon (SL strug-
gles), TC [Seoul ‘16! ;)]; My bros: AR (pwatti/ bo3zombs (VMP)!), 
JL (you flamb/cherub/benicetoklee/#RIPliver/#cantstopwontst
opbebbing), JM (bros since 4th grade--DAJC/u<3gkbmdmbm/
supersoaker), NJ (thank the traffic ticket :P/MJ is my fav dw/
jain2016), ZN (SD :’) / cuinNYC/sangreeea~), SV (NR is mine/im-
betteratwriting), SS (yw on Taylor XD/ #EGburgers), KK (MW!!/
DAJC @ HP), CF (beb1!1!/RTW/#stayawayfromnumbersonthecl
ock), SY (#RIPcar@PGL/CC>Fu/you hoopjs :D), AT (so jacked/
yayband), AW (hf @ MS!); Stats Crew/Calc Crew/Golf Crew :D; 
HB, HH, SYC, GEM (DG :P), MB -- fun fun; potato<3; JSJ :O; 
#questforholeinone;#goldpouching;#jleeklee

GABRIELLA FONTANILLA: Shoutout to squad 
CL,AL,AR,MH,MW,ZL,GK ily and stay flawless chicas we made 
it. MM thank you.SV and SS ya’ll are my faves! Call me for 
senior prom hair. KS my bb you’re gorg stay fab. KC twins ily. 
Shoutout to bubba (from audrey too).Btw small squad, “did 

you fart?”

MICHAEL FUKUDA: Old school crew M.C, M.M, E.W, R.S, and 
J.F, YUO ARE CORRECT. TUBAS R BROS 4 LYFE. Bass fam is 
best fam. APUSH “study group” get back to work. Freshman 
manager room children, be strong and remember, where 
there’s a will, there’s a pun. Smash clubbers I leave S.D as the 
hypeman. Derp Squad shall be challanjour b4 long. Moew 
goes the hamster, bae.

JONATHAN FUNG: AB- don’t hurt yourself again, ML- wear 
sunscreen, DN- thank my driving, WL- jimmy neutron, HY- 
rippedspeeddemon , GS- my fav white training partner, AP- my 
fav wet Indian, CG-missing trent, NC-Persian food with kasper, 
AF-throwback to trent u sprinting goddess, JX-ur a legend, 
RC- stay buff and praise that 36, AZ- backstroke legend, 
AZ- buzzfeed, DB-CS legend, DF- big D, AG- pull machine, 
MS-too fast 4 me, CF- Mr. Friend ftw, MG- comeback- stay wet 
my fellow swimmers have fun with Christian. SV, CG, NC- RIP 
trent our fav coach throwback to OG seniors swim group. ML, 
KD, MC, EZ, MG, SL- asian ski trip crew my bbs <3. VC, SL- OG 
Nak chem crew. CY- the best of the stand of the part of the 
ner + Ms. Koo’s 2nd fav. AC, KL, CY- OG 4/7 crew. FH, JC, IZ, 
KC, SG, BC, DW, BL, EP- OT10 spain beach soccer. SV- open 
a boba shop. LP, SS- easy herzman Hamlet crew. KC- don’t 
look up during pictures. KD, VC, CS, MT- orchestra trip crew. 
KY, JC, SD, HF, VH-Chinese group thnx for helping me not 
fail. AG, TM, EZ, KD, MC, “MR ruins the system”- Ms. Chen’s 6 
Asian Stephens. Thanks for a great 4 years!

SAMANTHA GUIDRY: Trombones - Ethering trash; Hajima - 
Good luck don’t get blasted; Matt’s Harem - don’t do anything 
stupid; OT10 - <3; JP - 12 long years completed <3;  LC - the 
brain; CB - I love you forever; MT - thank you thank you <3; 
IZ - CATS with love; JP, JZ - def owe you for the rides; EL - that 
feel when enemies don’t load; AR - Praise Loocifer; CH - keep 
cooking; AH - I cant wish you enough luck; Cranky-chan is 
best and Friendship is magic

MICHAEL H. GUO: Why do I need a will if I’m never going 
to die?

MICHAEL Z. GUO: Life is a lot easier when you care less. 
Just make sure you care enough. To EZ: I cannot express 
the gratitude I have for you, for sticking with me for as long 
as I can remember, and for being there for me through thick 
and thin. Don’t let cats hold you down, man. Your future is 
limitless. To Ski Trip: Thank you for your support and thank 
you for the good times, I will never forget the memories I’ve 
made. To physics squad: you loyal you smart thank you for 
being my sunshine in the rain and giving me something to 
laugh about even when I can’t seem to find joy in anything. To 
Bryan Wong: You are smart, you are strong, and your future is 
brighter than mine. Do it, man. To Alice: Thank you for being 
my rock, my comfort, my walks in the rain, my source of gen-
erosity. Can’t wait to see where you’re gonna be. To KC: You 
may hate my guts, but you’re not actually that type of person. 
Keep encouraging others, they will need it. To MAH: Aside 
from the salt I throw at you on a daily basis, you’re actually re-
ally great. Thanks for smiling that smile of yours. To neighbor: 
Stay safe. To brother: Try being nice. It goes a long way.

SHAZIA GUPTA: SR (photogs 4 life + u will always be a 
giraffe) + DS (toots put ur hood on + get your license pls): 
sweepthia 4ever ily you both 2 the moon and back, i have 
memories that’ll last me a lifetime; KS (since preschool): thx 
for driving me crazy + being a bhangra queen, NM: thx for 
newspaper adventures + being sassy af, MK: ur snapchats 
give me life + spanish strugs were real, JV: thx 4 spontaneous 
tea trips + texas here we come!! ICAC: best officer team ever 
(SR, AR, KS, PS, KS, SM) + Tamasha + AGD gonna miss it all too 
much (bhangra remember to spread the fk out), AR: im coming 
4 Husky day, AC: trip to narnia soon? (ps ducks are terrifying) 
PS: smores dip!! KT + NK: ceramics was lit, AS: “do u wanna 
be friends?” never 4get darwin + outside lands, SD + JY: 
utaust + hook em horns!! SHS soccer girls FSU next year <3, 
newspaper: thx for trusting me w/ the expensive af camera for 
3 years , SS + MS + MS + KD: good luck next year, gonna miss 
y’all!! MG + SG: i’m always watching. make me proud. Class of 

2016: may the force be with us; thank you SHS for everything, 
it’s been hella real <3

SHIREEN HAGHSHENAS: NASSY will live. NT special place 
in my heart, fresh. DM we are olympians. AmA/YkA watashi 
no cabau mirasakiro desu. SS speak correctly pls, I broke it. 
AL sooocayyuute. SD never forget #elmo #bearfriend. AR 
what is chem #hindsightbias. FM politics&life. LN daughter, 
carry the family name. AstephcurryG  strong&independent. 
SI tpumps &chill &senseless drives.  DnB/DvB me&mygirls 
ihateyouiloveyou 679, storytime.

MICHELLE HANDOKO: TZ: YAAS petco/minigolf/parks, 
broke af life, tears + ice cream, tswift & ratchet music, food 
runs, LOL CASE, rip morgan moose and all the others :’), 
7+ years of putting up w/ me u hoe <3 KY: u talk 2 ppl like 
plants, pmt runs r the bomb.com, shet show 95.0, y is ur life 
so complicated, xoxo “that screaming girl” US: rip photo club 
x2, yes ik u have a lunch, math class isn’t math class, thx 4 
bein my punching bag/chauffeur/tall thing reacher/co-soloist 
LOL ^_^ AH: 2am TSWIFT, sunrise+rooftops, bus rides, band 
trip roomies, face masks <3 NA: rip band, beemer buds, l o l 
college packets, strug city 24/7 but lovin every min of it. DT: 
lol senior strugs, SSS, what even is our life, fetus flute days 
oh god the embarrassment. SA: ur not punny, pls post more 
vids, lol rip my penny skills help me. JL,MS: flutes fight forward 
forever? <3 you all, make flutes the party crew. AC, SB: much 
love, mommy forever, don’t kill each other pls. KH: don’t fail 
school, good luck for the next 2 yrs.

ALICE HE: HC: #halice+balticago+midnighttherapyse
ssions+chromaticcoffee++samanco KC: wifeyforever 
+thirdwheelers+pmt VB: b*tch’s dumb*tch&hoe+kdramas+ 
familyreunions+toomuch CF: brunches+philosophylessons+ 
runningaf DE: kbbq+neighbors?? + calcgrade 
AJ: sbs + screwed up sleep schedules AL: 
fobaf+streak AL: grub + saratogabagels KK: hellarants 
+cheryl&apush+fish AT: <3+rebecca&cathyobsession 
BW: wongmaster+twindays+glnextyear SY:$300smh WS: 
1000yearanniversary IY: dintaifungwithWS JL: safeways
ushi+bandislovebandislife DG: polarexpress+fratboy IL: 
teamhbv+bb YP: wifey&hubby MT: hcpartnerdancestrugs 
MH: taylorswift+roomies SB: fata** HH: pmt+fav SS/NR/SR: 
langfriends+savingmya** AW: mcdonaldscoffee+photoshoots 
KK: gelatoruns+chemstudysessions AR/US: parking-
squad AC: lunch?? EL: babe;) SD:gakmonsters TN/GW: 
nomoresafeway+scrubs VL: daiwoqu+woaini SL:favorite<3 NL/
MG/AL/NP: pmtlol AC: shave clarinetfam: ILY (mostofyou)

MELISSA HOFFMAN: mm: you and caillou=couple goals. ur 
creepy videos makes me wanna die and it’s been a pleasure 
confusing subs with our name. why werent we friends when 
we were little? We would’ve destroyed the world| bn: there 
is always gonna be time for tumblr photoshoots. Idk, we’re 
always laughing. ur beautiful w ur blue lip and I think sc 
agrees.| nj,ln,rr: Model UN is life| sh: biff, lilleplutten. |mp: Im 
sorry my sarcasm messed you up, but horses arent dogs 
and Im not teaching u more swedish words cuz ur gonna use 
them against me just like u do w the ugly baby.|cr: Mike and 
Sully have to go to a Giants game soon. Ty for introducing me 
to pool, Pentatonix and Roses, even tho we never went, I’ll 
buy us some soon.

MICHELLE A. HUANG: AL: nick w.. & mcdonalds/pizza antica 
tradition will continue . AR: u didnt sign up for this. ML: foothill. 
LP: find another hiding spot besides the cabinet & diamonds 
101. JY: leech. SP: forever the crew. NA: ryry & nose strip. JD: 
mongolian bbq & michaels paint. FL: vchat, ...i mean nope. FH: 
since 4th grade. MG: poke.     

FELICIA HUNG:  ALiu: what do we not do together, true 
nutcracker supporter, future freshmen 15?!/ MH: science+math 
struggles since 8th grade, never riding in your car after auto-
topia, another 4 years?!/ FL: bus and plane rides everywhere 
turning up, flame app, gov, egging in la, poop was beaten 
gold/ ALuo: snocrave gossip sessions, 2.5 hours for kula, pint 
of ice cream in chicago, creamy beef ramen/ EC: disneyland 
x2, eyebrow salon, contour professional, avocado/ DG: sons 
of anarchy, what’s lang hw, your weird gifs, crying with me 

ON BREAK-UP SONGS: 
“They remind me of every 
college rejection.” 
- Amy Zhang

ON COLLEGE 
REJECTIONS:
“Whatever, I don’t look good 
in those colors anyway.”
- Michelle A. Huang

ON APUSH:
“More like APUSH me off a 
cliff.”
-Sweeya Raj

ON DETENTION: 
“The most productive hour of 
my day.” 
- Rhea Srivats ON GOING OUT:

“When the highlight of your 
social life is math tutoring.”
- Christine Raj

ON HOMEWORK:
“Just a way for teachers to 
justify killing trees.”
- Maya Sripadam

ON EXTRA CREDIT:
“An extra credit a day keeps 
the D grades away.” 
- Michael H. Guo

ON FACEBOOK: 
“Where my embarrassing 
statuses from middle school 
come back to haunt me.”
- Felicia Hung
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On Freshmen: “Don’t say a class is easy if you’ve never taken it before.” - Larissa Chiu On Choir: “Where the guys at?” - Gabby Fontanilla40 41

bc college/ homework squad: quiet coyote, backwards roll/ 
interact: *flashes A11 sign passionately*/ MShan, JLiu: interact 
bbs/ Henchen: chicken baby/ stats crew: i’m pretty sure the 
entire class listens to our conversations/ JLai: physics4lyfe/ 
JQ: farts, twin laughs, peter and lightning/ MSarip: chipotle, 
taco bell, ratchetness/ EH: i think we’re related or something/ 
AJ: stop ditching lang/ VH: bao bei/ orch squad: let’s stick 
more candy in alisha’s mouth/ QT10: beach soccer part 2?

GWYNETH HUNGER: GH: twinny4eva,gwig+gein SN: cisco 
babies, 2ndgrade, buzzfeed4dayz, hikewme, pH14, scstreak, 
summer 2015 SO: 2 person senior year/trip?!, lonerlyfe2geth-
er, so done w/hs, hungryncheetos, plz quench my thirst, failed 
baking adventures, daily rants, indecisive af, tyvm college 
counselor SD: #libcrew #physics #calc #troyesivan #baefor-
ever #wingwoman #cisco #cowboy JV: tbt2freshyr, 2much-
drama, lol@4 yrsorch w/u, late night phone calls, LA snap story 
SL: sry i frgt u 2 JV +SL: ty4 #lang crew MT: nightly runs 4 
icecream, summerbod, nicknames, Buddha#2, fashionaf, hoes 
crew, ty therapist DS: hiking strugs, planning strugs, doggy 
sc is my fav, rantsesh NP:ily godsister LD+CP+Al+GH: ily sav 
squad, tyvm4 dt+disney memories, DOS DOS, oHH nOO, 
fangirling, rants, gongcha, savage poo, bracelets, missu3sm 
GLw/dt +3yrs!

GWYNEVERE HUNGER: GH:twinny4evaugowombmate//
SN:offtopiclangafeatasnickerwearadressinwintersquidsquats4
dabootay4yearplan//SS:thx4thepajamapantsin6thgradenewyo
rk8hourbusessinsummer??skistuckinsnowfallgreenfingew/bea
dsyaysmashglassballspennyboard<hoverboardfridaylunchokb
anana//VB:youareachicken$$_$$gofoodadventureslolboban-
ewsvballlllstuntdoubleintersectiondriveintobushesplantsdrive-
wayhidebackseat//KS+GH:gocouncillotsofwork//AL+LP+CP+G
H:#savsquadindisneydosdosroom730-1!!squadbraceletohn0//
CF:donuts&piano//CK+JC:dtsenyazzz//NT+NM:yoyaydefen
seteammocktrialol//NM+MM+AR+SN:friendisbaebcnemo//
AW:taylorswiftmusictaste(y)searchrescuenowindowsplssssitsar
ug**gohoseitdown//AM:dressstrugbutnofocusever//SV:thx4hel
pmybiosenioritiseverdaystaycutieflooouuursiwannaseemango
streak//CL:pokoplopppnypenthouse=sidneycurryratchetoldma
nLTadmiralsargebeebs#wuv->8

NEEL JAIN: Rona, Roob, Huh Juh Wuh - Stay Above Par

NELLIE JALALIAN: CBJ: I hope you one day come across 
One Direction while genetically engineering something. 
NARN: Sing on my little Tinashe Bean. DM: Come over my 
mom made food. JHF: Why do you hate me, Harold? SAH: 
BEAN <3 EPW: Shingeki no eog’n. SKS: You are the one true 
Kailley Shell, never change that. SKS: I hope we both gain 
300 pound due to boba together, brother <3. LN: You’re a 
dumbbutt go to track. RR: Carry on the legacy; join MAP it’s 
not a cult. ST: Keep eating your placenta. AM: Stop it mom.

CAROLINE JENS: NJ:you look cute in 5sos gear bean SS:lol 
your caste-neutral initials are like a ship name, the SS Jeel 
SV:get that child-lock fixed ES:build me a rocket RS:don’t 
forget your press pass ES+RT:juUuUuice TJ:ha eternal litter 
box duty AT:sending you dance photos to judge SO:see you 
in the village MO:zootopia amiright? MAP10p.3:do your home-
work, you’re all rockstars

YENA JEONG: Shoutout to Library squad! <3 MH & AT: 
lol proofs and cheezits. Thanks MR for SQUACK. @NR: 
lolstats+english  @SR: #Merthur @CB: thanks 4 being perf <3 
@HC: np, child. @EM&NG: Bouge!

ANDREW JIANG: AL, CL, MP, BT, MT, HY: Fly like angels || MP: 
Forever my bf, most accurate fb nicknames || BT: Stay savage 
deadshot/creampuff/BGainz || AL: Tighty whities, Alice^2 || MT: 
Do I finally have permission to post the gay chronicles? || CL: 
Blackest yellow man I know || HY: We’ve come a long way 
since gold, glad you stuck with swimming || AH: #sb4lyfe, go 
jahoo!!, tbt to 8th grade?? || AR: I want a rematch at FIFA. || AL: 
ihu, still haven’t gotten another news page || LS: Chico bros 
since 7th grade || JL: NU legends and roommates :’) || SY: In-
board, boosted or marbel?? || FH: Lang struggles tho || AP, AR: 
Love my Ceramics crew if only you went guys went to class 
;) || AL, SS, SY: When’s the next skiing legends trip? || DE, AL, 

SS: Wouldn’t have rather struggled in calc with anyone else || 
ET: Can’t wait to see how high the Falcon soars in your hands, 
eab. || EL: Forever a hoe but let’s get boba || CC: Work it girl, 
future eic?? || CP: Sickest. Handshake. Ever. || Wopo team: 
God yeah. Sexiest team in history || Falcon staff: It’s been an 
amazing three years friends

JERAME KIM: Thx 4 learning me to right good shs. 3years of 
Mantle~bb~CL fries forever~SL secretbf~DL/DG Publicbf~LZ 
hope you hit puberty~JC arting~CO buddies~SL/SO Licking 
my face~AL shoot me in New Jersey~Rad dähncíng~ChemCr
ew~5k~Photogs~itsonlysmellz

STEPHEN LAW: TIFTPPLTMHSWITYJKKDMOLZKJM-
LJFVCJYSLCJMPSSDBRKAHALNSANEZCQKBSOGHJVDASB

DANIEL LEE: DY: Orch Fam! Learn to drive bro. HF: I’m a fan. 
Are you? EC: Majestic Creatures and Sleazy Monkeys. JH: 
Peabnut bubber forever <3.

FELICIA LEE: FH: the poop was beaten gold, that one 
episode of csi where the woman gets stabbed by a pen, 
zhao lao shi, ORCH and all its shenanigans, F^2 4eva, bye 
felicia MH: 4th grd cheeto, disney trip bonding, sadlad, n*pple, 
ball****s, stop hating on pretty girls, poke and ratched cowork
ers AC my mather: OH, squidward, is it true?, hello it’s i/me, 
4 platforms, seuraegi, u wanna fité, MATER, jenny’s drought, 
the jenny connection, accept yourself love yourself AL: jr 
chauffeur #1, give me ur cats EC: jr chauffeur #2, ty for doing 
my brows it changed my life TL: mediocre standpartner, sick 
beats

JUSTIN LEE: KV: Thank you for being my second mother. SG 
x2: You both are 6/6. DE, CF, SY, AR, SV, NJ, JM: #koreakrew 
#missingZNthecatfish #stopfong2016 #sisohrric. Dong Bong, 
Sihan, Neelansh: #putti #single-handicap #truegolflegends. 
AJ: I look forward to many NU adventures. NC: From seventh-
grade to Spain to SProm, thanks for everything!!! It’s been a 
great 4 years Toga!

CHESTER LEUNG: AL-HY-MT-MP-AJ-BT Fly Fly Fly // LIL KO  
forever 6*2.6*3 always to the moon

ALEX LI: To AJ, MT, HY, CL, BT, MP: “you’re messed up,” 
being savage, watching the Warriors/Giants, sharpshooting, 
playing with gorillas, trusting in the heart of the cards, and late 
night food runs #Fly High / To SS, BN, JL, DT, etc: thanks for 
the philosophy/syntax debates, getting help on math, inside 
jokes, HIMYM, and everything else / To JL: find your own path. 
you’ll be fine / To next year’s debate (SK, AR, AA, KR, AW, NR), 
Science Club (KC, NS), Science Bowl (NS, AC), and volleyball 
(WH, VM, JS): have fun without me!!1!! / Finally, RV: Even if I’m 
garbage, I won’t quit. It’s called trash can, not trash cannot.

ALLEN LI: Never take phys ap unless you prefer a heart 
attack every 3 weeks. s/o to the OG 2048 #34 and the 
legendary poissoncdf group. never forget to sr year to all who 
helped with BNB XI, AR, and lastly, turn up the trap JK.

ALLISON LIN: DB^2 - You two will lead the tennis fam to 
another state championship, and I will be there to cheer 
you on to your last winning shot. Make me proud! CW - You 
have so many good things coming your way, you don’t even 
need any of my stuff. Love you always my twin! KS - You have 
earned yourself a bridesmaid position. I will never visit Ithaca 
so please come home often. SS - Can’t wait to be lifelong 
best friends with you. Go Blue Devils! CZ - You are the Amy 
Poehler to my Tina Fey forever. Roll Tide! AV - Thank you for 
losing your mind with me at all of the baseball games and 
supporting me at my tennis matches. You are my No. 1 fan! 
JC - If and when you finally get married, I take full credit for 

helping you through your romantic endeavors. RC - Can’t wait 
for the MLB World Series post-game interview with you (;.

ARIEL LIU: Falconstaff: thank u for family<3 - honored to 
be your “boss girl” / jpups?? || Interactsquad: the awkward 
area meetings/cant wait to see you do bigger and better || 
MAH: ANNIE/brunettes/duckypinkiebear/nickwai/icecream;) 
|| FH: let’s eat all the gummy bears in berkeley/cant wait 
for freshman50+rotaractmeetings w/ sloths || JV: hoothoot/
someone will love me one day || KS: BOO/pretentiousaf/
bigredbear/glhf(insert emoji here) || AJ: cutting board wedding 
gift/prom (+more) w/ ur mom:)/thx 4 ups and downs, i guess || 
AH: streak/drjiang/gobluejays! || AW: beep beep. can we get 
matching bracelets too? call me!11! || LS: “come suck me!” || 
SM: my spotify playlist/destressing (distracting?) techniques/
come to cal/#sparieleats/bff>bf/i will always support u:)) || RZ: 
thefalcon+campbell+so much more/SEE YOU AT YP CONFs 
I LOVE U SO MUCH || IY: best of luck, my weeaboo fob baby 
|| CC: all the boba and hot grass jelly in the world/never stop 
smiling bc u r beautiful

KATHERINE LIU: Thanks lunch crew (SL, AC, LY, KX, DV, JM, 
JM, LC) for the good lunch times. Thanks art crew for the 
good art times. Thanks baddy crew for the good baddy times.

EMILY LUDWIG: JC (Jesus Christ), JTH, ST, LM, EK, KS, 
GC: Take care of our Department guys. ZRG-L: You have 
my respect Sir Practitioner (Soup)(Sorry abt WWII). SM, TLC, 
EN, A_R, LP: OG Squad 4>. SS: Do my eyebrows. MB+EW: 
You’re welcome. NT: Goozemalek #theangle. AS, CO: Eli and 
Babyface/ Hot Drummer. EK: stay weird lover ;). JTH: the Darcy 
to my Liz. EL: I miss the married life. Softball Homies: Women 
have a tendency to..., never forget Dan the Man, #Bench-
Squad4Lyfe [EL: Hey Tracy, Hey Baby...]. N+Z: Throuple goals.

MICHAEL MA: TM, AG, NM, JM, LP - YOU ALREADY KNOW.

MELISSA MAGNER: BN: aHÁ! aHÁ! dey see me rollin dey 
hatin; don’t let the haterz get to you just play your kazoo and 
have FUN FUN FUN also lets check our webkinz account 
ASAP I think our plants died I’LL GET YOU A SURFBOARD 
RACK TTYLXOX//JM: MIKE WAZOWSKI! YEEOAOHH also one 
day Bibble will respond to the DMs//MH: i’m sorry about the 
ghost stories but they are pretty cool also most of the videos 
you’ve showed me are scary plz no...I really like your name 
it’s so pretty and I’m jealous//GN: BICs amirite tho ILY Potter 
and Weasely foreva and thanks for finally paying me back//
DT: GL giraffe is here for you//HC: hels+mels ur my no.1 thx for 
giving me contributions!!!//DNM: I LOVE YOU BB YOU MAKE 
ME SO HAPPY

NUPUR MAHESHWARI: MK, NR, JK: staaaaaats; TZ, NG: imy 
both, OVAHEAD; SS: entforever; HC: #highmaintenanceaf; 
AC: you keep me sane; IP: kindergarten; SG: futhermucking 
umbrellas; DS: mama and her babyy; MS: ilu more than you 
can imagine (SYC! SYC!); MyArmyGirls: you mean so much 
(ITS GETTING HOT IN HERE); JY: Jijiii; JD: babushka; LS: I 
love dogs, ok? loofah, naked babies, golf,  just thanks <3 ; 
SR: too many accidental delichis chipotle runs, #debatebbs, 
you make my world spin and ily; KM: watermelonx100000, 
I’m here because of you; AS: best sister I could’ve asked for, 
4yearpromises; MS: ugh, fine bag, you have my full heart.

JAYEE MALWANKAR: SSS/#historyquadsquad: Thanks for 4 
amazing years <3. AR:pls don’t get stuck in a ditch. NM: #tbt 
to randomly laughing in calc, naan+diva,and petit prince. RS: 
coachella dreams, tasty buzzfeed vids, and deep talks during 
gov breaks. IP: the only sane one!LC:#procrastinationstation 
#neverleaving DV:my gossip go-to (or is the other way 
around?) ST: going strong for 7 years! MC: thanks for all the 
encouragement. AA: #lanudelrey. AA: writing buddies! JM: the 
real imposter <3  

ISHA MANGAL: Tenks choir crew for dealing with my crazi-
ness and clumsiness! CB: sc streaks ilysm fam sisters4lyfe 
<3<3<3 FS: rachet car, bollywood jams, nelson’s outfits (ew), 
and my perf attendance record ha. Wouldn’t have gotten thru 
this yr w/o u KS: food adventure and pani puri buds forever 
MR: kids going wild in the hood w/ 104.9 MK: you’re a babe & 

ty for driving lessons and night outings GN: sass master KM: 
classiest bamf and music goddess GF + TM: 6th period baes 
JC: dubsmash WC: plz get a license thx JK + SJ: take care of 
warren JK: can’t get those song lyrics right MT + EP: my fav 
debate duo DR: Big D make sure harris doesn’t go crazy. TY 
TOGA

KABIR MANGHNANI: Thank you. Robohoes: Damn dreams 
into reality every day; TEDfam: Things. Stuff. Come; Spank: 
you are legend man; ADI^2: you guys never stopped caring 
bout me, and I am honored; Lizzie: You’re gonna go far kid; 
IP: meow; DD: So many nights, stay insane kid; NM: Brothers 
forever; LS: So much of me is cause of you, you’re gonna go 
far bb; JD: I am sane because of you; Snowman: I was wrong, 
I’ll remember you. I promise. Even if we aren’t friends ;) k dont 
choke; Dork: Mom… if only I had enough words, but sharing is 
caring so – watermelon

KATIE MCLAUGHLIN: Rosie Roommates/“clique” it’s always 
the witching hour; Perc bros stay gold: VN, AZ, KK, AD; DM 
team I love you forever; Oboe babes MO and GC <3; KM: 
never stop performin your heart out/brain freeze!! IM: I’ll 
always sing w/ u; WS: thank u for walking w/ me.  Thanks Toga 
for everything.   

AMANDA MESERVE: NC: Blub Blub; love your hair always; 
ILY. JC: Poopy <3. NN: #perfecthennaskin. (said in Russian 
accent). DM: you sexy beast. SS: thanks for telling me about 
your interesting life. BDR: #spiderhug. AJ: I know you are but 
what am I?. Volleyball is Love, Volleyball is Life. <3

FARBOD MOGHADAM: AR: LISTEN,flames,smalltear,yld
gspan3,madden/gta,safeway,indianculture; FS: whenafire-
startstoburn, rebelchick, oxen,awkdin,justmilk,teabag,s
ss,vwbug,fighton SH: music,persianisbest,queenofsass; 
CS: Stanford,college,manytears,almosttimetocheck; KS: 
sp5bstclass,favtimeofday,apush; SS: habibi,nastyhair,ucsbftw
,physics; LC/AR: #chinforthewin; NM/AC: staypolitical, #ber-
nie2k16, #whichhillary; NS: introtoeng, scrub, protégé, keep-
grubbing, unicef, andy’splanes, shipwNJ; AM: microscope, 
calchw, staysavage; KN: calcsoez,spdgrading,college:’); AT: yi
mcalc,alwaysofftopic,oxcollege,politics,legend; CI/TJ: pintsize,
habibi,trump2k16,handshake,lidaya,spillthewater; Thanks to all 
of you in the Toga community for a great 4 years. I will always 
be a Falcon at heart, and will miss you dearly. Much love!

NANDITA MOHAN: @Historyquadsquadforever<3 AR(aka 
soul sister):SD deeptalks, lang,moley,PENDULUM<3 ALso 
viggy is mine. IP:inky(I invented it),stanford harmonizing,venkat/
neela talks,cal,stairshateyou;), paparazzi. RS:car 
games,fistpumps,bandroom,nelson gah,failfriendingAX,str
eaks,fangirling. LC: best hugs,convos,silverfoxes yas. AA: 
ari,sc gossip, so2k14,twins. ST: firstfriendintoga. JC: sista,this
isbae,indchi,rhetoricads. J^2: saade/carbone, TEAMZAYN;) 
MC:inspiration<3, DV- bio walks&funniest chats. VS/CR/NE/
MR/SD/FS/DT/AC: ILYall @TogaSciClub: chowlisumlimohan<3 
AL: sciencegod:), KC/NS:gluck buds, Al: nomorefundraising! @
Togalax: love my team<3 fight on! PC-laxsister<3 AC-shortie ily, 
kayu lol.Laxseniors- <3 AS/EY/SB-so proud baes:)

SANAM MOHAN: ICAC-best crew out there<3; AR nextbolly-
woodstars #copres; #morethemerrierfam; LP:SplashsistersILY; 
LP/GS: thegreatmeltingpot, #tacotuesday, warriorsfam, 
#chubbiesmodel; AP: p00pface#terral4lyfe-onetreehill-
havewefinishedthebucketlist…pierceyandthedirtyles=bestcars, 
musicislife; SS: brownbabes, TW(getripped), Odeszaluver-
z4eva; BD: alwaysgotyobackgirl, greensallday, #hippies, 
2turnt in PR; EL,TC: yowellcrew4eva; EL: sincekindergar-
ten/ wannabebrownie/BarneyorClifford/neighbors<3; AR: 
panorama-letsgetlouderforchowder-duetbuddies; EN: 
illalwaysbeyoursamom, effsophs.amirright,usc>cal; SV: 
doyouevenrememberme… 4thgradememories-#itsgonnabelit- 
Snellslaw-bestbanter-suchi<3-SunnySucks-katrinaqueef-noo-
dle-HermitudetheBUZZ-crazyguyscreenshots, #therealcost; 
SV/SG: theincident…#neverforget AR: igotbroadsinatlanta, 
sl00tylibrarian, #snapstreak, rama.krishna.vishnu, tambram4ly-
fe; ZN: sangriaparty, whereare#zhanedits, MS^2: faveJuniors, 
beachbabes; Tamashafam<3

BITA NAIMI: MM: a hÁ binches for life, deyseemerollindey-
hatindeylikin, omg ur hair is so soft wow, I hate rolly back-
packs can we be frendz, hippobullfrog thisisnotthepassword-
lola78 webkinz and I wanna have a surfboard rack can you 
get me one also I think they’re dead let’s check but we got 
archived, colorful conversations, bamboozle, giraffes, tile guy 
keeps strokin the tiles, pizza guy sorry doesn’t fix it, come on 
Gilbert / MH: hey lads, fetus toe, late night Polaroids, lookin 
hot on snapchat, toilet emoji / MR: tow maytor luvs u tooth!!! 
also gummy bears

GITIKA NALWA: S/O to the newspaper crew. Y’all r the finest 
fools out there. TZ, ur the hyena to my gorilla, cool to my fool, 
and Drake to my Eminem. Pls give ur chill to me. U keep my 
life (and brows) on fleek. Stay judgmental, my friend. Ur my 
main h*e. S/O to Papa Zheng. DT, ur the best co-editor I could 
have asked for. Organize my life and teach me ur scrubless 
ways. I’ll miss seeing ur joggers everyday. #chillBUDDY 
#dotheyevenglish MM: May the power of Christ compel u. Ur 
my ginger rock. Don’t forget to pick up my chocolate milk. S/O 
to main bae John. To Lang Baes Krusty Krab and Hen Chen: 
The improper life is the only one worth living. ;) S/O to Santa 
Cruz Squad. IB, ur too hip for me. Stop saying “sexing.”  AS, ur 
a true star.  EN, ur a truly grape friend. #12years #blondiean-
dbrownie #lobstertag P.S. I’m not black ;) KX, ur my buddy in 
bliss and best mate in misery. <3 u, hooligan #wewillendthem 
MR, ur the main gossip gal and sassmaster. I’ll always pretend 
to like vanilla so I can be like u. SL: Love u to NJ and back. 
#kenyon MT: Thanks for everything. My four years here would 
have been incomplete without you. You are a true “bae.” :)

NATE NEY: Saying u would rather go with me than anyone 
else. Saying u liked my shirt next to dt and nl. Learning to 
look. Learning to take chances. Learning to become close. 
Helping me to open up by kind of speaking to me, kind of 
whispering in someone else’s ear. Dragging u across the 
ground during badminton. Learning to speak. Gwiyomi, pedo 
bear. Late nights on fb, skype, google hangouts, snapchat. 
Kid squid mid, lulu, fronds. Scibowl writing acvzjs every round. 
Secrets, secrets, secrets. hhh~ ^_^ :D :3 c:

ZHAN NG: AR – Camp in the teleporter. NJ – Outsidelands 
round 2. SV – The accidentally  recorded conversation, HEH. 
AP – Slim thick, with that cute a$$ & Googie googie. JL – 
cherub. Breaking Mediocre won Smashin. RM – best lighting 
guy. VK – dinner choices: Pho, Mongo or Ramen.   

SHAYA NIKFAR: Shoutout to my fab 5/sasy minus neeks/
lovers/hippos/fatties/my fav sleepovers, ily all forever JC LP 
TM- psych sqau? stop fighting all the time MP MO- moomoo 
cuz i hate u both and i would shoot u in the foot for 5 bucks 
jk favs SAVAGE CREW- lets not be indecisive about college 
gwigpoo- squat booty buddy 4ever NEEKA ILY TWIN// to all 
the people i forgot ily2

ERIN NORRIS: Shout-out to my Field Hockey, Basketball, and 
Lax families for making my high school years so amazing, I 
love you all! TM- my stick so you can (literally) beat LG with it, 
HL- my beast mode/ uptown funk dance ;), RD- my butt slaps 
and you will always be my singing buddy, MG- my aggression 
that might have caused a concussion (I am sorry again), MP- 
my clumsiness (and never forget East Coast trip with the weird 
feet on the wall dancing and our crazy adventurous), EC- my 
midfielder skills, KK- my love for one direction, SP- my fouls, 
JQ- ceiling titties, AG- my snuggles #spoonbuddiesforlife/ 
deep talks, HR- my driving a car abilities (so you can finally 
drive yourself to school), NR- Sarcasm, EK- my dance moves/
race car driving skills, SC- my collection of yellow cards, JV- 
my ability to scare easily (San Diego beach house)/ Salmon ;)

MANNA OKADA: <3 my mellos forever <3 thanks for being 
my first family! My babies ZY, YP, IL, JS, MF your mommy loves 
you all so much and love you too #1wife ;), ✌ MOMOYAYA-
MOMO ✌ EL & GC I’d skip with you guys any day: 10 points, 
thanks bae, Olivier Rousteing, Molly Goddard SD: macaroon, 
watersprite, Adam, kangaroo court, old sport, NEGEEN #daijy
obudesuka#teenagepalmtrees#LAL

CAROLINE OLIVER: Claribebés: stay swag and sun pro-

tected SG+JO+BW: wtf you are old now, hipster jesus lives in 
you / Orch Managers: scrubs, I love you ML: all the craziness, 
good luck ./ EL: all my sweatshirts, snacks and sass/ SJ Club: 
fight the patriarchy while I’m gone/ We are nothing but specks 
of cheeto dust in the oversoul’s metaphorical beard. 

STEPHANIE OUCHIDA: GH: 2personsrtrip, cutescpics, 
myrock, indecisiveaf, rantsesh, lonerlife, probakers, college?!// 
SN: -kinz, mondayadventures, orangeblack, PVCpipe, neeka-
bae, tpumps, jprompics//Village: constitution, WEHAVEASALA-
MANDER, housing, jobs, diversity, fam, veryselective//RS: 
shadime, tpumpstues, 3rdwheelin//SS: 7thgrade, alway-
sthere, bathtubbing//CJ: cheryllove, boba, sarcasm, hazel//
Bball: ccschamps, ilyladiessomuch, canada, sleepovers, 
hugs&happytears, AWCHAHH//JQ+NT+CF: eggfamforever 
ES: tallhuman, lowkeymom, (chokeon)boba, laughtilwecry, 
rolemodelforeverything//Chemcrew: sleepovers, dr.p, famp-
ortraits, springbreak//SL: foreveralonemeanie//JK: CObuddy, 
bestiesintheend, hateyou?, loveyou?, chocodonut//CK: ko-
ouchinit, 30minaway, friendsintheend, poon//football: bigbros, 
sweaty, stinky, loveyall, somuchtape//2016: bestclassever, 
legendsinthemaking

INGRID PAN: HC since day 1, AR i’m so proud of you (neigh-
bor/fish/2nd/tom), NM you’ve changed me for the better <3, 
RS can’t imagine life without you (pmt/lily/drives/sf), AS kill it 
your next 2 yrs, KM thank you for caring, MS don’t change for 
the world, NM tb to kindergarten, AJ i’ll miss you, TZ never 
doubt yourself, JC keep doing what you love, NN go win an 
egot i dare you (slant), LS you’re incredible, DW epitome of 
a leader, KC i believe in you, NE you’re the best, NJ follow 
your dreams, VS veepa ily, IM such strugs, KL #1 artist, EJ hf in 
london, LC best unofficial partner, MC bnb and writing, JMx2 
AA ST DV AC you’re all amazing, and ER BS EA just thank 
you. #maplyfe #prowse2016

SHAY PATIL: Squaaaa

ARNAV PAWAR: @Little N: goodluck. I know I’ll pale by com-
parison<3, @#’s: 733,184,1407,1111 more “wish”’s to go/ Mahalo/
checktheschedual/heshouse/coc/hillsnvalleys/thankyou, @
CeramicsCrew:minecraftnchill/shiftyshiftyshiftyjess/ricelosta-
gem/northwesterngainedaloser/tbt2pe.e/thankyouforevery-
thing, @IB+ZN+AT+NC+AB+EK+KS+MS: #youarestillababe 
,#dammitzhan,#fightonIke,#supkanye,#GODYAAA,#twistscratc
hmoan,#ballooOONATICS, #haveudonephysicshwyet, @Brea
kingMediocre:lucas,lightingskills,onepunch,fminds, thisishowis
have,brothersforever, @DR: lorax,A1,yellow,anna,abe,santa,and 
everything else you and i have been through(: #cabotwillal-
waysseeustogether @KS: #haveyoutoday? #speellingchamp 
#gravity #wish!1! #alwaysinthegreyzone #toewaveinthepool 
#getintobrown #MB:ilyamilli #soooo...(; #iwrotethejbknote,i 
know you’ll make me proud. @AA: I love you dude, mom 
and I will always keep the door open and your phone away(: 
#callmewhenyoumakeitbig #youpromised @GS: #yeswag, 
#keepsnorkeling #alcatraz #loveyabrotha @poopface #ma-
deterralproud #musicsoulmates #birdsscareyouhahahah. @
ZN: #googiegoogie #closedfist #doubleisa #hoffhoffmoein 
#tortillacurtain @themonkey: Happy Tuesday. #finishthelist, 
#dutchcrunch #sven #iloveyou #proteinmonkeyeoh #gram-
masaidihaveniceyes #homas #onetree #rooftops #nascar-
mom #UCBMTDRfullride and everything else you can think 
of....Meet me halfway?

GAUTAM PRABHU: GP: Never forget where you came from 
and what you accomplished. AZ: Bring me some tea when 
you come back. I’ll be waiting. ZL: You’re a great person. Be-
lieve in yourself. AV: Can’t wait to see you on the red carpet. 
You’ll go far. RS: Let your confidence take you to great places. 
AS: You keep doing you, and people will love you for you. 
JF: Thanks for the great memories. Never live on a mountain 
again. JW: Thanks for being a great friend and great tech sup-
port. MR: Our bromance triangle is forever. RC: Same goes for 
you. Stay buff blondie.

SARAH PRICE: The last 4 years have been very memorable. 
Full of fun and crazy experiences. Building bonds and making 
new friends. High school is about making memories and do-
ing the best that you can better yourself. Shout out to all my 

ON JUNIOR YEAR: 
“Good luck.”
- Isa Berardo

ON KLEENEX: 
“What every room severely 
lacks during allergy season.”
- Ariel Liu

ON LANG:
“Philosophers so deep you 
don’t even know what they’re 
saying.”
- Shrey Desai

ON MAP:
“It’s not a cult., we promise.”
-Shreya Sheel

ON NETFLIX:
“Where time goes to die.”
- Zhan Ng

ON OEDIPUS REX: 
“Probably one of the most 
disturbing stories I’ve ever 
read.”
-Nupur Maheshwari

ON PHYSICS TESTS:
“What’s your first guess? It’s 
wrong. what’s your second? 
Wrong again.”
- Navid Mokhlesi
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Field Hockey girls and making the last 4 years on the team so 
great and full of unforgetable hard working days. I have loved 
being a falcon and being apart of the MAP program. The last 
4 years have been amazing and i can’t wait for what the future 
has in store! As Principle Robinson would say “it’s great to be 
a falcon!” 

NICOLE PROWSE: MINDS- I love you guys, forever and al-
ways; EN- shower power love you; RD- pointy love/its always 
our fault; HR- you are the best daughter a girl could ask for; 
JQ- ceiling ti**ies/whale noises; AG- bball power and car 
talks; SG- sister from another mister; ES- you’re just awesome; 
JV- you two bicker like cats and dogs; VB- spaghetti tacos; 
AR- stud muffin; MVDB- im proud of your sass tolerance; 
ZN- photosynthesis/$4million; DR- you’re up here, I need you 
down here; Bball family- you guys are the best teammates 
and I don’t know what I will do without you next year; EK- stay 
Jammin; SM- mocha; BD- dance buddy!; MAPlyfe!!!

MEERA RACHAMALLU: CR, MK, GN, BN, VS: only you can 
tolerate my basic-ness; AA, AR: scrubby indian fam 4ever; KA: 
DM>SJC; KR: pls dont dishonor my name; MS: ec will always 
hold a special place in my heart

CHRISTINE RAJ: Shoutout to my bball family I love you guys! 
EC and KF don’t worry I’ll come back for bass lunches. MR 
and VS friday adventures will now be done via skype and 
thanks for keeping me sane these last 4 years. NG and KK 
thanks for making orchestra bearable. MH, KM, and AB thanks 
for putting up with me and listening to all my random rants.

SWEEYA RAJ: DS+SG: forever my #1s ily guys, NM+HC: thx 
for everything, MS: turtle backpacks, SS: chipotle dates, ICAC: 
thx for the best 4 yrs (s/o officers-SM+AR+KS+KS+PS+SG and 
Tamasha <3), newspaper: thx for making the j-room a second 
home, S&D: it’s been real, RK+KR+MP+MS+MS: have a great 
senior year bbs, SR: make me proud.

ANANT RAJEEV: SM: Kto12,nxtbwoodstrs / AMDXI: 
luvmybros#BestOfAllTime / SaSu,ArRa,SV: PrimeArgoDays / 
FM: #Trump2016 GLInSBBro / NK: 4MoreYrs#DUB / KP: PreK-
to12 dntforgetmeinNavy;) / AM,MT: OGLinkKids, keepthereps / 
SaSh: Dont Party 2 Hard,Bombay Lemonade Thx4Prom:)#prius 
IS quality / AJ, AP: 3 Musktrs For Life<3 My Ramix Bros / 
VJ,RS,RD,NP,RV,RR: Enjoy HS My Lil Ones / JL,SY: Im Still 
Better In Fifa / officers: UrAllBeastBestTeamEvr#BNB2016 / 
JY, AC: Sports ED pride<3 / CJ: #MathSquad / EL: HaveFun 
JR Year! / PS:U Godlike Dancer / ET: Math Since 6th Grade 
/ SuSm: Duke Bound Dnt 4Get Me:) / AL: Best BnB Partner / 
DS: GangaLyfe 2AMHouseCrash / KS: Cornell Is Lucky / KR: 
Hv Fun LilBoPeep / RK: Suprweed LLuvURainman<3 / AH: 
NJ,NS:IShip:) / KS,CW: ComeToDub / AK,TL: CarryTheLegacy-
mysprtzedz / RV, SG: nJoySrYrBoyzInvMe2PrtiezWhenImBack;) 
/ AT,MO:MyBellgroveBros / GM: DestroyUInMaddenNBAFifa 
/ SD: DonutBro<3 / SuSi: BestPalOutThereNJoyDrex / KD, 
MP, MS^2: KeepBnBAliveMakeItAwesome! / SG: LuvPapaG / 
Rama: Can’tThankYouEnoughBro / Thanks Toga for absolutely 
everything—Here I come Seattle

ARJUN RAMANATHAN: KL stay beautiful; PA+NT good luck 
scrubs; KR+LG tffc4ever, good luck with everything <3; AK+NT 
stay dank boys; SG+SG best of luck my fav 6/6’s; CW gracias 
Por Las Memorias; MS stay loca never change; TogaYams 
love you scrubs; AMD, all of you go on to do great things one 
day; SV+JL+DE+ZN+NJ+CF+SS+JM+SY+AT thanks for making 
high school An amazing and memorable experience; AR+NK 
google+ never dies; SM hands down chillest librarian ever ;) 
(panda) ; JD Yeeeee. SS+SV Since argonaut <3 you guys; JL 
you’re a good son of mine. ZN love you foreigner <3 <3; NJ 
Baddy for life :D; SV you’ve become a brother to me and I’ll 
miss you too much in college noodle

ASHVITA RAMESH: AA, ST, MC, JM^2: HQS for lyfe. MR: 
pinky dinky doo 24/7. CR+MR: indian santa clause.  NA+ 
RS: chapstick, ed and ammonia, and physics. VS+NM: Sbux 
lang adventures + deep talks. JC: sf adventures <3. LC: You 
have literally tortured me since sophomore year idk why i 
love you so much HUEHUEHUE. WH: pls try and improve ur 
bet-winning skills next year ;). KS, AK: Jaccaranda Ct squad, 

running around the block, pool parties, & dark room forever 
<3. ND: Your stories and smile never fail to make my day bet-
ter. DV: chennai express. RS: as taytay once said, u make me 
crazier <3 NM: did you know shepherds can tell time? ;) didn’t 
know i could ever meet someone as similar to me as u and as 
kind- i think ur my soulmate <3. IP: essential butts, flavabam-
onos, Tom, & my mom <3 don’t leave me. NN: from peter pan 
to hairballs to vijay, thanks for being my one and only <3.  

AMANDA RHEE: M.F: Whoosh, E.L: Indeciveness is key, S.G: 
Wheeeee, American Independent Party: Gabe

NAVEED RIAZIAT: NL nosoapradiobegoodwhileimgone 
iknowyoulldogreatthings DD darkssoulsIsEzdontbreak-
mylathek KF itsOkToLeaveTheMillDirty DL myMainScouter/
MemeBoss  AZ itDependsOnYouNow  @649 neverendingcof-
fee #blackbear #ihop #frctop25 KC neighborsNeverSplit(liver
WithChianti HC tbhBeenThroughaTonwithurHighMaintenance-
butt LS horse. YJ/JK/NM/MK statsOnstatsOnstats

ANNE ROLLINSON: FHfam: kill it next year and #IFHL4lyfe 
HL: forever the most hated blondes, TM: love you mini me <3, 
RD: never go back to boston market, LAXgirls: ppsnail, JV: 
dynamic duo 4ever, KC: never gonna forget my strong little kit 
Kat <3, SC: melancholy, OGSQUAD <3 : gonna miss you guys 
soo much, NP :stardust, spirit & athletics, many donut runs 
<3 DW: chocomilk, MPGIS, driveway rants, & lettuce ;), TC: 
SILLY timezz <3, EL: S&B, Bree&Bee, etc. ilyamilli, LP : jamba 
;), SM: singing bud <3, EN: the sister i never had & forever my 
partner in crime <3 <3 

LUKE SALIN: MM/WC: yeeturnips. JL: adobecc. EC/RW: 
smilerckstrs. NC/RW: 50mmf1.4. NL: unicrn. ET: diznee:) AZ: 
HOSH. MS/SM: baes,staygoldn. <3toMAPfam, AMD,jroom. AT/
KS/NA: baes4evr. AJ: chicobro. AR: nostalgianevertheless. AL: 
caniBinnews?. AC: cashncarrymafia. MS: ursmiles&laughter:P. 
NM: shutupndeal,mycompass. SS: playfulDancingismy-
Fav. KC: infj=socaring. AA/MP/LP: bttlfrnt&smash. SA: 
uare100%onRt. KM: roses,gudundrpres. DW: treatyoself. HC: 
chromechess,naclwithluv. NR: errythang,rainbowemojiwithluv

DEEPTHI SAMPATHKUMAR: SR & SG: #squa highschool 
would not have been the same without u two, forever my 
flower dumplings SR: for life pal SG: #toots MK: i’ll miss being 
extremely unsafe in ur car, #threadandwaxcrew #highest-
streak. AR: i’ll miss our fun/deep talks pally pal, hangouts at 
the theater during every break fsho. MO: thank u for dealing 
with all my probs, 4ever apush crew KS: thank you being my 
mommy, i’ll miss laughing at dumbo jokes w u GH: lol rant 
crew for life, 4ever my boba queen. JV: my shortie pal, i’ll be 
visiting u fsho ;)  ICAC: thank you for an amazing 4 years! MP+ 
KR+ RK + MS: make me proud babylaas

ANKITHA SARVESH: AA, EM, JK, GG, BS, SJ, VB, IY, MJ, 
TC-gl to my choir crew. Ford: your bollywood is questionable. 
RK: Your lanyard is second best (BBBB). MP: gl with M4S and 
Bnb <3 GG-going to miss the team so much. Crunch: crusty 
veteran. NA: u hohbag. TC: harmonizing always. CO: let’s kill it 
in NY. NM: vat is this let friendship that has meant so much to 
me for over 5 years? 

FIONA SEQUEIRA: KC squared: the BEST of friends #starb-
screw4ever (too bad martin is gone hehe). thank you for 
absolutely everything :’) #abs #billysrbf IM: can’t wait for that 
surf party w/ axelsson & da “chicken breast.” ur smile (when 
u decide to show up) lights up my life<3 RV: *farewell!* ;) 
#dora #gchats #orangesweater #ourfaileddream #homeboy 
#shower #jerrysfavs thx 4 always being there and 4 bringing 
out the best in me <3 don’t ever change cinnamon :) FM: 
fam! those SHOES we LAHV the ox #awkdin #spontaneity 
#beansalad #crumpleorfold #camelbak #dide+ we gunna 
kill it in socal. MT: i love u indescribably. fififufu+mervs=best 
sc streak ever! #brisklyjogging #yellowbug #chickchick #jer-
rysgelledhair #maroon5 hold down toga for me bb<3 u know 
i’m always just one call away! CJ: RIP #thunch. u r the queen 
of sass. thx for keeping it so real, always. i will truly miss u. join 
the trojan family ok?! ES: the graphic guru. #hawaii #am(eric)
a i love u so freaking much man. news w/ u was one hell of a 
ride. keep it classy in the j room when i’m gone. u know i’ve 

gotchu anytime<3 RR: pls remember to eat ;) and last but not 
least, to bae…cristiano ronaldo: thx 4 your abdominals they 
got me thru. high school.

VIBHA SESHADRI: CH: TriangleFridayAdventure-
FoodYaKnow MR: BathroomBuddies4Life, FoodFoodFood 
CLASSIGALS: BJS!! & Dance AGD: ItsGettingHotInHere, Y’all 
rock <3, ND: RamJam4Ever, BN:AllDayErrydayPhoneCalls, 
AR&NM:<33Buddies4Life, IP:Randomness&P!!, 
Falcon:TYforeverything! RV&KS:LoneSophs, AS: LOL, & So 
much more. Thanks Toga <3

PARTHA SHAH: If I learned one thing from high school, it’s 
to not change for anybody, surround yourself by people you 
trust, that like you for you, trust me you’ll make friendships 
that you’ll cherish-KS, SM, AR, KS, SG, SR- thanks for being an 
amazing icac officer team, legit you will always be my fam-JZ, 
JL-Squad forever-SG-what penguin doesn’t like nutella, c’mon

KANAAI SHAH: SS/AL -  Y’all are my boulders, but I’d move 
mountains for you two. XI/Officers/IX - Thanks for 4 unforget-
table years. AL - ty day 1 homie, mop, and Jesus. AR/SD/
FM - Beelzebub and Materfamilias. MS - You’re gonna do so 
many great things in the future and keep killin it! TK/RM/JY/
KY - soccer squad: carry on the legacy. ASB family and always 
gonna miss RM & CM. JV - Always my sunshine and only one 
call away. Thanks Toga for the past 4 years <3

KARISHMA SHAH: MLK JR: friends4life<3, mermaidtails, 
boba, pho, snacks, food in general, adventures, sleepovers, 
nights out you guys made my life so much more spectacular 
and stressfree; TFC!!!! (KC AND SD): we better keep this chat 
alive, help me with comp sci pls!! thanks for making me laugh 
and tolerating me; NA[eggplantemoji]: [alienemoji] love you to 
the fullest, no other person that can beat our friendship and 
goals, DON’T YOU DARE REPLACE ME; JV: myoneandonly-
JaniBOO<3, you are my heart, remember those basketball 
days?; MK:Heyhotstuff(; mayapapayafeefifofiyaaa gonna miss 
you dearly my Priyanka chopra [insertleafemoji]; IM: those 
panipuris though, and foodHOMIE<3 and that bio sleepover 
tho; MV: hi matty, thoselongtalksaboutyourgirlsandmybo-
ysandbeingabletobecomfortablewitheachotherisgoalsgon-
namissyouandnicesmellingcarLOL; VN and AM: my favorite 
sophs, gonna miss your guys’ idioticness but also how you 
two are my lilbros ilavutwo, thanks for letting me be ur part 
time mom; AC: HI-ADIPOOP[insertpoopemoji] thanks for 
those long talks that I needed, you always knew how to be 
a true friend [insertbeeremoji]; ICACOFFICERS: we done did 
it, gonna miss this like crazy; SG: hi Punjabiqueen continu-
etobhangraon! HImysweetest bully out there gonna miss you 
goon[handshakeemoji]; DS: hi bb aint no other person as cute 
as you, I don’t think I can live w/o you; last but not least SD: 
hi sheev, this is not the end of it, hell this is NOWHERE near 
the end of our friendship but I don’t think I can ever be myself 
when ur not with me, NOONE will replace you so dont worry, 
i will get to see you any time so lets adventure on ;)I love you 
<3[insertcocktailemoji] PEACE OUT TOGA

MEGHAN SHAH: Bubs: From skiing to Parran to tabs, you’re 
my only bubs. Geneva: Rawr. It’s been an honor. Swig: ILU 
S. lukeyy: could not be happier that I know you. MINDS: You 
guys are truly my family. Endless love. S/O to all of senior MAP. 
Snowman: HiFUtacocheese. Fish<trashbag<Jerald<you. Pretty 
white house. The list goes on forever, and I hope it does. 
Give me a cookie pls. Bag: Tbh, you’re not just my friend. Ilu 
like a sister. U are a pillar and you are a light, a scrub and a 
lazyhoebo. (also, i’m sorry. also, imissyouuuu)

SANAH SHAH: Glad we are Aquainted-BahkBahk, Gwyndo-
lyn, PersianPrince, BDR, DirtyGerty & KaileyShell. SI+LN visit 
Often, and Zwah stay As You Are. XOTWOD.

SHREYA SHEEL: CJ: jeel4lyfe SS: kalez&k always SO: 
Founder of village and my forever rock MS: my one & only 
bubs SA,LS,ME: my name is Shreya Sheel & this is my story. 
Shoutout to classigals<3 MAPPED Out it’s been real. Senior 
Project 2.0?   

ALLEN SHEN: PV, SG, AT, AW, SL, GD, JL, AR, MC: 45 mins 
early for a 5 min task #kkpete #kkpete SL, GW, CS, NL, SS, 
RO, MM, SK, IT, US, DE, AW: the spectacular, sensual sax sec-
tion #saxpride AL, BN, JL: three second natural pause squad 
#scibowlfailures #secondsemseniorstruggles #stormsurge 
BW, TN, SH, AT, DL, MC, IT, KK: never going back to solo 
queue #tiltsquad EZ, KD, BH, BT, ML, DY, MM, TN: the OG 
JWTC, ranked 5s fun SB, AA, MF: sorry for the failed all nighter 
AC, NL, AJ: #COSMOS #youknow NL: keep chess club alive 

DL: portal 2 co-op? FM: #feelthebern #notmeus SS, AT, MP: 
what am I doing in black team? #mayanklectures BN: 2 am 
journs, 4 am convos, let’s get to 60k #deep #langy #how 
#nice #RNGgods #grammar AC, HC, AT, JC, DL: physics 
failures SS: more grammar qs on AP Lang MC pls JD: I should 
miss more bio quizzes OM: the library is closed

UDAY SINGH: J9: Alan. *fwump*: hey let’s do winter perc. 
Parking Crew: may the new parking lot live on in infamy. 
Noismo: Xue. AJ: change your phone background. sahahana: 
telenovela is love telenovela is life. Kat: COERCED, you owe 
me poptarts. (s)mh: informance (heh), sorry about photo club, 
phone on face, thanks for making it good.

MAYA SRIPADAM: Shoutout to my mains DL, VN, AZ, and 
DanL. VN for our inspirational convos; AZ for always having 
my back during band; DL For being the best snare drum 
buddy for the last 3 years; DanL for always being so on 
point; stay cool and smart ya’ll. Also obligatory shout out to 
my brother MS, don’t be lame <3 thanks for all the memories 
ALSO shoutout to mah band clique, even tho we said we 
would never be a clique.

RHEA SRIVATS: TO THE HSQ : Yall made my highschool 
years unbelievable and I will cherish these memories. AR : 
Who will I message when I’m trying to study for a yearlong 
final in one night :) NM got milk? IP Thank u for making me 
leave my house even when its super late like 7:30 pm AA 
: yes i will go on a date with u and the Young Republicans 
for Ted Cruz Meetup is the best place I could ever imagine. 
SHOUT OUT TO #1 BUB THANK U FOR TAKING CARE OF 
ME, A CHILD. Finally love my mellos, and ofc my heart in a 
section tubas. Thanks for letting me come to yalls tuba tur-
nups :). Also MT ppl yes sidney ogden was a devil worshipper 
and I love u Jamie Sardegna. I took a pill in Ibiza, but only to 
show avicii that I was cool.

KYLIE STOKES: Shoutout to the best commission ever!!! RAL-
LAAYY IS LIFE!

NEEKI TAHMASSEBI: SH: ty for being by my side since FF 
freshman year. ily #arawr #fresh. NH: stop interrupting our eye 
convo, always there no matter what. SN: hate to love, #poki 
:), YA: bio buddies 4lyf AA: best advice giver <3, ZGL+EL: 
drama crew 4eva.#chickfila #pinkiefinger. JTH: #sass #nofilter 
#ily, SD: “give me attention” best guy friend award  CD: fave 
freshman #darksweetchocolate, ZGL: turtle emoji, thanks for 
cleaning ur car, #raspberries #theroutine #neverjust3, <3 AB: 
lucky charms, classy&sassy, EL: #frankfurter #almostmaine, 
always laughing with u SG: my little protective brother s/o to 
bones, ily

BRIAN TANG: AJ, MP, MT, HY, CL, AL: I will always be the in-
nocent one. The jungle is a dangerous place but stay savage 
my friends. AG, JM, DG, NM, NQ, TM, MM: Ball is life. NM: My 
coach...you the real MVP. DG, DL, JL, DY: The lush life is real.

DORRIE TANG: JD: rip minutes, go eat your veggies, mr 
d tho #iwantorangejuice #11.05.15xoxo #thx #notapatottie 
/ TZ: keep sending em zoomed-in snaps #alwaysbroke 
#noodlearmsdance #theDsjawline #drjarrieconsultation 
#tb2track&pvz #bootyauthenticityanalysis #timetofixmyenglish 
/ MH: since 3rd grade yesz girl, ty 4 always saving my dance 
makeup #candycrush / SL+AD: always open for eats n talks 
#momvandoorstrugs / Gorilla+Hyena1: too much sass&sodium 
#chillerino, skechers be nast #scrub #judginu #layoutanger 
#ilyhoes / MH: jroom couch snuggles #urgross / AL: my music 
> yours, gl w da ladies / EL: les devoirs?? / Tlf+MR: did u do 
the reading lolbuddy #ratchet / BigKidsofMC: brain power 
2 high, tenks for always dealing w me / JM+NM+IP: #deep 
talks, no work / GN+AL+AC: too much stress / Khandecru: u 
dont even go here but ily2m #neckveins / HT: eat up while im 
gone #leftorright? / SHS: tysm for thamazing 4 yrs, deuces :’)

AAKASH THUMATY: Nex GLHF; ASBaes; All gold everything 
#ALorAL; BnB- eh; Band :’) MB,DE,SS,AH,US,AW,KK // <3 Trum-
pets MK,JV,TN,IL,BC,TN,PV; BallisLife #lights; Vball- I played :’) 
; G7; Newspaper- I’m in that :’) ; App Dev- Come to HSHacks 3 
:’) ; Inve$tment Club :’) ; #spank - HS was fun, thanks

MATTHEW TRAN: Thank you to all the homies: MP for being 
special with me, HY for bringing out the good that’s not in 
me, AL for making me a bit smarter than I am, AJ for helping 
me get more swole, BT for teaching me how to be savage, 
CL for making my friends culturally diverse #AFRICA, AH for 
Abe naps and dramas, JL for being the hedgehog plug #sum-
mer2k15, GH for making me fat at safeway, SS for not running 
in track with me, KC phoreal talks and chill, JL teach me how 
to get mine, and HC for being the partner in spiteful crime

OKSANA TRIFONOVA: Kelly bean, potato, farmer Xiao... I 
CANT BELIEVE WE MADE IT!!! You’ll always be my mafia bro 
<3  #cyaatthetop And Lisa!!! Keep being fabulous you fashion-
able queen you ;)

SHREYA TUMU: AA and LC: U guys are the cutest old mar-
ried couple AC: i couldn’t have asked for a better tv buddy :) 
AR: don’t fall in a ditch DV: we’ll soon be colleagues, trust me 
:) IP: your advice is on point 2JM: My rocks since 5th grade 
(WOW- 7 years!!) MC: Calc wouldn’t be the same without you, 
btw i luv the haircut :) NM: never stop smiling, your enthusiasm 
be contagious RS: you are always there when i need you, bnb 
was great with you :), TZ: thanks for dealing with my crazy

SAMIR VAIDYA: AR + JLee: my brothers I leave you every-
thing I own; ZN: River shrimp; SM: Turdy Mcgee ; Breaking 
Mediocre: Never forget Lucas #tenga; PhifeDogarooCrew: 
KoolAid, Iphone 5c, The Bayou, yeayeayeayea, Spring Break, 
State Plan Dong Conclude

RISHI VEERAPANENI: Throwback: AL, too much to list, 
chess (#roadtrip), debate (#beanie); VC, Chaykin, X-Country, 
GovCrew; QO, deep lunch talks (#library); RC, Creating havoc 
in Mantle’s and Sheehy’s; LP, Argo fun, StatsCrew, GovCrew; 
NM, chem (#puzzles), robotics; FS, sass, g-chats, Sheehy 
(#favs), track (#homeboy); SS, Lang buddies; AM, poetry..
Lunch crew: VC, QO, RC, LP. Singing along: AL, NM. Argo-
Redwood-SHS: AL, VC, LP. A special thanks to AL, QO, LP, 
and FS for everything.

JANANI VELCHAMY: MLKJR<3:tails SD:l onersinLon-
eStarRRTC Earl-yBearl-d: calLmeforACAInever MK :stopturnin-
goffthemusic Kishma: 1st&lastforeverything;) RZ: neprenezpasl
efrancaissansmoi!tuvasmourir! AG: keeprantingmyMVP <3 SG: 
imtallerthanyoudealwithit<3 DS: givememyfreshmanyearboo
khoe!!ihy<3 AW: LYCHEEEXPLOSION HR: MyTallerLilSisIly SI: 
Tpumps>Track KD: leftmealoneihy SillyBilly: jakimbaandbuzz-
willmissyouPotaTOHGrawr<3

MATT VICTORIA: Drumline-Play hot fire beats, and the beats 
will fire hot you.

MENA WANG: KZ: u r top banana SA: cheese > choco milk 
MR: distress/noodle bug squad worked for us CM: we’re still 
married for tax purposes LH+JC: i(still)hatehw IZ: stupid bird 
LH+CC: fbla at ratchetson was gr9 MX: lets move to germany 
after u graduate KC+KX: lol at 2 a.m panic lab nights WH: 
tenks for saving me in physics AZ+SS+CC: ditching class was 
more fun than the actual class oops GS: ur still a map traitor 
QV: mcd’s app saved my life

ANDREW WENG: theleague.fogo.weng201_s.YAYBAND//
roseemoji//. GH: windows, rugs, search and rescue. 
CF+SY:skiinglegends. JL:screwdriver. AL://calling//. CK:DuCKy. 
US: Drift king+photog. ML: seattleuniversity;). NJ: nightowl. 
JV:LycheeExplosion. DG:dotheev. DC: the year. CynthiaYang: 
Essay, Parachute, “club minutes”, CoUNTRY, Alaska.

DARBY WILLIAMS: MINDS - you keep me sane, so much 
love.  AR - go eat a roly poly. SH, NR - gonna miss the English 
Queens. #MAPlyfe. NH - arm hugs and dad jokes. LS - the 

luke to my leia. AJ - parks and rec 4evr. ZN - you owe me $4 
million. DR - nukes. MVDB - it’s ap”toss”. Class of 2016 - proud 
to know you all.

KATHLEEN YANG: MH, US, KK- Let’s go get lunch; MH - 
Show your daughter, don’t touch me, braid my hair, close your 
legs, how dare you; US- brown sugar pop tarts, jv tennis, high 
pitched screaming, WIND TUNNEL, why does nothing in your 
car work, i have a lunch, please shave; KK- I’m sick, it’s ok, it’ll 
be fine, your elbows though, you can’t cook; MV- kanta, your 
eye bags are real.

HARRISON YANG: AJ AL BT CL MP MO MT: Even though I 
complain about you guys, you’re the best, NatDev: Just keep 
swimming~ Don’t worry you guys will get through it. MZG HY: 
Thanks for showing up every week... well most weeks. Keep 
it up next year HY + JA! TogaSwim: Didn’t get to spend too 
much time w/ you guys but it was a blast!  AZ: #1 younger sis. 
KT: Thanks for the M&M’s!

SPENCER YEN: Eemputti, N-Jizzle, RoobieTheFoodie - True 
Golf Legends of 2016. // Arj, NoJainNoGain – 4AMDubtrack-
ers // Shap - Never forget the arthritic giraffes. // CFong – Stay 
bougie. // lilbtang+jatipati - siniangenfanlaoshihao // Salon 
– Audentes Fortuna Iuvat. // G7 – Return to normalcy. // Eem 
– Never would’ve thought, but NYC here we come // ABoss 
– From homecoming to debate to MGWU to Everalbum/SF 
dancing to Vicinitime to Waterloo to HSHacks to ping pong to 
Gatsby to dub dub to Ecuador vlogs to BerkeleyRSF to NYC – 
HS was pretty fun 

LISA YU: <3x100 to lunch crew AC KL SL JM JM DV LC AR RS 
NM!// SC: #saghag leaving u leaves a hole in my <3. ILY more 
than Sufjan AC: Good luck on ur 10 Mercedes also pls find 
God. ill<3&miss u ho AY: i will miss ur sick memes&rhymes 
CChou: ilysm bb don’t eat candy off the ground pls 
CChiang: uraqt ily KX: <3U2DEATH my cynical child. OT: 
URTHEQUEEN<3u4EVR GC: xoxo ILYSM U LIZARD

AMY ZHANG: JL: J-lo not gonna lai ur perf! party hard lol MS: 
if only i was mindy kaling #lifegoals KZ/MW: thnx for putting up 
w/ my science fair obsessions xD MR: pomegranate goals RS: 
i’mm in trouble i’m an addict~ AT/CC: carry on thie RISE legacy 
ET, KC, VM: ta squad goals from smurf B <3   

TIFFANY ZHENG: MH: leadership :’), secretive turkey legs, 
morgan, KASE Klass of 2020, i’ll luv u 4evr bb :moonemoji:!!! 
DT (hyena #2): how am i gon chillerino w/o u? #DoctorJDL-
oveConsultation, DUde’s nudes, pham is not fam, lang crew 
+ THE D, vchat exclusion <3 GN (gorilla): i’ll get u an eyepatch 
& get me a #FeelTheBern/anti redneck shirt. gonna miss 
ur h*eness but not ur chocolate milk. SA: drake > kanye + 
when’s the new video? + when will u stop being punny? + 
when will u become confrontational??? MR: salty fam! i’ll miss 
ur sodium chloride & non-chill drama. stop disrespecting my 
aesthetic, vomiting at donut wheel, john cena strugs. NM+NG: 
#tennisteam4lyfe MM: sponge diet + jigaboo. AM: sobbing in 
scola. ST: u gon get murdered in downtown IP: salty chipotle 
chips VB: ur my right hand (ur my go to), r u 21 yrs old, bday 
car ride, kamestry/chemistry & how am i ever gonna see u 
after we graduate?? :(((((

INGRID ZHOU: FBLAfam- ty for the memories+kill it every-
where LH-make me proud CG- viola sister <3 gl on school 
and orch ML- gl w colina+ty for 2 yrs of orch<3 IK- pls stop 
MT- physics+trombone god! ty for physics strugs SC-gl 
girlie+u r too amazing <3 EZ- ty for 17 yrs of craziness ilysm 
<4 u mean the world to me GS+AC+CS- ty for dysfunctional 
lang SA+MR+BH-yall are ok i guess KC+AD+GF- ily bbs 
JC+JP+JZ+LH+EL+AR+KR+MW+SG- ilyvm<333 ty for 4+ yrs of 
memories and laughs

ON SOCIAL MEDIA:
“I think the default Facebook 
profile picture does my face 
justice.”
- Suneel Belkhale

ON HIGH SCHOOL 
RELATIONSHIPS:
“Just don’t.”
- Darby Williams

ON VACATIONS:
“I take a weekly vacation to 
Jay Koo every Thursday.”
- Nihar Agrawal

ON WIKIPEDIA:
“AKA my works cited.”
- Luke Salin

ON ZZZ:
“Sleep is temporary. GPA is 
forever.” 
- Christopher Shih 

ON YIKYAK:
“Do people still use that?”
- Meghan Shah

ON TARDIES:
“Being tardy makes you stand 
out.” 
- Chester Leung
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On the Parking Lot: “When trying to find parking is the next Hunger Games.” - Neeki Tahmassebi On Going Off Campus to McDonald’s: “I’m 90 percent chicken nugget now.” - Felicia Hung44 45
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OUR FRONT PAGES
The Falcon 

seniors present...



On Weighted Grading: “When you spend hours on a project and realize it won’t help your grade.” - Summer Smith46

  
Dear Falcon staff,

It’s hard to believe that a whole year — 12 issues, 12 deadline nights, 36 story discussions, over 800 stories, far too many angry 
Facebook posts and countless hours spent in the J-room — has gone by since that first time we looked at the long, long list of 
names on our staff lists. 

We’ve seen you all grow from timid, awkward little chickadees, huddled together in a little corner at the back-to-school Falcon 
party, to loud, rambunctious veterans, brave enough to play Clash Royale in front of your EICs or flash us the stink eye after we 
send you back to revise your layout for the 11th time — and we have to say that we are so incredibly proud of your growth. 
     Even though we often tell you that we don’t appreciate your sarcasm or your sass, it is your willingness to put away your 
phone after being yelled at and your quiet respectfulness as you move that photo credit one space down — these are the things 
that we love most about you. 
     As we embark on the next chapter of our stories, we will always keep dear in our hearts those moments when Roland eagerly 
volunteered to be elf to Neehar’s Santa (quite possibly the skinniest Santa we’ve ever seen), when fourth period boys wrestled 
it out on the J-room floor during one late Friday afternoon, when we watched a hoard of chickadees wrestle yet again for layout 
signups at the whiteboard (also known as The Time Ariel Almost Died) — the list goes on and on. Whether you were “grubby” or 
not, we’ve always been grateful for how hardworking you all are.
     But more than anything, we wanted to say thank you. Thank you for the hours you spent with us, laboring away in the J-room; 
for all the times you went back and forth with us on a layout or a story, somewhat reluctantly but nevertheless obediently; and for 
being a part of our Toga Story, making The Saratoga Falcon the best memory of the last four years.

Dear Mr. Tyler,
 When we were freshmen, the “word count” of our stories read 
a cool 400. As sophomores, it flashed 700; as juniors, 1000. As 
seniors penning our final piece, we are at a loss for words. Con-
sonants and commas cannot describe how much you mean to 
us.
      What we will miss most this fall is not journalism, but our jour-
nalism advisor. We will miss seeing you at the back of the room, 
your hands behind your head, your feet on your desk as you 
chuckle uncertainly at a provocative headline of ours. We’d call 
it eye-catching, you, inflammatory, and then we’d laugh together. 
But most of all, we’ll miss your kindness.  
 When we were obstinate, you said we were “strong.” When 
we gave you migraines amidst a looming deadline for the “issue 
that wouldn’t die,” you said we were “determined.” It takes a spe-
cial person to see the best in others. You are the most extraordi-
nary teacher.
 As seniors, we are both sorry and thankful. We are sorry for 
being pests, for keeping you captive in the J-room on so many 
late evenings and for interrupting your Pilates breaks for our 
inane issues. We are thankful that four years ago, in front of 
two brown, battered couches stood a teacher in a hoodie and 
glasses. He gave a few anxious freshmen a thumbs-up and a 
smile. His warmth would make the room at the corner, J1, feel like 
home.
 For us, the journey of a thousand words began with a choppy 
sentence on a Google document. It ends now with just two 
words: Thank you.

OUR TOGA STORY: ONE LAST SIGNOFF

Love, Ashley Chen, Ariel Liu, Gitika Nalwa and Dorrie Tang

On Senior Quad Day: “The greatest show America’s best high school has ever seen” - Nina Harris 47

OKSANA 
TRIFONOVA will 
make it big in LA

ARIEL LIU will take 
on the Berkeley food 
scene one Instagram 
post at a time

GWYNEVERE 
HUNGER 
will still indecisively 
choose between 
boba flavors at Cal

NUPUR 
MAHESHWARI
will love dogs, 
especially Scotty 
the Scottie dog.

GITIKA NALWA
will not cook at 
UC Berkeley. 
She’ll have 
bigger fish to fry. 

MELISSA 
MAGNER 
will go to 
Starbucks 
24/7 at SCU

SUMMER SMITH
will Duke it out 
against UNC for the 
next four years

TIFFANY ZHENG 
will hopefully be 
Purdue-ing something 
productive

MILES 
ALBERT
will continue to 
wear bro tanks 
in LA

SHREYA TUMU
will meet her 
lifelong goal of 
kissing a banana 
slug

SHAZIA GUPTA
will continue 
being vertically 
challenged

JIHAU YU 
Will turn the 
freshman 15 
into freshman 
50 at UT 

ANANT RAJEEV 
will finally not feel 
guilty taking long 
showers in Seattle

ANDREW JIANG 
will finally watch 
“High School 
Musical” after 
becoming a Wildcat

DORRIE TANG
will finally find 
Nemo

HELEN CHEN will 
become a full time 
investor in all local 
coffee shops in 
Chicago

KELLY XIAO
will stop 
procrastinating 
at UCSC

SWEEYA RAJ 
will try to show 
up to class in 
Boston

ALLISON LIN will 
party with Troy 
Bolton on the Greek 
row at Berkeley

FIONA 
SEQUEIRA 
will hope 
Ronaldo 
leaves Real 
Madrid for LA 
Galaxy so she 
can watch bae 

ASHLEY 
CHEN will 
finally be on 
time at Brown

DEEPTHI 
SAMPATHKUMAR  
will continue to sing rap 
songs off pitch in college

VIBHA 
SESHADRI will 
miss Costco in 
college

ARJUN 
RAMANATHAN 
will continue to 
embrace blue as 
his favorite color 
at UMich

ADITYA CHAUDHRY
will finally be called by 
his first name at UMich



On Measure E Construction: “You’re never going to stop us from parking in the staff lot” - Andrew Weng48

THE CLASS OF 2016
Abhay Aanabathula
Alexander Acharya
Nihar Agrawal
Daniel Ahn
Omar Ajanee
Miles Albert
Amanda Alexander
Jessika Anderson
Karen Angel Esteban
Anusuya Arjavalingam
Avinash Arjavalingam
Nithika Arunkumar
Ai Marie Asai
Yu Karen Asai
Julianne Baba
Vanessa Bahk
Nicole Bays
Suneel Belkhale
Adithya S. Bellathur
Anna Isabel Berardo
Camille Bismonte
Jack Bloink
Maxwell Bollinger
John D. Bossi
Ursula Bravo
Corinne Elise Bryan
Connor Buss
Adam Christian Camp
Ryan Philip Casini
Michelle Cen
Miles Chaffin
Aditya Chaudhry
Rahul Cheeniyil
Ashley R. Chen
Ethan Chen
Helen Chen
Jenna Chen
Jennifer Chen
Kaitlyn Chen
Karen Chen
Kevin Chen
Kimberly Chen
Shanel Chen
Joli Chien
Nicole Chiou
Jesus Daniel Chiprez
Larissa Chiu
Varun Choudhary
Michael Chyan
Sabrina S. Clark
Talia Louise Clement
Giulia Valentina Corno
Beaudine de Roos
Shrey Desai
Snehal Josh Dey
Alexander Di
Shiva Djabbari
Andre Djenguerian 
Amanda Duong-Le
Kevin Duong-Le
Nicole Eckerman
Daniel Eem
Marcus Emery
Joseph Eschen
Vincent Faylor
Julian Ferrari
Carey Fong
Gabriel Fong
Gabriella Fontanilla
Alexa Frieberg

Michael Fukuda
Jonathan Fung
Daniel Gao
Jarred Gou
Savannah Green
Nina Groeneveld
Samantha Guidry
Alex S. Guo
Michael Hsieh Guo
Michael Z. Guo
Shazia Jade Gupta
Shireen Haghshenas
Michelle Hu Handoko
Nina Harris
Alexander Hawks
Stephanie Hayes
Alice He
Jonathan Hess
Emma Lu Hoffman
Melissa Hoffman
Brendon Tiger Hong
Lily Hu
Nancy Hu
Michelle Huang
Michelle Annie Huang
Brandon Allen Hulme
Felicia Y. Hung
Gwyneth Hunger
Gwynevere Hunger
Nikolina Ivana Ivanko
Diana Izguerra
Emily Lorraine Jacobs
Neelansh Jain
Neluphar Jalalian
Sami N. Jalel
Caroline Bonnie Jens
Yena Jeong
Andrew Jiahao Jiang
Colton Johnsgard
Anik Varun Joshi
Liam Kaiser
Priyanka Kakkar
Amir Kalantar
Diana Katchour
Kunal Dilip Kathuria
Michael Kazmierczak
Jerame Kim
Kayla Jiwon Kim
Caroline Bissell King
Anna M. Kleinsmith
Chloe Koon
Atirath Kosireddy
Naved Krishnamurthy
Maya Kumar
Vincent Kung
Nicholas Lai
Chris Yakfung Lam
Stephanie Min Law
Stephen Bin Law
Audrey Joan Lee
Brandon Chong Lee
Daniel Y. Lee
Ellen Lee
Felicia Ann Lee
Jacky Lee

Justin Junhee Lee
Mason Lee
Matthew Chong Lee
Hannah Leney
Chester Leung
Claire Leung
Alexander Li
Allen Li
Elizabeth Yun Li
Matthew Li
Mengjiao Li
Celine K. Liang
Zoe Alice Liao
Zachariah Lichtenberg
Allison Lin
Sophia Lin
Stacy Lin
Ariel E. Liu
Katherine Z. Liu
Emily Teresa Ludwig
Noah Richard Lyon
Michael Kyle Ma
Michael MacInnes
Ruby Lucille MacRae
Ryan Ashkan Madani
Melissa K. Magner
Nupur Maheshwari
Lauren Michelle Maia
Jayee Malwankar
Jui Malwankar
Ojas Malwankar
Nihal Mandava
Isha Mangal
Kabir Manghnani
Yasmeen H. Mardi
Valerie Martin
Romteen Masoumi
Katherine McLaughlin
Christopher McMahon
Brian Menard
Amanda Meserve
Delaney Milton
Darya Moein
Farbod Moghadam
Nandita K. Mohan
Sanam A. Mohan
Jatin Mohanty
Navid R. Mokhlesi
Taiga Murooka
Bita Naimi
Gitika Nalwa
Nina Nelson
Brendan Ney
Nathan S. Ney
Leon Hauming Ng
Zhan Ng
Gabriella Nguyen
Theron K. Niel
Shaya Nikfar
Erin Norris
Manna Okada
Michael Okuno
Caroline Oliver
Malia Sinclaire Oreglia
Stephanie Ouchida

Michael Owyang
Quincy Owyang
Karthik Padmanabhan
Edwin Pan
Ingrid Yin Rui Pan
Penelope Panidis
Jacqueline Parsons
Shaylin Atlas Patil
Todd Patterson
Arnav M. Pawar
Alisa Pedicini
Lucas Dai-An Peng
Miles Dai-Chuan Peng
Matthew Peterson
Cole Jordan Petters
Lauren Plesse
Jennifer Erica Poo
Gautam S. Prabhu
Sarah Cordelia Price
Nicole Danielle Prowse
Alexa Marie Purtee
Jasmine Qin
Noah Quanrud
Meera Rachamallu
Christine Raj
Sweeya V. Raj
Anant Rajeev
Arjun Ramanathan
Ashvita Ramesh
Jacob Mark Randall
Michael Tiger Ren
Yasmine Rezai-Naraghi
Amanda Rhee
Naveed Riaziat
Davis Robertson
Christopher Rodoni
Angelica Rojas
Anne Rollinson
Haley Ryan Rositano
Maxwell Gideon Rossip
Luke Elliott Salin
Deepthi Sampathkumar
Arnav Pran Sarin
Ankitha Rao Sarvesh
Michael Schillage
Graham Schmelzer
Fiona Sequeira
Vibha Seshadri
Sadelle Sewalt
Kanaai Shah
Karishma Shah
Meghan Shah
Partha Paren Shah
Sanah K. Shah
Rotem Shaked
Shreya Kailey Sheel
Allen Shen
Michelle Shen
Gerui (Ray) Sheng
Sean Shi
Christopher Shih
Drew Shinnick
Andrew James Singer
Supriya Singh
Uday Singh

Brandilyn Jane Small
Summer Smith
Jiacheng Song
Arjun Ajay Soni
Eleni Marie Spirakis
Maya Sripadam
Rhea Srivats
Kylie Rose Stokes
Saumel Strawn
Sandeep Suresh
Neeki Tahmassebi
Brian Tang
Dorrie Anne Tang
Alisha Thanawala
Aakash Thumaty
Matthew Hai Dang Tran
Albe Tremblay
Oksana Trifonova
Shreya Tumu
Samir Vaidya
Matthew van den Berg
Quan Vandinh
Divya Veerapaneni
Rishi Veerapaneni
Jennifer Pierson Veis
Janani Velchamy
Aditya Sriram Vempaty
Matthew Victoria
Austin Villanueva
Eoghan Patrick Walsh
James Wang
Matthew Jia Wang
Mena Ruimeng Wang
Michelle Wang
Thomas Joseph Wang
Zhengfu Wang
Jace Oline Welton
Andrew Mark Weng
Robert D. Whitmyre
Darby Williams
Jackson Williams
Andrew Wright
Kelly Xiao
Xiangfei Xie
Boyi Yang
Harrison Yang
Kathleen Marie Yang
Samuel Yang
Yiqing Yang
Yizheng Yang
Stacey Yee
Abhiram Yellamilli
Spencer Syhan Yen
Dong Heon Yoo
Tyler Yoshihara
Jihau Wilhelm Yu
Lisa Yu
Cayla Zelanis
Amy Zhang
Eric J. Zhang
Joyce J. Zhang
Kristine Zhang
Tiffany Jingwen Zheng
Andrew Matthew Zhou
Ingrid Tinyu Zhou
YiChen Zhou
Chenghao Zhu
David Zhu
Tanner Avery Zuleeg
Matthew Bao-Anh Zung


